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There is a stone that whoever kisses, 

Oh! he never misses to grow eloquent 

'Tis he may clamber to a lady's chamber, 
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Chapter 1  

The sun streamed through the window as Stan woke, a keen 

nervousness in his belly. He got up, folded the towel he‟d slept on, 

packed it into his duffel bag, and threw on a black t-shirt, faded jeans, 

old basketball shoes, and his Fuqua ball cap. In the bathroom, he 

stared at himself in the mirror as he brushed his teeth. This is it, he 
thought. 

Quickly finishing his grooming, he packed his shaving kit and added it 

to the duffel bag. He grabbed a lone banana from the kitchen counter, 
peeled it, and ate it in three bites. He folded the peel and set it on the 

counter. Opening the fridge, he emptied it of its only item — a gallon 

jug of water — and pulled the plug from the wall socket. 

Stan walked through the empty rooms of his apartment in the four-

family walk-up, double-checking that he hadn‟t left anything behind — 
unlikely, as he‟d finished selling off his furniture and packing the bulk 

of his belongings into storage two days ago. He poked his head out the 

back door and whistled for Isis. He checked the duffel for her leash, 
and patted the freezer bag full of dry kibble. 

Taking one last glance around the four rooms that had been his home 

since he‟d moved to Jersey City from Durham, Stan slung the duffel 
bag over his shoulder, grabbed the banana peel, and closed the door 

behind him. Deciding not to lock it — why bother? — he dropped his 
key through the mail slot. Walking down the steps, he lobbed the 

banana peel into a beat-up trash can at the side of the house. He 

shoots; he scores. 

Opening the driver door of his reliable old Volvo wagon, he whistled 

again for Isis. Tick-tick-tick came the sound of her claws on the 

cement, as she rounded the side of the house. The 3-year-old Jack 
Russell terrier jumped onto the front seat, settling into her familiar 

curled-up position. 
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Still nameless after nearly five years, Stan‟s neighbor to the west 

called over the fence separating their yards, “Ya movin‟?” 

“So to speak, I guess.” 

“Yeah? Where ya headed?” 

“Around the world,” Stan said, a grin spreading quickly across his all-

American features. “All the way around the world.” 

“Wow — that‟s some trip.” 

“I don‟t know yet, but I‟m guessing . . .” Stan replied, as he slammed 

the door with a wave. 

He snapped his seatbelt into place, eased the car away from the curb, 
and put on his blinker. In an instant, for there was no traffic at 6 a.m. 

on a Saturday, he was heading north on Kennedy Boulevard toward 
the Lincoln Tunnel. 

“Well, girl, there‟s no turning back now,” he said to Isis, who rolled 

over with a sigh. She seemed to know there‟d be plenty of time later 
for hanging her head out the window as they hurtled north on I-95. 

* * * 

Irritably, Stan turned the knob, scanning the FM dial for a second 

time. “My God, you‟d think no one in the entire Tri-State Area got up 

before noon on the weekend,” he muttered. “They haven‟t played 
anything decent since we left Manhattan, but we‟re still picking up New 

York radio.” 

Turning off at the next exit, Stan drove into the McDonald‟s/Exxon 
parking lot, marveling as he did every time he drove this stretch of the 

interstate at the coup those two corporate Goliaths had pulled off by 
being the only food and fuel vendors along this stretch of highway. The 

parking lot was empty, save a beat-up old Chevy. Probably the clerk‟s, 

he thought to himself, as he opened the door to let Isis out to stretch 
her legs and pee. She ran in giddy circles, delighted by the snow that 

had just begun to fall. 

Shutting his faithful dog back inside the car, Stan made his way into 
the restaurant and scanned the menu overhead. Clearly dissatisfied 

with his breakfast choices, he ordered a large orange juice, deciding to 
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wait till later to eat. He harrumphed out the door and stomped back to 

the Volvo. Spying Stan, Isis wagged not just her tail, but her whole 
little body with excitement. She watched as he popped the hatch and 

rooted around in a box, where he located his iPod. 

Plugging the adapter into his car stereo, he was immediately soothed 

by the smoky resonance of Diana Krall‟s voice. “You like her, too, huh 

girl?” Stan asked knowingly, as Isis curled up beside him with her 
head on his thigh. 

Back on the highway again, Stan mused that he still couldn‟t listen to 

Diana Krall — or any jazz — without thinking of Paula. Among the 

many things they‟d done together in the two years he‟d known her, 

she‟d introduced him to the wonderful rhythms and percussions of jazz 
music. Until then, he‟d mostly kept to classic rock and whatever was 

momentarily trendy. They‟d only seen one live show together — 

catching Norah Jones at CBGB, just before she landed her deal with 
Blue Note — but it had been an experience he would never forget. 

I wonder what Paula is doing right now, Stan thought to himself. 

Probably meditating or painting. Looking at his watch, he laughed. No 
— it‟s only 11 a.m. Sure as I‟m breathing, that woman is still sound 

asleep. 

* * * 

“Again? I can‟t believe they don‟t get rid of you and bring in a temp 

who can tell time. I‟d fire my secretary in a minute if she were late 
once a week,” Stan said to Paula as they got off the bus that carried 

them from Hoboken to Kennedy Boulevard in Jersey City. They headed 
west, toward their respective apartments. 

“Your secretary barely knows how to turn on her computer, gets lost 

on her way to word processing, and smells like mothballs.” 

“That is beside the point,” Stan said, a bit defensive. 

“I, on the other hand, am a WP whiz who smells like lilac and 

lavender. They‟ll never fire me. Except for my little issue with 
oversleeping once in a while, I‟m the best temp they‟ve ever had,” 

Paula said, grinning at him. “Besides, they won‟t have a chance to fire 
me — I‟ll be gone of my own volition long before that happens.” 
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“I admit, you do kick ass as a word processor. But seriously, how 

many times have you been late this month?” Stan asked. 

“I don‟t know. Yesterday was the fifth time, I think.” 

“And it‟s only the 22nd! You‟ve still got 6 more business days to get 
through before the end of this month. I don‟t think you should be so 

cavalier about your attendance. Especially not with temp jobs so 

scarce these days.” 

“You worry too much,” Paula chided. “Even if they did release me — 

which they are not going to do — I‟d get another job.” 

“Just like that, you‟d land another temp gig that gives you the kind of 
flexibility you‟ve gotten used to?” 

“Absolutely.” 

“I think maybe you‟ve been getting too close to the paint fumes 

again,” Stan elbowed her. 

“I appreciate your concern, Mr. Crowley, but it‟s completely 
unnecessary.” 

“OK. But don‟t come crawling to me if you find yourself unemployed 

and homeless. I don‟t think Gretchen would take too kindly to me 
letting you crash at my place.” 

“Right. I‟m sure she wouldn‟t. Good thing you‟re not my only friend,” 
Paula smiled and nudged him back. 

“Wait — you have other friends? What? I‟m just your convenient 

commuting buddy?” 

“Truth hurts, doesn‟t it?” 

Stan made a small pout. 

They reached the corner where Stan turned off every day, and he said, 
as he always did, “Well, this is me.” 

“Yup.” 

“See you in the morning, if you make the 7:30 bus?” 
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“I‟ll make it.” 

“Twenty bucks says you can‟t make it through the rest of the month 
without being late,” he challenged her. 

“Make it fifty and you‟ve got yourself a wager.” 

“Forget it. It‟s not worth fifty dollars, even to see you miserable every 

morning for the next six days.” 

Paula looked up thoughtfully toward the overcast sky. “OK. How „bout 
this? If I make it on time for the rest of the month, you‟ll buy my bus 

card next month?” 

“Deal.” 

“Good. I‟ll see you bright and early mañana, then.” 

“OK. Have a good night.” 

“You, too. Say hi to Gretchen for me.” 

“I‟m not seeing her tonight.” 

Paula‟s eyebrows formed a peak, “No?” 

“She‟s got a work thing.” 

“Oh. Well, what are you doing for dinner?” 

“One guess.” 

“Veggie pizza from Three Brothers.” 

“You got it. Wanna join me?” 

“Nah. I‟ve got some work to do on a painting. Thanks for the invite, 

though.” 

“OK. Call me if you change your mind,” Stan said, waving as he 
walked away. 



 

 

Chapter 2  

Look at that, April 15 today, Stan thought nonchalantly, as he signed 

the guest registry at the Riverside Inn in Bangor, Maine. Tax Day had 

never been the burden for Stan that it was for many people. He‟d filed 

his taxes by January 26th, a few days later than usual this year, but his 

small return had been safely deposited into his mutual fund by March 
1st. 

Settling onto the double bed in the tiny, but charming room, Stan 

thought about calling Paula for what must have been the hundredth 
time since he‟d left Jersey. 

He went back and forth with himself:  

I should tell her I left. 

No, not yet. 

But she‟ll worry. 

That’s OK. It’d do her good to worry about something for a 

change. 

That‟s not fair. 

She’ll never believe you really left. 

She will when she tries to call and your phone‟s been 

disconnected. 

I will call her — tomorrow. 

As he got ready for bed, Stan set his watch on the dresser. He picked 
it up again, looking at the inscription on the back: 
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You are my rock, 

steady and ever-faithful. 

All my love. G 

I have to remember to get a new watch, he thought as he set down 

the $300 Hugo Boss timepiece. 

* * * 

The Volvo loaded, Isis waiting expectantly beside him in the front seat, 
Stan glanced again at the world map he‟d downloaded from 

virtualtourist.com. Damn, it‟s already 8 a.m. I thought we‟d make 

Newfoundland by tonight. We‟re already behind schedule, he thought. 
Then he laughed out loud. “Listen to me. Behind schedule. What am I 

talking about? There is no schedule!” 

Once he‟d finished chuckling at his own foolishness, his heart began to 

race. Oh, my God — we‟re really doing this. 

No one is going to believe it, he thought. Especially not Paula. Well, 
after enough time passes, she‟ll call Jack — and he‟ll cave in and tell 

her. 

Jack was the closest thing Stan had to a best friend, other than Paula. 

They had met as undergrads at Penn, roomed together at Fuqua, and 

still stayed in pretty regular contact. While Stan had moved into 
investment banking with a Wall Street firm, Jack was a trader on the 

floor of the Chicago Stock Exchange. 

Jack had agreed to open a P.O. Box in Oak Lawn, where he lived, so 
Stan could have his mail forwarded there. “There really shouldn‟t be 

too much mail,” Stan had told him. “I‟ve cancelled all my 
subscriptions. And all my bills are paid electronically from my checking 

account. Just keep a lookout for anything from my mom or my sister.” 

“You sure you don‟t want to tell them you‟re leaving?” Jack asked for 
the third time since he‟d agreed to play mailman for Stan. 

“I‟m sure,” Stan said firmly. 

“What about Paula? What did you tell her?” 

“Paula and I haven‟t spoken in six weeks.” 
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“What? You‟re kidding! You two talk every day. You commute together 

to and from New York, for Christ‟s sake.” 

“Not for a while, now. She quit her temp job before I resigned.” 

“Why?” Jack asked. “I thought you said they gave her all the time off 
she needed, and kept her on even though she was kind of unreliable.” 

“She isn‟t unreliable — just chronically late. Anyway, she got a big 

show in a Soho gallery. Some people from Europe decided to invest in 
her work, so . . .” 

“Wow! Good for her. That‟s great. But wait — when was that?” 

“I don‟t know. Late January, early February.” 

“And when was the last time you talked to her?” 

“About a week after her opening.” 

“That‟s a while ago, dude. What happened?” 

“We argued, big time. Both said some pretty ugly things — stuff that‟s 

almost impossible to come back from.” 

“I don‟t believe it. You two fight like caged lions sometimes, but you‟re 

closer than anyone I‟ve ever known. Call her up and apologize. Let her 

know you‟re leaving.” 

“No, Jack. Not right now. I will get in touch with her when I‟m ready, 

but not now.” 

“OK, man.” 

“So promise me, you will NOT say anything to her if she calls you.” 

“Dude, that‟s not fair. You can‟t put me in a position like that.” 

“Jack, I hate to bring it up . . . but that S.E.C. investigator would still 

love to nail you. I could have gotten you in a lot of hot water when she 

started asking around about the unsafe working conditions in that 
factory in Sri Lanka, but I kept my mouth shut. I do still have her 

number, though. The least you can do is support me on this one.” 
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“You‟re such a bastard, Stan. Are you ever gonna let that thing die?” 

Jack‟s voice rose in obvious frustration. Still, his friend did have him on 
that loyalty marker. 

“I kept your secret then. I just need you to keep mine, now.” 

“Fine. I won‟t tell her when she calls. You know it‟s only a matter of 

time until she calls, don‟t you?” 

“Maybe.” 

“So what should I say?” 

“I don‟t know. Make something up. Tell her anything. Just don‟t tell 

her I‟ve gone — and don‟t give her my new e-mail address or cell 
number.” 

“OK, OK. I‟ll be the soul of discretion.” 

“Thanks, guy. I really, really appreciate this.” 

“No problem. So when are you leaving?” 

“Day after tomorrow.” 

“Have a good trip, Stan. Send me a postcard or two.” 

“Will do. Thanks.” 

“OK. Well, I guess I‟ll see ya when I see ya.” 

Stan laughed. “Yes, you will. Take care.” 

“Oh, Stan?” 

“Yeah?” 

“What should I do if Gretchen calls?” 

“I wouldn‟t waste any time worrying about that — Gretchen won‟t be 
calling.”



 

 

Chapter 3  

Sitting in a northbound lane at the Canadian border, Stan tapped the 

steering wheel with his right hand, his passport, driver‟s license, 

itinerary, and Isis‟ vaccination papers clenched tightly in his left hand. 

“Hello, sir,” the Border Patrol agent greeted him with a smile. “What is 

the purpose of your trip?” 

“I, er . . . I‟m . . . um . . . I . . . I guess it‟s a vacation.” 

“You don‟t sound so sure about that.” 

“No, I . . . it‟s just . . . well, actually, I‟m headed around the world.” 

“Ya don‟t say?” 

“Yeah. So this is my first international stop.” 

“Well, you‟re not carrying any fruits, vegetables, or other flora of any 
kind, are you?” 

“No, sir.” 

“Would you mind popping open the back of your wagon for me for a 

second?” 

“Certainly,” Stan said, more confidently than he felt. 

The agent scanned the cargo bay, noticing the neatly folded clothes in 

stacking crates. “You taking all this stuff with you around the world, 

there, young man?” 

“I . . . I . . . I don‟t know. I guess. This is the first time I‟ve ever done 

anything like this. I wasn‟t sure what to bring, so I brought a little of 
everything.” 
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“Well, you‟ll figure it out, I‟m sure,” the agent winked at him. “Have a 

grand adventure.” 

“Thank you, sir,” Stan said, climbing back into the Volvo. 

As he drove toward Quebec City, he put the documents back in their 
plastic pouch and returned them to the glove box. 

“Our first new country, girl!” he said to Isis. She woke from her latest 

nap, wagged her tail, and yipped, as if in agreement. 

* * * 

Cheap bastards. How much would it cost, really, to spring for actual 
coffee, instead of this brown water trying to masquerade as java? Stan 

thought to himself as he waited in the 16th floor break room for the 

first pot of shoddy coffee to finish brewing. It was a Tuesday morning 
in mid-April of 2001. 

Normally, Stan went back to his office, rather than pacing the small, 

stale-smelling room — but this particular day, he chose instead to 
hang out and read the various notes on the bulletin board. 

“DiE, LuncH ThieF!!!!” was scrawled in Sharpie on the back of a Chinese 
take-out menu. 

Another note read, “Sumer-share. 3br, 2 bath. $5k/moth. Norht shore 

Hamtons.” Nice spelling, Stan noted. 

In the upper left-hand corner, though, was a clean, neatly typed note 

on a small, lined index card: 

Free to good home: Small white female dog. About  

4 mos. Believe to be Jack Russell terrier. Location:  

Queens. Call Suzanne for info. 516-200-3533. 

The only Suzanne Stan knew of on the floor was the receptionist. In 

her mid-40s and the epitome of courtesy and professionalism, 
Suzanne always seemed to Stan a bit quiet and closed off, nothing like 

the gossip-fiends who populated some of the other Investment 

Banking floors. Stan would notice her, absorbed in all manner of 
intellectual reading during her downtime, and found himself often 

wanting to start a conversation with her. But never quite able to find a 
comfortable opening, so far Stan‟s conversations with Suzanne had 
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pretty much been limited to the weather — and whatever news CNN 

might be flashing across the flat screen TV located near the reception 
desk. 

Stan took the index card to the supply room and made a photocopy of 
it. Back at his desk, he trimmed the copy to size and propped the note 

against his computer screen. Throughout the day, he picked it up, 

flicking his thumb against the corner, turning it over and over. He 
hadn‟t had a dog since Lucky, the Australian shepherd his family had 

owned before he‟d left for boarding school — and he wasn‟t sure he 

was ready to make the enormous commitment he knew it would take 
to become a pet owner. 

* * * 

Once, back in Durham, Stan had asked Jack about getting a dog. “Are 

you crazy?” Jack had demanded. “We‟re in our mid-20s, in grad 

school, for Christ‟s sake — not a couple of middle-aged farts who don‟t 
have anything better to do than sit around cleaning up after a little 

doggy-woggy.” 

“Yeah, but wouldn‟t it be great to have a dog to take to the park? To 

play fetch with, and Frisbee?” Stan had countered, hopefully. 

“When did you get to be such an idealistic son-of-a-bitch?” Jack almost 
sneered at his friend. “I mean, it‟s not like we ever go to the park, 

anyway.” 

“Speak for yourself, you lazy couch potato! I jog almost every 
morning. And regardless of your opinion, you sarcastic asshole, I think 

it would be nice to have a dog to take running with me.” 

Jack laughed, and as he relaxed, the tension that had been building 

between them eased a bit. But in the end, he talked Stan out of the 

dog idea. Instead, they got a few goldfish, which lived for about six 

weeks until their tank turned gray and they died in the murky water. 

Feeling sad for the little fish as he dumped them down the toilet, Stan 

thought, You poor guys never had a chance with us. Jack promised 
he‟d change the water once in a while if I remembered to feed you 

every day. Right. Guess we‟d better not run out and buy houseplants 
any time soon. 
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Still, Stan tried to convince himself, he would have done a better job 

with a furry, four-legged pet who could whine and yelp if you ignored 
its needs. 

* * * 

That night, Stan went home and looked up Jack Russell terriers on the 

Internet. Every article he read described Jack Russells as a lively breed 

that needed lots of exercise to work off their naturally excessive 
adrenaline. Undeterred by the thought of an active dog who would, no 

doubt, make huge demands on his time and attention, Stan decided to 
speak with Suzanne the next day. 

Again the first to arrive on his floor Wednesday morning, Stan walked 

into the coffee room and noticed immediately that the index card was 
gone from the bulletin board. A bit shocked by the disappointment that 

washed over him, Stan walked out to the reception desk, where 

Suzanne, who had just arrived, was hanging her coat in the hall closet. 

“Suzanne?” Stan asked, as he stepped toward her, a bit hesitant. 

She turned to see who‟d called her name, and broke into a smile when 
she saw Stan. “Good morning, Stan. How are you today?” 

“Good. I‟m good. Yourself?” 

“Fine, thank you. What can I do for you?” 

Stan shifted his weight a couple times. “I was wondering about the 

note in the coffee room. Did you . . . were . . . were you the one who 

posted the note about the dog who needs a home?” 

Suzanne nodded. “Yes, I put that note on the bulletin board.” 

“Did you . . . is it . . . the note. It was there yesterday, but I just 
noticed it‟s gone. Did you . . . find a home for the dog?” Stan asked 

quietly. 

“No. No, I didn‟t,” Suzanne said, shaking her head. “I went back and 
forth about posting it at all — and last night before I went home, I 

decided to remove the note.” 

“Oh, I see,” Stan said quietly.  
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Suzanne looked at Stan, sensing the disappointment he was trying to 

conceal. “It was just . . . when I got to thinking about the folks on this 
floor — I mean, most of them are nice enough, in their own ways — 

but no one seems like they really have room in their life for a little dog 
who needs a lot of attention.” She leaned against the desk and crossed 

her arms in front of her comfortably. 

“Yeah, you‟re probably right,” Stan nodded. “But why were you trying 
to find a home for her in the first place?” 

“It seems someone abandoned the poor little thing. Considering the 

timing, my guess is she was a Christmas present, given without 

enough forethought about exactly how much work she‟d really be. I 

thought I might be better off just keeping her myself — although, she 
would make the third dog — on top of the rabbits, ducks, and new 

litter of kittens.” 

Stan‟s eyes widened in amazement and incredulity. “Really??” 

Suzanne nodded primly. “Why do you ask?” 

“Well, I was thinking,” Stan said, kicking at the floor with the toe of his 

immaculate Florsheim loafer, “I might just have room in my life for a 
little dog. Especially one that needs a lot of attention,” he finished, 

smiling to himself at the memory of the long-ago goldfish fiasco. 

“I see,” said Suzanne, a slow but radiant smile spreading across her 

face. She reached into her top desk drawer and pulled out another 

small, lined index card. “Let me give you directions to my house. 
Where do you live, Stan?” 

“Jersey City.” 

“OK. Have you ever driven to Queens?”



 

 

Chapter 4  

Stan woke early, as usual. He shivered under the three wool blankets 

that barely had kept him warm enough to sleep in the 28-degree 

weather. God, and I thought New Jersey was cold in April. Hasn‟t the 

concept of radiators made its way this far north yet? Stan thought. 

He crawled out from under the covers in his sweats and peaked out 
the curtain at the breaking dawn. Isis nipped at his ankles. “No, girl. 

You don‟t want to go out yet. It‟s too cold. Your pee will freeze as it 

streams out of your body.” The little white dog ignored him, beginning 
now to yelp. Stan threw on his hiking boots and parka and opened the 

bungalow door to let his dog outside. 

Isis raced around, clearly thrilled to be outside in the clean air. Usually 
impervious to weather of any kind, though, even she soon noticed the 

low temperature, and quickly ran back inside. 

“Ya hungry, girl?” 

Isis wagged her tail, happily. 

Stan grabbed her plastic dish from his duffel bag. The monogrammed 
bowl had been a gift from Paula for Isis‟ 2nd birthday. 

* * * 

“What are you doing with a dog named Isis, anyway?” Paula had asked 

him. 

“What do you mean? What‟s wrong with the name?” 

“Nothing‟s wrong with it. I‟m simply wondering why you named her 

that.” 

“I just liked the sound of it,” Stan shrugged. 
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“Do you even know who Isis is?” Paula prodded. 

“I don‟t know. A Greek goddess or something.” 

“Egyptian goddess!” Paula corrected him. 

“Sorry. At least I knew she was a goddess.” 

Paula rolled her eyes. “Isis was the most important goddess in all of 

Egypt. She was the goddess of fertility and motherhood and magic. 

The Egyptians believed that it was Isis herself who walked among her 
people, teaching the women how to grind corn to make bread and spin 

flax for weaving. She also showed them how to tame men enough to 

live with them.” She ignored Stan‟s exaggerated sigh. “Isis taught her 
people how to read and farm, and they worshipped her as the goddess 

of medicine and wisdom.” 

“OK. I‟m impressed. How do you know all that stuff?” 

“Same way you know what to do with a ledger sheet and why a red 

herring has such a stupid name.” 

“You went to business school?” 

“Shut up,” she said, wadding up the wrapping paper from Isis‟ new 

bowl and throwing it at him. “It was important to me, so I learned 
about it.” 

“Oh. So why is it so surprising that I‟d have a dog named Isis?” 

“I don‟t know. Just your whole agnostic, prove-it-to-me-that-God-

really-exists thing.” 

“I never asked you to prove to me that God exists,” Stan argued. 

“Not in so many words. But you have to admit, it would be a lot easier 

to believe in God if I could prove there was one, wouldn‟t it?” 

“Of course it would.” 

“See?” 

“But it‟s not really about proof. I‟m talking about experiential 
knowledge. I keep telling you — I want to believe there is a God. It 
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makes sense to me that there is. But I‟ve just never experienced what 

other people take for granted as the presence of a supreme being.” 

“Come on, Stan. Look at the moon, the oceans, the flowers in my 

garden. How can you see all those things and not know?” 

Just then Stan‟s phone rang. “Hello?” 

Paula got up and grabbed her backpack. The only person who called 

Stan at night was Gretchen. And once she called, Paula exited. It was 
just an understanding they had. 

“I‟ll see you tomorrow,” she mouthed as she made her way to the 

door. 

Stan waved, a resigned look on his face as he said, “Where‟s your 

super?” He listened intently to Gretchen‟s response. “Again? You 
should really report the guy,” Stan paused, trying to keep the 

exasperation out of his voice. “Yes, of course, sweetie. I‟ll come over 

and look at your water heater.” 

Paula rolled her eyes to herself as she quietly closed the door behind 

her. 

* * * 

Stan showered and thought about shaving, but quickly decided he 

could skip a day. He dressed in warm clothes, as he inhaled a Power 
Bar for breakfast. There wasn‟t much to pack, since he‟d only brought 

the essentials in from the car. No sense in unloading it all just to load 

it back again in the morning, he had reasoned. 

He patted the bed for Isis to come to him. She ran over, and he 

gathered her into his arms. She wriggled a little as Stan deposited her 
into his shoulder bag, a beat-up old U.S. Postal Service bag. He‟d 

found it once while rummaging around in the basement of his 

apartment house. Noticing the thick layer of dust, Stan could see the 
bag clearly had lain untouched for many years. Before he usurped it, 

though, he left a note in its place, indicating his name, apartment 

number, and the date. He had enjoyed the project of removing the 
insignia and shortening the strap so that the bag now fit snugly under 

his arm. 
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“Look, you‟re gonna have to get used to this or we‟re gonna have to 

cut the trip short. I have no idea how these people feel about dogs — 
and besides, I don‟t want you to get lost.” 

Seeming to sense that he meant it, Isis stopped wiggling and settled 
comfortably into the bag, her nose and ears sticking up through the 

open zipper. He grabbed her leash and a discarded plastic sack and 

shoved them into the bag with her. 

Together, they headed out to explore the tiny community of Portugal 

Cove South. Stan had been drawn to this stop on Newfoundland‟s Irish 

Loop because, well, it was called the Irish Loop. But also, the travel 

guide had described a fossil museum that sounded intriguing. 

The first thing he wanted to do was take a boat tour around the little 
cove. He walked down the weather-worn path toward the dock, Isis 

stowed comfortably under his left arm. 

Suddenly, as if out of nowhere, an old man appeared on the path with 
him. “Whacha got in the bag, sonny?” the old man asked, the creases 

in his skin casting a spider-web across his face. 

“This?” Stan asked, pointing to the bag that held Isis. 

“That,” the gnarled old man said. 

“This is Isis.” 

“Don‟t look like any Egyptian goddess to me,” the old man spat. 

“Looks more like a runty little dog.” 

Isis yapped. 

“Sounds like a runty little dog, too.” 

Isis started barking. 

“Isis, shush,” Stan tried to quiet her. 

“Don‟t shush her. She‟s just doing her job, trying to protect you,” the 

old man changed his tone. “You watch her good, though. If you put „er 
down, make sure you got „er tied to ye, else you‟re like to lose „er to 

the wolves.” 
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“Th . . . th . . . thanks,” Stan stammered. They came to a fork and the 

man wandered down the adjoining path. As he walked away, Stan 
could swear he heard the old man say, “Call your girl.” 

Chapter 5  

Jack rolled over and looked at the clock. The big red numbers said 

2:27. I must be dreaming, he thought, and pulled the blankets closer 
around him. No one calls anybody at 2:30 in the morning on a 

weeknight. Then he heard it again — his cell phone bleating from the 

other room. He shuffled into the kitchen to pick up the phone where it 
was charging on the counter. 

“Hullo?” he said dully. 

“Jack, where is he??” 

“Where‟s who? Who is this?” 

“Paula, Jack. It‟s Paula. Now where‟s Stan?” 

“Paula, do you realize it‟s 2:30 in the morning?” 

“Yeah, I‟m sorry for waking you. But I just went by Stan‟s apartment, 

and he‟s not there. His phone‟s disconnected. I called him at work 
today, and the secretary said he quit three weeks ago. What 

happened? Where is he?” 

“Oh, shit. I told him he shoulda told you.” 

“Should have told me what? What happened? Where‟d he go?” 

“Paula, I‟m really sorry. I promised him I wouldn‟t say anything. All I 
can tell you is that he‟s all right. And he said he‟d be in touch, when 

he‟s ready.” 

“When he‟s ready? Jack! What are you talking about?” 
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Slowly exhaling, Jack said, “I can‟t tell you, Paula.” 

Her voice raising several octaves, Paula tried to keep herself under 
control, “Jack, this is me. You have to tell me where he is.” 

“I can‟t, Paula. I‟m sorry. I promised.” 

“Well, he must have a cell phone, wherever he is. Just give me the 

number.” 

“Paula, don‟t do this. I can‟t.” 

“You can, you just won‟t!” 

“Same thing,” he said gently. His heart hurt not to be able to tell her 

because he knew she deserved to know. Stan, you‟re such a schmuck 
for doing this to her, he seethed. “Look, I know you two had some sort 

of falling out the last time you were together. I wanted him to call you 
to sort it all out, but he said he couldn‟t. Not yet.” 

Paula tried to stifle a sob. “OK, Jack. I know you‟re just doing what he 

asked you to do. But if you hear from him, will you tell him I‟m worried 
about him? And that I‟m sorry.” 

“Of course I will. Hang in there, Paula. I don‟t know when, but I do 

know he will be in touch.” 

“OK. Thanks, Jack. I guess I‟ll let you go back to bed.” 

“All right. I really am sorry.” 

“I know. Thanks.” 

“Take care of yourself. And, hey, Paula?” 

“Yeah?” 

“Congrats on the show and the investors.” 

“Thanks, Jack. You‟re sweet.” 

“And tired. I‟ll talk to you later.” 

“OK, later.” 
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* * * 

Stan noticed the old typewriter on a little desk at the front of the fossil 
museum. “Excuse me, miss,” he said to the bored-looking gal who was 

paging through an October copy of People. 

She looked up at him, without speaking. 

“Do you think . . . would it be all right . . . I‟m wondering if I might be 

able to use your typewriter there for a moment?” 

“Suit yourself.” 

Stan sat down at the empty desk. There was no paper to be seen 
anywhere. He tried to slide the desk drawer open unobtrusively, but it 

let out a loud groan. He looked over at the bored girl, but she hadn‟t 

even glanced up. In the back corner of the drawer, he found a 
yellowed index card. 

Perfect, he thought. 

He inserted the card into the ancient Smith-Corona. On it, he 
proceeded to type: 

Stan stood up and slid the card into his billfold. Returning the splintery 

wooden chair to its position under the desk, he made his way to the 
rack of postcards that looked older than the typewriter. He selected 

one with a particularly interesting fossil image, and dragged the girl 
away from her magazine long enough to collect the fifty cents he felt 

certain was way overpriced for the dog-eared card. 

She shuffled back to her magazine, and had just resumed her leaning 
position on the counter, when Stan walked over to her, pulling his 

wallet back out of his jeans pocket. 

“Um, excuse me?” 

“Huh?” the bored girl grunted. 
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“I wonder if you might do me a favor?” Stan asked, tentatively, 

twirling his favorite fountain pen in his hands. 

* * * 

“If I write a book, will you illustrate it for me?” Stan and Paula were 
having a rare weekday lunch in one of the outdoor cafés in Battery 

Park, in the shadows of the World Financial Center where Paula 

worked. 

“I dunno. Sure. I guess so. What kind of a book is it?” Paula munched 

her french fries and regarded Stan with amused eyes that said she 

didn‟t believe he could or would ever write a book. 

“Never mind,” Stan said, looking out at the yachts in the harbor. 

“No . . . tell me. I want to know.” 

“Not if you‟re going to make fun of me. Just forget it.” 

“I‟m not making fun. I just . . . it‟s just . . . well, you never said 

anything before about wanting to write a book. I‟m just a little 
surprised, that‟s all. But please, tell me about it.” 

Stan was suddenly shy. Why did you have to go and bring it up. Now 
you have to tell her, and she‟s going to laugh. “Do you promise you 

won‟t laugh?” 

“I promise I won‟t . . . well, I promise to try not to laugh.” 

“Forget it!” he said, his irritation obvious. 

“Come on, Stan. It‟s me. Of course I‟m going to laugh if it‟s funny. But 

I get the feeling you‟re really serious about this. Have you told anyone 
else about it?” 

Stan shook his head and looked around at the other tables on the 
patio. “Who would I tell?” 

Paula shrugged. “OK. Well, you brought it up. If you want to tell me, 

I‟m always here.” 
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Quietly tapping the fingers of his right hand on the table for more than 

a minute, Stan finally looked up at Paula‟s neutral expression. “I‟m 
thinking of calling it A Cohesive Collection of Random Ruminations.” 

“Random ruminations. I like that. And cohesive collection, too. Nice 
alliteration.” 

“Thanks.” 

“Ruminations about what?” 

Stan‟s eyebrows raised into a peak. “I‟m not entirely sure. Just the 

stuff I always think about. Global warming. Whether Sam, the street 

philosopher out by the ferry is really homeless. The fact that I don‟t 
think Gilligan ever wanted to get off the island. You know . . . random 

important stuff.” 

“I think you mean the stuff you always complain about,” Paula said 

matter-of-factly, as she slurped the end of her Dr Pepper. 

“I don‟t always complain,” Stan said defensively, until he looked up to 
see her smiling at him. 

“It‟s a great idea. You should do it. Of course I‟d be happy to illustrate 

it for you. What kind of an advance are you offering?” 

He wadded up his napkin and threw it at her. 

* * * 

A few days later, Stan was on his way out for an early Saturday 

morning run when he almost tripped over a package lying in front of 

his door. Curious, he picked up the neatly wrapped brown parcel and 
sat down on the front stoop. He smiled as he carefully lifted from the 

wrapping a gorgeous green leather-bound journal with hand-tooled 

gold lettering: 

 

Crumpling the brown paper as he stood, Stan realized there was 
something else in the package. Stunned, he choked back a gasp as he 

extracted the most marvelous fountain pen he‟d ever seen. A couple 
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months later, he‟d just completed signing client letter when he picked 

up the phone. “Paula, I just wanted to tell you how much I love my 
pen. It‟s the coolest gift anyone‟s ever given me. I‟m keeping this pen 

with me no matter where I go or what I do.” 

Smiling into the phone, Paula replied, “I had a feeling you‟d like it. It 

sort of had your name on it. But just make sure you put that journal to 

use, too!” 

Chapter 6  

Stan woke the morning of May 10th, alert and awake. He and Isis had 
arrived in Nuuk the previous day. The sun had been shining brightly 

when he went to bed, and it was up now as he awoke. This must be 

the reverse of what Alaskans experience, he thought to himself. 

He‟d slugged down some strong coffee from the innkeeper‟s front 

room and was halfway through Greenland‟s version of instant hot 
cereal when he remembered it was his birthday. Way to go, laddie, 

forgettin‟ your own birthday. Happy 30th, big guy. Good thing you 

remembered, „cause who else is gonna? “It‟s not like Isis can run out 
and get me a card, can you, girl?” Hearing her name, the little dog ran 

over to the bed, where she jumped up and licked his ear. 

Finishing the poor excuse for a breakfast, Stan did his push-ups and 
sit-ups, 50 each. Then he showered. I wonder if I should shave? he 

thought, looking at his scruffy face in the mirror as he ran the hard 
towel through his longish hair. Ever since that first morning in 

Newfoundland when he‟d decided to rest his razor, it had remained 

inactive. That made today‟s decision easy: no shaving. 

He sat down on the bed that was more a cot, and pulled out his travel 

diary. He quickly calculated the distance, nearly 1,200 miles in the last 

four days. Too bad we didn‟t get here a month earlier. Would have 
been cool to catch the Northern Lights. 

* * * 
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Paula stomped up the stairs to her second-floor apartment, shaking 

the mud from her bulky black boots as she went. She unlocked her 
door and it squeaked as she pushed it in. “Shit. I forgot the mail.” 

She set her satchel on the overflowing ironing board that served as a 
makeshift kitchen counter. God, it‟s a good thing Stan isn‟t here to see 

this mess, she thought. Then again, if Stan were here, you‟d never 

have let it look like this, now would you? 

She flounced back up the stairs, flipping through the usual pile of 

garbage. It seemed like every time she opened her mailbox, it was 

jammed with enough useless paper to line 10 birdcages. How many 

trees died for this crap? she wondered for the thousandth time. Just as 

she was about to toss the whole pile into her recycle bin, an odd-
looking card poked out from the corner of the stack. What the . . . ? 

It looked like a postcard — but it was dirty and beaten up, like it had 

been sitting under a pile of books for years. The picture was faded, but 
it looked like a fossil of some sort. She flipped over the card. The only 

printing on the card said: 

T. PATRICK — 1963 

She examined the postmark. April 20th — almost three weeks ago. She 

tried to make out the city, but it was too blurred to read. She studied 
the handwritten address: 

No one she recognized. How weird, Paula thought. And shrugged. She 
was about to drop the card into the recycle bin with the rest of the 

day‟s mail, but then thought better of it. She propped it against the 
dusty cookie jar on top of her fridge. 

Suddenly, she remembered today‟s date. May 10th. Stan‟s 30th 

birthday. Where the fuck is he?? she wondered, frustration, anger, and 
sadness flooding her mind, again. Well, it‟s not like we‟d have spent it 

together anyway, she consoled herself. I‟m sure wherever he is, he‟s 
spending his big day with Gretchen. 
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Grabbing a soda from the fridge and a leftover bag of microwave 

popcorn from the overflowing counter, she plopped down in front of 
the TV, deciding not to let her thoughts about Stan consume her any 

more . . . for the moment. 

* * * 

Having heard Greenland was well-known for its music recording 

industry, Stan decided to visit Sermit Records, one of the country‟s 
better known labels. In spite of the drizzly day, Stan decided to walk, 

rather than try to hitchhike or find a rare cab. As always, Isis was 
thrilled for the chance to explore new terrain and sniff the delicious 

new scents. Known as the world‟s smallest city, Nuuk was spread 

across many acres, but had only two large grocery stores to 
accommodate its 15,000 residents.  

Stan smiled to himself as they passed Santa‟s Post Office and mailbox. 

Intuitively, Isis seemed to hug Stan‟s legs as they walked by a sign 
announcing: Kittat — The Skin & Fur Workshop. Stopping in the tourist 

information office, Stan was disappointed to learn they were a month 
too early for whale-watching season. A month too early. A month too 

late. I‟m really ready to be right on time, Stan thought. 

After walking for nearly an hour, Stan entered the store adjacent to 
the recording studio with Isis in her usual spot under his arm inside 

the mailbag. The blond gentleman at the front counter nodded as they 

entered. 

“Aluu, can I help you, then?” 

“I don‟t know,” Stan said. “I guess I just want to look around.” 

“Suit yourself,” the man said, turning back to the book he‟d been 

reading before Stan had jangled the bell on the door. 

“Well, actually . . .” Stan said. 

“Yes, sir?” the man looked up again. 

“Do you have any jazz?” 

“Aye. We‟ve a big collection of jazz tunes over here,” the man said, 
pointing to the far corner of the store. 
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Impeccably groomed, perhaps in his early to mid-50s with salt-and-

pepper hair and a short, neatly trimmed beard, the man appeared to 
be in excellent physical condition, with one obvious exception. As the 

proprietor slowly made his way out from behind the counter, the man‟s 
labored gait drew Stan‟s attention to his feet. Fighting to control a 

gasp, Stan saw battered beach sandals that could not conceal feet 

resembling a war zone — cracked, blistered, dirty, scabbed over. Stan 
winced sympathetically at the obviously painful condition. 

Simultaneously, he wondered both what caused the condition and why 

a man with such an otherwise perfect appearance wouldn‟t do 
something about it. 

Oblivious to Stan‟s reaction, the proprietor shuffled slowly down a 
clean, spacious aisle, asking companionably, “You looking for music for 

yourself?” 

“No, um, actually — it‟s for a friend.” 

“Your lady friend?” the man inquired with a small smile. 

“Well, she is a lady — but she‟s just a friend.” 

“Sure she is,” the man said, mostly to himself. 

“Excuse me?” Stan prodded. 

“Oh, nothing. Here we are. Every kind of jazz ensemble you could ask 
for. I‟m sure you‟ll find something here to the lady‟s liking.” 

“Thanks,” Stan said, as the man ambled slowly past him, back toward 

the front of the store. 

Chapter 7  

Looking at the already oft-used map on which he had created his 
tentative path around the world, Stan realized he hadn‟t actually 

planned as well as he‟d thought. He‟d just gotten off the phone with 
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the Icelandic authorities, and had been shocked to discover that the 

cost to ferry his Volvo on to Ireland was more than the cost of two 
first-class airfares. It had only been a couple hundred bucks from 

Newfoundland to Greenland, and more or less the same rate from 
Greenland to Iceland. Although Stan knew the distance was 

considerably farther, he‟d mistakenly assumed the cost from Iceland to 

Ireland would be comparable. 

In spite of having been passed over for promotion again last fall, Stan 

had earned a substantial amount of money in his nearly five years as 

an investment banker. The fact that he had lived frugally in an older 
area of Jersey City had allowed him to virtually double the value of his 

portfolio in little more than two years. He had budgeted $4,000 a 
month for this planned yearlong trip, allowing a $2,000 cushion that 

rounded the total out to an even fifty grand. 

With a cost of almost two thousand bucks to shuttle his car to Ireland, 
taking the car with him was now out of the question. It wasn‟t about 

affording it — it was the principle of the thing. Even though he‟d kept 

her in fabulous condition, the „97 Volvo probably was worth less than 
five grand. As much as he loved his car, he was going to have let her 

go. There will be other cars, he mused. 

Suddenly, the words of the customs agent at the Canadian border 

came back to him. “You taking all this stuff with you around the 

world?” 

* * * 

The first order of business was to find a large backpack that could 
accommodate several days‟ clothes, shoes, toiletries, his laptop, iPod, 

camera, journal — and Isis‟ dish and food. Sweating nervously as he 

set out, he hitchhiked into the Reykjavik shopping district. With a 
shock of white-blonde hair, the driver who picked him up seemed to 

epitomize the Viking heritage for which Iceland is known.  

Stan looked out the window in awe, noting how unbelievably clean 
everything seemed to be. It felt as though the city had been 

whitewashed — there was no litter, the air was as pure as could be, 
and the sun shone brightly overhead. 
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Finding the driver amiable, Stan felt compelled to strike up a 

conversation with the young man. Asking what the people of Reykjavík 
were like, the driver surprised Stan with his response. “You probably 

think all Icelanders are pretty, like a snowflake.” Stan nodded his head 
in obvious agreement. The driver went on, “What you don't realize is 

that on the inside, we are like volcanoes waiting to erupt!” I guess you 

never really know what‟s under the surface, do you? Stan mused to 
himself as he thanked the driver and climbed out of the car. 

* * * 

Back at his B&B, he unpacked the car completely for the first time 

since leaving Jersey City. Man, what am I going to do with all this 

stuff? he wondered to himself. I doubt there‟s a homeless shelter here 
to donate it to. 

As he filled the giant backpack, he realized he was going to have to 

limit his guidebooks to one. He looked at his copy of Traveller‟s 
Handbook, the least used of all the books scattered across the bed. I 

don‟t feel like an insider, he thought, referring to the book‟s subtitle. 
Damn. Why couldn‟t Lonely Planet have come out with a 

comprehensive world travel guide? 

He sat down and began to flip through all the books he had 
meticulously studied when building his itinerary, tearing out the most 

relevant pages for the places he still hoped to visit. Mom would die if 

she could see me destroying these books. The thought came — and 
went — before he even realized it. 

Once the backpack was as full as he could get it and still lift it, Stan 
turned his thoughts to the Volvo. What were the chances that 

someone in this town of fewer than 200,000 people would want to buy 

his car? 

* * * 

Stan wandered down to the common room, where the owner of the 
B&B was sitting, reading the paper. 

“Ah, good morning, Mr. Stanley. How are you doing today? Why the 

long face?” she asked, folding closed the huge pages of the 
newspaper. 
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Stan smiled at her mistaken assumption about his first name. “You 

don‟t happen to know anyone who wants to buy a Volvo — or has need 
for a bunch of well-made American clothes?” he asked, hands in his 

jeans pockets as he shifted around a bit uncomfortably. 

“Why? You are not keeping the car? And you are becoming a nudist?” 

Stan laughed. “No, no. Nothing like that — about the nudist part, I 

mean. Yes about the car. It‟s too much money to ferry it to Ireland, 
and I can‟t keep it. My trusty Volvo made it from Sweden all the way 

to Jersey City, but getting her back to her home continent now just 

isn‟t feasible,” Stan said sadly. “And because I can‟t keep the car, I‟ve 

had to pare down my accessories to the bare essentials — most of 

which are clothes.” 

“I see,” said Mrs. Jakobson, a friendly woman with a warm, open 

smile. 

Stan flopped down on the low, wide sofa, his long legs kicked out 
casually in front of him. Isis curled up on the floor at his feet. 

“As a matter of fact, I know someone who can be of help to you, 

Mr. Stanley.” 

“Oh, yeah?” 

“Oh, yah! My neighbor, Mrs. Borga Hansson, is right now collecting 
clothes to send to the needy in our sister city of Seattle.” 

“Seattle, Washington?” 

“Yes. Reykjavik is one of Seattle‟s sister cities. One thing we do is to 
collect clothing twice a year to send with the envoy who travels to 

Seattle.” 

“Wow. I never heard of anything like that before. Do all major cities 
have sister cities in other parts of the world?” 

“I do not know. Many, I‟m sure. But I do not know which ones or who 
the sisters are.” 

“Wow. That‟s very cool. Kind of weird to bring them all the way over 

here and have your neighbor take them back to the States . . . but it 
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works, so OK. Thanks. Well, that takes care of the clothes. But I still 

have this little issue of what to do with the Volvo.” 

“That, I am afraid, I cannot help for you,” Mrs. Jakobson said. 

“It‟s all right. I‟ll figure something out,” Stan said, getting up and 
heading back to his room, Isis at his heels. 

Not for the first time today, Stan wished he could call Paula. She‟d 

come up with some zany plan that would invariably work. Just as he 
sat down at the small desk, Mrs. Jakobson called up to him, 

“Mr. Stanley! Mr. Stanley!” 

Stan opened the door. Mrs. Jakobson was halfway up the stairs. Out of 
breath, she stopped on the landing. 

“What is it? What‟s happened?” 

“Come down, Mr. Stanley. Mr. Stephensen from next door is here. He 

wants to talk to you about your car. It is most beautiful Volvo he‟s 

ever seen, he says. And he‟s Swedish — so he knows Volvos.” 

Chapter 8  

As Stan had been thinking about actually quitting his job to travel 
around the world, he tried to imagine which countries and cities he‟d 

visit. One place he knew he had to see was Ireland. Growing up 

hearing his dad‟s mom tell stories about her life in Cork, Stan had long 
been captivated by the images she conjured of pleasant Irish farmers 

and picturesque villages. 

The thing was, he remembered hearing that Ireland required a lengthy 

quarantine for dogs entering the country from the United States. 

Certain he would not make the trip without Isis, and equally adamant 
about visiting Ireland, Stan had headed to the Irish Tourist Board in 

New York City, where he was relieved to learn that the canine 

quarantine had been lifted in 2002. 
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* * * 

Arriving in Dublin by ferry, Stan quickly located a charming B&B, 
where he unloaded his heavy pack and deposited Isis. “You be good, 

girl,” he told the little dog. Isis nudged him and wagged her tail 
happily, before jumping up on the bed to stretch out, perfectly content 

to be left alone for an afternoon snooze. 

Stan headed to the famed National Library of Ireland, home to a vast 
collection of Jonathan Swift‟s early works and many Gaelic 

manuscripts. Aware that the NLI was strictly a research library, Stan 
thought he might get some help tracking down a little family history 

before he headed off to see the country of his ancestors. 

Inhaling deeply, the unmistakable musty scent of old books filling his 
nose and throat, Stan made his way to the information desk. His face 

fell as he saw, printed in both English and Gaelic, a sign that read: 

The National Library is not in a position to carry out 

research on behalf of individuals. However, we can provide 

a list of researchers – private individuals and 

organisations – who have indicated a willingness to carry 

out research on a professional fee-paying basis. Please 

enquire with the librarian on duty for a copy of the list. 

Making a mental commitment to embark on a family tree once he got 

home, Stan turned to walk away. From the corner of his left eye, he 

noticed a flyer on the information desk, and turned back around to 
pick up a copy. 
 

The National Library of 
Ireland  

is proud to announce  

James Joyce and Ulysses.  
Marking the centenary of 

Bloomsday,  

that is 16 June 1904, the day 

on which the events described 

in Ulysses are supposed to 

have taken place. The 
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exhibition, scheduled to run 

15 June until  

Summer 2005, is one of the 

main highlights of  

the ReJoyce Dublin 2004 

Festival. 

Stan read the flyer and felt his previous disappointment multiply, for 

he was exactly one month early for the start of the exhibit. 

He folded up the flyer and stuck it in his bag, Isis‟ empty home away 

from home, and took his time meandering around the old brick 
building, marveling at its similarities to the main branch of the New 

York Public Library, located on Fifth Avenue in Manhattan. “All it‟s 

lacking are the marble lions and all those steps out front,” Stan 
whispered to himself.  

With a gentle caress, he ran his fingers along a desk in one of the 

ground-floor reading rooms. Even as a little boy, Stan had loved to 
lose himself in the library stacks. He marveled now at the hundreds 

and thousands of titles he‟d passed his fingers over in his lifetime. 
He‟d read vast numbers of the books, but not nearly as many as he 

wished he had. 

Stan‟s mom had never had to concern herself about childcare for him 
during summer vacations. A librarian in the Baltimore Public Library 

system, she simply took her son to work with her and he spent each 

day reading. No doubt, any other kid would have quickly grown bored 
and restless, but for Stan, the hours he spent reading action and 

adventure stories flew by, so much so that sometimes his mom 
literally had to drag him home. 

* * * 

Wandering back to his B&B, Stan thought about trying to find the 
airport to pick up the car he‟d planned to rent. It can wait till the 

morning, he shrugged, as he walked along the now-deserted streets of 
Dublin. Noticing that the few people on the streets seemed to move at 

a quick pace, he stepped up his own gait a bit. He retraced his earlier 

steps and easily found his B&B, just as the sun was shuttering out of 
sight. 
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With his fingers laced behind his head, Stan lay across the short bed, 

relaxing his body, Isis snuggled up beside him. Trying to determine his 
agenda for this Irish leg of the trip, he decided to forego the planned 

rental car and attempt to live on the edge by hitchhiking south, toward 
Cork. Wow, a real world traveler, he thought, as he drifted off. He 

slept soundly, and awoke well-rested and anxious to get on his way. 

Backpack loaded and Isis in her now-familiar spot under his arm, Stan 
waved a cheery goodbye to the innkeeper and set out. Utterly amazed 

by the friendly, generous nature of virtually every Irish man and 

woman he encountered, Stan found the travel easy and illuminating. 

* * * 

On the southwest-bound road from Dublin, an old man stopped and 
offered him a ride. “Where ya headed?” he asked in a thick brogue. 

“Cork,” Stan nodded in reply. “My father‟s mother was from there.” 

“Aye. Good people, those‟n from Cork,” the old man said lightly. They 
drove in companionable silence for a few moments, when the man 

turned to Stan and asked, “You a horse fella?” 

Stan shrugged. “Not particularly.” 

“The National Stud is just up ahead. Ye should stop there. It‟s 

interesting. You‟ll like it.” 

Unable to think of any reason not to stop, Stan agreed to let the man 

drop him and Isis at the edge of Kildare, a short distance from the 

horse farm. 

“Might want to watch your pup, there,” the old man suggested. 

“„Specially if she‟s not real familiar with horses.” 

“Thanks,” Stan said, opening the door of the car. He got out, and he 

and Isis set off down the path. 

One thing the old man had not told Stan was that the Japanese 
Gardens were located on the same property as the National Stud. 

Never a huge fan of gardening, per se, Stan was nevertheless 

overwhelmed by the majestic beauty of the famed gardens. Markers 
were set throughout the garden indicating the various phases in the 

Life of Man: education, marriage, a contemplative or carefree life, 
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achievement, happy old age, and the gateway to eternity. Aware that 

he had much to consider regarding all those areas, Stan marveled at 
the fortuity of meeting the old man who‟d suggested he visit this 

glorious place, unplanned. 

* * * 

Over the next several days, Stan made his way south to Cork, stunned 

by the beauty of the land. 

He found it amusing that the Irish seemed to serve french fries — 

chips — with every meal. At one Sunday buffet, with ham and boiled 
potatoes already on his plate, Stan made his way down the steam 

table and laughed out loud when the attendant asked him, “Care for 

chips?” 

“No, I‟m good,” he said, shaking his head as he moved along the line. 

And because he was clearly identifiable as an American, at virtually 

every restaurant, the server automatically brought out an enormous 
vat of ketchup — usually so crusted over it appeared that it had 

originally been poured before the Good Friday peace accord. 

* * * 

Exhausted from staying up all night painting, Paula decided to walk to 

White Castle to get some exercise and some food. As she walked, she 
remembered Stan constantly nagging her about her eating. “How can 

you eat that crap? You meditate and exercise and do all these other 
healthy things, and yet all you eat is junk. Don‟t you realize you‟re just 

canceling out the positive effects from the rest of your efforts when 

you eat that garbage?” 

“But it tastes so good,” she would say, grinning. “Want a bite?” she 

asked, offering him her Blimpie sub, dripping with mayonnaise. 

“Get that thing away from me!” Stan would respond, only partially 
feigning horror. 

Plowing through her Sack of 10 on the way home from the antiquated 
burger joint, Paula met the mailman just as he was hitting her stoop. 

“Anything good?” she asked, always friendly and outgoing. 
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“Postcard with a crazy picture,” the mailman shrugged, putting her 

mail in her hand. 

The picture was a black and white photo of a strangely masked man. 

Paula turned it over. On the back was written one word:  

Kutaa. 

And, like the last postcard, which she‟d completely forgotten until now, 

it was addressed in an unfamiliar hand. 

Paula examined the unique writing, wondering who could be sending 
her mail from Greenland, and whatever place that odd fossil card had 

come from. Still pondering, she tossed the White Castle sack in a trash 

bin at the side of the house, and carried her mail up the steps to her 
almost livable apartment. 

Chapter 9  

Stan marveled that more than a week had passed since he had last 

checked his e-mail. He plugged the adapter into a jack in the room of 
his Muskerry Arms hotel room in Cork, thinking, Why do I bother? It‟s 

not like I‟m gonna have any messages. Just offers to sell me a little 

blue pill that will reduce my mortgage, stop my receding hairline, and 
clear up my acne, all while it increases the size of my dick. 

He flipped open the laptop, and waited for the dial-up connection to 

load. Good God, he thought. And to think there was a time this was 
considered light-speed technology. While he waited, Stan pulled out 

his travel journal and carefully pencilled in the 817 miles between 
Reykjavik and Cork. 
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Finally he was connected — and sure enough, his mailbox was almost 

filled to capacity with all manner of spam. Wading through it, he 
checked the occasional story from the New York Times, finding himself 

scanning for Gretchen‟s byline without even realizing it. He read a few 
ESPN and MSNBC headlines. How is it there‟s never anything new in 

the news? Yanks in first place again; healthfulness of the low-carb diet 

in question. Go figure. 

 Delete 

 Delete 

 Delete 

“Wait!” Stan said out loud to himself. Isis, who‟d been laying quietly 

on the bed, perked up her ears at the sharp tone of his voice. 

Stan went back to his “Deleted Messages” file, and sure enough, along 

with all the spam, he had deleted a message from Jack O‟Brien. 

From: Jack O [mailto:jobrien@csx.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2004 12:19 PM 
To: Stanford J. Crowley 

Subject: Call me 

Stan –  

Call me when you get this – important but not urgent. By 
the way, a late happy b-day to you, buddy. 

J. 

May 24th — that was only yesterday. Stan wondered what could be 

considered important but not urgent. He immediately picked up his 

phone to call Jack. Suddenly, though, he looked at the cheap, durable 
Timex he‟d bought in a Quebec duty-free shop, and realized it was 

8:15 a.m. in Ireland. Which meant — he consulted the time zone guide 

he‟d superimposed onto his world map — it was just after 2 a.m. in 
Chicago. The phone call would have to wait until later. 

* * * 

Although he had not planned to visit Blarney Castle, figuring the whole 

“kiss the Blarney stone” thing was just a bunch of tourist kitsch, Stan 

had bumped into a Finnish lady in the hotel lobby who‟d insisted that 
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he absolutely must not miss his opportunity to visit Blarney Castle. 

The last suggestion for a change in plans having been well worth the 
effort, Stan decided to give Blarney a chance after all. 

After hearing from the hotel clerk that it was only about six and a half 
miles from Cork to Blarney Castle, Stan decided to do the short trip on 

foot. Isis was thrilled to be out in the bright, clear day, yapping at 

birds and having a generally delightful time on their walk. Arriving in 
the early afternoon, Stan ate a late lunch of warm ale and a potato 

boxty, a traditional Irish cake made of fresh and leftover mashed 

potatoes, in a tiny café that lay in the shadow of Blarney Castle. 

Once he finished eating, Stan tried calling Jack again. 

Assigned to the trading floor, Jack was rarely at his desk, but when 
Stan called, Jack picked up the phone on the first ring. 

“O‟Brien.” 

“Jack! It‟s Stan,” Stan shouted into the phone. 

“Great to hear from you, man. But why are you yelling?” 

“Oh, sorry. Guess I‟m so far away — it didn‟t occur to me that the 

connection would be so clear.” 

“Like you‟re next door, buddy. Like you‟re next door. So, how‟s the 

trip?” 

“Great, so far. I‟m in Ireland now — getting ready to visit Blarney 

Castle.” 

“Cool. I know you always talked about wanting to visit the old Emerald 
Isle.” 

“Yeah. So, anyway, I got your e-mail. You said „important but not 

urgent.‟ What does that mean exactly?” 

Stan heard Jack make a heavy sigh. “Um, well, Gretchen called.” 

“Gretchen called? You? My Gretchen?” 

“Your former Gretchen, yeah.” 
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“Why did she call?” 

“Her dad died,” Jack just spit it out. 

“Oh, no. Really? When?” 

“Saturday night. I guess he and Mrs. Novak were throwing a big 
dinner party. He had a heart attack just as the guests arrived. Died 

instantly.” 

“God, that‟s awful — and he was young, too.” 

“Gonna be 60 in August, I think Gretchen said.” 

“I‟ll have to fly home,” Stan said. 

“No, Stan. I really don‟t think that‟s necessary.” 

“Poor Gretchen. I mean, I know we broke up and everything, but she 

must be heart-broken. She and Phil were very close. I‟m just gonna 
cut my trip short and come home.” 

“Stan,” Jack said, more insistently, “I really don‟t think you need to do 

that. You‟re out there, seeing the world. What good‟s it gonna do 
Gretchen at this point if you cut your adventure short and come home 

now?” 

“No, it‟s wrong, Jack. First I leave her. Now her dad dies suddenly. I 
mean, I may not be her favorite person in the world at the moment, 

but she probably could use a shoulder to cry on. I‟ll call and get a 
ticket as soon as I hang up with you.” 

“Stan. I don‟t know how to say this — but, you don‟t want to come 

home to see Gretchen.” 

“Jack? What are you saying? Are you telling me not to come home for 

the funeral?” 

“Yes. That‟s exactly what I‟m telling you.” 

“I don‟t understand. Why not? Why wouldn‟t I?” 
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“Stan, Gretchen‟s engaged. That was the reason for the party on 

Saturday night — it was her engagement party. If you come back for 
the funeral, you‟ll just make things awkward for everybody.” 

“What did you say? Engaged? But we barely broke up two months ago. 
Engaged to whom?” 

“I don‟t know. Some Mt. Sinai doctor. A heart surgeon, I think. Pretty 

ironic, huh? Presley, Prentice, something like that.” 

“Preston?” 

“Yeah, that‟s his name. Preston.”  

“Preston Davis? She‟s engaged to Preston Davis?” 

“Why? Do you know him?” 

“I introduced them. She needed a contact at Mt. Sinai for an expose 
she was doing on organs stolen for transplants. She knew a few docs 

in the oncology and psychiatric units, but had never had any contact 

with the transplant surgeons. Davis used to play golf with a buddy of 
mine from the office, so I hooked them up. God dammit. That little 

bitch! But two months? How could she be getting married after only 

two months?” 

“How long ago was it you introduced them?” 

“I don‟t know, sometime before Thanksgiving, I think.” 

“Yeah, well, she didn‟t admit it outright, but I think something was 

going on between them long before you and Gretchen split.” 

Stan was quiet for a moment. “Oh, my God. What a fucking idiot I‟ve 
been. I can‟t believe I didn‟t see it. Of course there was something 

going on! Now I know why she took the breakup so well. She was 

probably so relieved, she couldn‟t even fake sadness. And to think, all 
this time I stayed in that drab, demeaning relationship because I didn‟t 

want to hurt her by leaving. Jesus Christ! God dammit!” 

“Dude, I‟m so sorry. Have I told you how much better off you are 

without her?” 

“Ever the man with a timely comment,” Stan muttered ruefully. 
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“No. I mean it. I always thought she was a stuck-up bitch,” Jack said 

in an effort to console his friend. 

“You should talk — you‟re the one who introduced us!” 

“You were at my parents‟ 25th anniversary party. Gretchen was at my 
parents‟ 25th anniversary party. I introduced you because it was the 

polite thing to do. It‟s not like I set the two of you up, or even 

suggested that you ask her out. In fact, if I remember correctly, I told 
you to avoid her when you were thinking about calling her.” 

Stan sighed. “I guess you‟re right. Why didn‟t I listen to you?” 

“Gretchen‟s smart and beautiful, and you were lonely. But she‟s also 
shrewd and calculating, and she always makes sure things turn out the 

way she wants them to.” 

“Like me breaking up with her?” 

“Um, yeah, pretty much just like that. I know it sucks, Stan, but you 

are, without a doubt, better off with her out of your life for good.” 

“I know. But I feel like a complete asshole. And I really do feel badly 

that Phil died. Of all the Novak crowd, he was the one I actually kind of 

liked.” 

“Listen to yourself. You couldn‟t stand any of them, including 

Gretchen, but you‟re sorry you lost her to some doctor prick? You‟ll get 
over it. By the way, have you called Paula yet?” 

“No.” 

“She called, you know. A couple weeks ago. Woke me up in the middle 
of the freaking night.” 

“Paula called you a couple weeks ago? And you didn‟t mention it till 

now?” Stan sounded like he was going to come at Jack right through 
the phone. 

“I didn‟t know it was important. The way you carried on about things 
before you left, I figured you didn‟t want to know.” 

“Well, you figured wrong,” Stan fumed. “What did she say?” 
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“Not very much. She demanded to know where you were.” 

“And what did you tell her?” 

“I told her you‟d sworn me to secrecy — but that I was sure you‟d be 

in touch with her eventually.” 

“Really? You didn‟t tell her where I am?” 

“You asked me not to, remember?” 

“OK. So why did you listen to me this time? Following my advice or 
requests was never a particular priority for you before.” 

“Well, you were pretty insistent. So I respected your wishes and didn‟t 

reveal anything.” 

“OK. Well, thanks, I guess. And thanks for the info about Gretchen, 

too.” 

“You gonna be OK, Stan? I‟m worried about you, out there 

globetrotting all by yourself.” 

“I‟m not by myself. I have Isis with me.” 

“Isis is a dog. You know what I mean.” 

“I know, but I‟m fine. I really am.” 

“OK. Well, take care of yourself. Oh, and by the way — I got the 
postcard of the dogsledders. Did you get to do that?” 

“Yeah, I did. In Greenland. They really use them to get around on 
some of the more frozen terrain.” 

“How did Isis do with the other dogs?” 

“She had to stay with the resort manager while I went out. She might 
be little, but she doesn‟t like competition.” 

“Sounds like a typical female,” Jack laughed. 

“You got that right. OK, Jack. I‟ll be in touch.” 

“OK, amigo. Travel well.”



 

 

Chapter 10  

Kicking himself for being so blind to the signs of a budding romance 

between Gretchen and the good doctor, Stan set off toward the front 

gates of Blarney Castle. Before he even got there, though, he knew 

the strange Finnish lady had been right. This was indeed a very special 

place. Hundreds of sheep roamed the land adjacent to the castle, 
penned in by a rickety wood fence. But the thing that stood out more 

than anything was the amazing feeling that surrounded him — the 

lushness, the grandeur, the crisp air, the bright sun. All of it combined, 
as if to draw him inexorably forward. 

With Isis lodged securely under his arm in the mailbag, Stan wended 

his way through the castle, for the most part in ruin, preferring a self-
guided tour over the one offered by a youngish looking red-haired 

docent. He read in the guidebook that the original Blarney Castle had 
been a timber hunting lodge, erected on the same site in the tenth 

century. The “newest” building was actually the third structure, and 

was built in 1446 by Dermot McCarthy, King of Munster. 

Stan and Isis slowly made their way up the narrow staircase to the 

castle battlements. Moments passed as Stan looked around at the 

picturesque view, when he suddenly found himself coughing. Now he 
knew what people meant when they described a site as “taking their 

breath away.” 

He reached around in the mailbag for his camera bag, his heart falling 

to his feet when he realized he‟d left the camera in his room at the 

B&B. Stan was a bit surprised at the degree of his dejection about the 
camera oversight. He shrugged as he realized that what might 

normally have been a severe irritation right now had a much bigger 

impact, coming so closely as it had behind the sad news of Phil‟s death 
— and the acknowledgment of Gretchen‟s betrayal. He stopped a 

moment to close his eyes and just breathe. Then he made a mental 
note to buy lots of postcards at the gift shop. 
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* * * 

Stan looked around and noticed a large crowd of people gathered in 
one corner of the castle rooftop. Nearing them, he heard what 

sounded like friendly chatter in several distinctly different languages, 
and quickly realized that the seemingly amorphous group was really 

the queue of international tourists waiting to kiss the Blarney Stone. 

Stan had heard forever about the legend of the Blarney Stone, and 
now here he was, with a chance to actually become a piece of that 

legend. Through his reading, Stan had learned of the Irish tradition 
that the famous stone has the power to bestow the gift of eloquence 

on all who kiss it. In fact, the stone is more properly known as the 

Stone of Eloquence. 

Stan staunchly disavowed superstitions — it‟s just more ridiculous 

mumbo jumbo — but he was right here. How could he not just get in 

line with the others and kiss the freaking rock? 

He stepped back to watch the others maneuver into place. The stone 

itself is set into the wall below the battlements — in order to kiss it, 
you have to lean backwards from the walkway, holding onto the iron 

railings. Stan noticed that everyone who leaned down to kiss the stone 

had someone with them to hold their legs while they leaned. Feeling 
more alone than ever because his only travel buddy would be useless 

when it came to propping up her master, he decided to scrap the 

whole thing. 

“Earl, here, can hol‟ ya up, darlin‟,” Stan heard as he began backing 

away from the line. Squinting, he turned around to see a heavyset 
woman smiling broadly at him. She held out a meaty hand, 

announcing in what could only be a Texas drawl, “Hi they-ayr. I‟m 

Bertha. Me and Earl, here . . . we-yeer from Laredo. Yur Americun, 
too, aincha?” 

Stan stifled a laugh that threatened to become a guffaw. Big Bertha?? 

Oh. My. God. “Oh, no, no. That‟s OK, thanks. I have my dog here with 
me. We‟re fine just to watch,” Stan said, somewhat convincingly. 

“Ya sure, sugar? It ain‟t no problem. Earl‟s a sturdy fella . . . he won‟t 
drop ya or nuttin‟,” she encouraged, pointing to a massive man clad in 

gritty jeans, scuffed boots, and a well-worn Stetson. 
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“Thanks for the offer, really. We‟re fine,” Stan said in a weak attempt 

at diplomacy. He turned quickly, making his way back toward the 
winding staircase.  

“Ya are Americun, aincha?” Bertha yelled after him. 

Stan turned and nodded. “Something like that,” he said, feeling 

instantly that while Laredo might be in America, if Bertha and Earl 

were its typical inhabitants, it might as well be another planet. 

* * * 

Exiting the damp stone building, Stan was jarred again by the beauty 
of the wooded landscape, and made his way slowly across one of the 

more than a thousand acres that made up the castle estate. As 

interesting as the castle was, it was the grounds that completely 
captivated Stan‟s imagination. Thoughts of Gretchen, crisscrossing 

with thoughts about Paula, were pushed aside as he walked the 

seemingly enchanted earth. 

Never having given much credence to all of Paula‟s metaphysical 

beliefs, Stan could not shake the sense that an unseen presence 
accompanied him as he walked among the features of the castle‟s rock 

close. He first passed the Wishing Steps, then went on to the Witches 

Kitchen. As he crossed the bridge to the Fairy Glade, he encountered a 
young couple he could only guess was on their honeymoon. Finally, he 

stopped and just sat for what seemed like hours beside the Druids 

Circle. 

As the sun started to set and the temperature began to cool 

noticeably, Stan jumped to his feet and headed back toward the main 
gates of the castle. He thought to himself as he hurried along the path, 

You‟re here. What could it hurt? Rather than walking toward the exit, 

he headed toward the passageway leading up to the Blarney Stone. 

When he arrived, though, he saw that they‟d already closed the line 

for the day. A bit of disappointment crept in, but not enough to 

dampen his dramatically lifted spirit. Ah, well. Maybe next time. 

The castle itself closed to tours at dusk, but the gift shop remained 

open long after the docents had departed. Determined not to let the 
obvious commercial nature of the store mar his Blarney experience, 

Stan wandered through the shop, marveling at the obvious attempt to 
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milk tourists for every Euro they were willing to drop. No one wanted 

to leave without at least some small trinket to remind them of their 
visit to Blarney Castle. 

Not every piece was tourist kitsch, though. Stan spent a considerable 
amount of time in the little store, lifting certain items and turning 

them over slowly, admiring each, in turn. Without even trying, he 

could feel that every piece he touched was infused with the magical 
energy of the castle — even a tiny felt leprechaun hat. 

He carefully selected a dozen or so postcards, most of which portrayed 

the castle and grounds at their most spectacular, juxtaposed against 

brilliant blue skies or awash in lush, rolling green hills. Waiting in the 

long line to pay for his picture souvenirs, Stan met a Japanese couple 
and their two small children. They offered Stan a ride back to Cork, 

which he gratefully accepted on behalf of himself and Isis. 

The next day, he circled back to Dublin, where he bought a ferry pass 
to Liverpool. 

Chapter 11  

Finding a seat on the boat‟s deck as it pulled away from the Dublin 

Ferry Port, heading almost directly west across the River Mersey, Stan 

finally allowed his thoughts to stray back to Gretchen. He let the 
feelings flood his mind. Foolish. Embarrassed. Relieved. 

When he thought about it, though, this was the way it would have 
worked out no matter what. Her aristocratic upbringing having taught 

her to expect nothing less, Gretchen had always gotten her way. 

Whether it was where they went for dinner, what he wore to dinner, or 
which plates he bought for his apartment — Gretchen had the final 

say. It wasn‟t even that she was spoiled; rather, it was that she knew 

the entire world — including Stan — would bend to her will. 

* * * 
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“Come on, Stan. Be serious. It‟s your 29th birthday — this is a big one. 

How do you want to celebrate?” Gretchen asked, quickly growing tired 
of Stan‟s protestations that he thought birthday celebrations for adults 

were a bit on the ridiculous side. 

“Thirty. Now that‟s a big one. Why don‟t we just wait till I hit the big 

three-oh?” Stan tried putting her off again. He was dodging 

deliberately, knowing that whatever Gretchen planned, with or without 
his consent, was bound to be an extravagant spectacle, completely 

disproportionate to the importance of his unimpressive 29th birthday. 

Not receiving any indication, one way or the other, about how he‟d like 

to celebrate, Gretchen did eventually manage to drag out of Stan the 

semblance of a guest list. “Just give me a day‟s notice about when and 
where, and I promise to show up,” he said, as he handed her the list 

of virtually everyone he‟d ever spoken with who lived within a 

hundred-mile radius of New York City. 

Stan was impressed when, about 10 days before his birthday, the 

invitation Gretchen waved in front of him indicated that the party 

would take place at Chelsea Piers. Somewhat mollified that she at 
least was attempting to throw a party he would enjoy, Stan read 

through the rest of the professionally printed card. He sighed loudly as 
he read. Gretchen hadn‟t just rented a section of the popular sports 

and entertainment complex, where he and his friends could no doubt 

have had a great time — the bumper cars, the bowling alley, inline 
skating, or the Lighthouse Terrace. No. Gretchen had rented the entire 

place. 

Stan wanted to be angry at Gretchen for overdoing it again, but he 
wasn‟t sure whether she was even aware of her constant need to 

impress. A gorgeous, intelligent woman, he‟d have thought she would, 
at some point, outgrow her need for the validation she could buy with 

her dazzling and dizzying displays. But the craving for attention was 

constant, and ever-escalating. Rather than needing less validation as 
time went on, it seemed Gretchen required more and more of it. 

* * * 

Stan was certain the only reason he‟d been able to convince Gretchen 

to take a cab — he would rather have died than arrive at this party via 

car service — was because it was his birthday. “A taxi for the lady,” he 
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said with a flourish, as he cheerfully waved down a cab outside her 

Third Avenue apartment. I don‟t care why she agreed to it — I‟ll take 
my victories where I can get them. 

Of course, because Stan‟s actual friends (including co-workers) 
numbered in the mere dozens, and Chelsea Piers could easily 

accommodate nearly a thousand, Gretchen had augmented Stan‟s 

guest list with a formidable group of her own friends and 
acquaintances. Busy playing hostess, she soon left Stan with his inner 

circle to wander and mingle with the rest of the guests. Once he‟d 

downed a couple Miller Genuines, Stan began to relax and even enjoy 
himself a bit. I‟ve got to admit, she really does know how to throw one 

hell of a party. 

* * * 

“So, Birthday-Boy Stanford, when do I get to meet her?” Paula walked 

up to Stan as he was helping himself to a second serving of spinach-
artichoke dip. 

“Hey, Paula. I‟m so glad you made it. You having a good time?” 

Paula sighed. “It‟s your birthday, Stan. I don‟t want to bore you with 

the gory details.” 

“What‟s the matter?” Stan asked, concern clouding his handsome 
features. 

“See the guy in the tiny glasses over there?” she asked, pointing 

across the room to a tall, thin, 30-something man with longish dark 
hair and a lazy smile. “That‟s Colin.” 

“Ah, the famous Colin,” Stan said studiously. Together, they munched 
in silence as they watched Colin, the latest of Paula‟s flaky artist 

boyfriends, ooze his bohemian charm in an apparently successful 

attempt to capture the attention of several of Gretchen‟s upper-crust 
friends. 

“Look at him. Simmering. Sexy. Stupid. Fucking. Jackass,” Paula 

hissed through clenched teeth. “He‟s flirting with any woman idiot 
enough to bat her eyelashes at him. Ten-to-one he‟s faking an Irish 

brogue, too.” She turned away from Colin, wadding up her paper cup 
and slamming it into the garbage can behind the buffet table. 
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“Paula, I just don‟t get it. You‟re smart and beautiful and enormously 

talented,” Stan said as he followed her away from the table. In the 11 
months he‟d known her, Stan had already seen Paula through a string 

of bad relationships. 

“You could have any guy you wanted. Why do you keep on dating 

jerks like Colin — and why do you put up with it when they walk all 

over you like yesterday‟s Post?” Stan asked, his reference to the slag 
daily tabloid deliberate. 

“No good role models?” Paula shrugged. 

“Puh-leeze. How long have your parents been married?” Stan asked, 
his eyebrows arching. 

“I don‟t know. Forty-something years. But I‟m not sure they‟re 
happy . . .” 

“Liar,” Stan scolded as he steered Paula toward the nearest bar. 

The thing was, Paula knew she kept dating the wrong guys, but even 
she wasn‟t sure why. She turned from Stan to order a weak rum and 

Coke. As she waited, she twisted a napkin in her hands. “That‟ll be 

seven dollars,” the bartender said, handing her a very tiny glass. 
Doing her best not to look astonished, Paula handed him a wrinkled 

five and three singles. She carried her drink very carefully over to a 
deserted table, strewn with empty cups and plates. Stan followed her, 

clearing the trash to one side. 

Paula sat and took a dainty sip. “I saw a book the other day with a 
title that went something like „Every Guy I Love Is Either Married, Gay 

or Dead.‟ I‟m pretty sure that‟s me, in a nutshell.” 

Stan rolled his eyes as Paula stirred her drink. “Do you think you‟re 
dating these guys because you‟re trying to piss them off?” he asked 

quietly. 

“Who?” 

“Your parents . . .” 

“Why would I want to piss off my parents? Sure, they can be annoying 
enough, but they‟re not so bad, as moms and dads go.” 
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“Because . . . they don‟t . . . support your art,” Stan suggested, 

tentatively. 

“They support my work,” Paula said quickly, more defensively than she 

intended. 

“You said they keep telling you to save yourself the heartache and get 

a real job. That‟s not what I‟d call a ringing endorsement.” 

“It‟s just „cause I didn‟t follow the plan. College. Husband. Children. 
That‟s what they know. It‟s what all the kids of their peers did. I think 

they‟re secretly proud I‟m doing my own thing, but they don‟t have the 

words to explain it to all my busybody aunts and cousins. Not that it‟s 
any of their business, anyway,” Paula looked perturbed. 

“Maybe,” Stan shrugged. “You‟re really good, though. I know you 
know that. Don‟t let what they think affect your choices.” 

“Are we still talking about art?” Paula asked. 

He nodded. “Art. And life.” Stan lifted his glass and took the final swig 
of his beer. 

“So enough about me,” Paula said, glancing down and then looking up 

at Stan. She caught him off guard with her bright, genuine smile. 
“When do I get to meet the famous Gretchen?” 

“Darling, did I hear my name?” Gretchen sidled up to Stan, putting her 
hand on his arm, her French-manicured nails just grazing his skin. 

“Oh, good timing, Gretchen,” Stan said, hurriedly pushing his chair 

back as he stood up. “I was just about to come and look for you. 
Gretchen, I want you to meet Paula. Paula, Gretchen.” 

Paula stood, graciously shaking Gretchen‟s hand, nonchalantly ignoring 

her searing up-and-down appraisal. 

“Nice to finally meet you, Paula,” Gretchen said, smiling through her 

perfect, straight, white teeth. 

* * * 

Deciding to ignore Colin and preferring not to hide in Stan‟s shadow 

the entire evening, Paula later found herself talking with a group of 
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Gretchen‟s friends. ”Did you hear Howard Stern‟s in trouble with the 

SEC again?” Paula asked, stirring the conversation. 

Standing nearby, but not actually in the conversation, Gretchen shifted 

to join Paula‟s group. “That wretched man. How can anybody stand to 
listen to the way he degrades women? It‟s disgusting, and 

disrespectful. I do wish they‟d take him off the air once and for all.” 

“I‟m a woman, and I kinda like him,” Paula took her bait. “More to the 
point, I admire his courage to stand up to the censorship Nazis.” 

“In the case of someone like Howard Stern, censorship is not at all a 

bad thing,” Gretchen retorted. “Besides, what about hate crimes — 
and the indecency of child pornography?” 

“You can‟t be serious!” Paula looked at Gretchen in horror. “Of course 
hate crimes and child porn are despicable, but what about the First 

Amendment? You‟re a journalist, for Christ‟s sake. You of all people 

should defend the right of anyone to speak freely.” 

“Absolutely. The First Amendment is sacred. One of my friends actually 

spent two months in jail because she wouldn‟t reveal a source,” added 

one of the others in the group. 

Gretchen glanced around the wildly arrayed collection of writers and 

artists, clearly sensing she was in the minority on this issue. “If you‟ll 
excuse me, I must see to the other guests,” she said, holding her head 

up proudly, defying them to challenge her further. They parted for her, 

Paula alone watching as Gretchen glided toward the other side of the 
hall, joining Stan and another clique in the midst an animated 

discussion about an upcoming Caribbean vacation. 

* * * 

“Excuse me. Ees this seat taken?” Stan‟s party reverie was interrupted 

by a beautiful woman of indeterminate age. Her long hair made her 
appear young, in her late teens perhaps, but her eyes, face, and 

curves held a worldliness that belied someone at least ten years older. 

“No, no. Please sit,” Stan said, motioning to the open seat next to him 
on the slow-moving boat. 

“Ah-lo. My name is Cloud-ya.” 
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Stan looked perplexed. “Cloud-ya?” 

“Clod-ee-ah, I theenk ees the American pronounciation.” 

“Oh . . . Claudia. Right, Claudia,” Stan laughed, a bit embarrassed by 

his gaff. 

Claudia explained that she was Venezuelan, on a month-long European 

holiday. Introducing her to Isis, Stan filled her in about his round-the-

world trek. “My goodness, that‟s a beeeeg trip,” she said, her eyes 
smiling. 

“Um, yeah, it is.” Stan found himself feeling awkward and speechless 

in the presence of such an exotic woman. Guess I shoulda let ol‟ Earl 
hol‟ me up while I kissed that stupid Blarney Stone. However, in spite 

of her stunning looks, Claudia‟s friendly, outgoing nature instantly put 
Stan at ease, and they began a friendly conversation. Stan discovered 

that Claudia was 27, and a personal trainer. That explains the amazing 

body. 

The conversation carried them easily through the remainder of the 

eight-hour ferry ride. Arriving in Liverpool, Stan hefted his backpack to 

his shoulders and lifted the wiggling Isis into his arms. 

“Such a cute doggy. She really lets you „old heer like that?” Claudia 

inquired. 

“Most of the time. She‟s excited now, because we‟re in a new place.” 

Isis yipped at him, as though she understood every word, whining her 

request to be let down to explore the new terrain. Claudia fell in step 
with him as they walked from the ferry toward the street. 

Originally intending his stay in Liverpool to be merely a pit stop in his 

trip across England, Stan‟s plans changed, as he fell easily into bed 
with Claudia at a nearby B&B. They spent a few heady days together, 

visiting the Walker and Beatles Story museums, and drinking ungodly 
amounts of ale. 

By the end of the week, though, each agreed it was time to go their 

separate ways. Although they‟d shared what could only be called a 
passionate week, Stan now kissed her chastely on the cheek. 

“It was lovely to meet you, Claudia,” he said sincerely. 
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“Si, con mucho gusto,” Claudia responded, nodding her beautiful head 

up and down enthusiastically. Neither made even a pretense, though, 
that they would keep in touch. 

As he continued across England toward London, Stan realized that 
although he‟d been grateful for the physical connection and 

companionship Claudia had offered, the experience had really 

amounted to nothing more than an empty fling. What the hell‟s wrong 
with you, Stan? Fantastic sex with a gorgeous Latin woman — in 

England, for fuck‟s sake. Yet you feel worse than ever. You are one 

serious head case. 

Chapter 12  

After packing Isis into her trusty shoulder home, Stan took the 
streetcar from his Göteborg hotel to the Rohsska Museet, a local 

museum famous for its collection of early household items. Wandering 
aimlessly about the museum shop, Stan was glad his need to travel 

light made purchasing any of the gimmicky souvenirs virtually 

impossible. What would I want them for, anyway? he asked himself. 
They‟d just sit there and I‟d have to dust them. 

Thinking back to his gorgeous Blarney cards, Stan reaffirmed his long-

held belief that postcards were the only sensible form of souvenir. 
They‟re a pictorial reminder of where you‟ve been, but they‟re practical 

because they‟re flat and easy to carry. He found the postcard rack and 
selected three: one with a picture of a washboard, one of an 

eggbeater, and one of an early model clothes iron, the kind you had to 

hold over a flame to heat. 

Later that day, Stan shrugged into the Göteborg train station, Isis 

under his arm as usual. 

“Destination?” asked the little man behind the ticket window, smiling 
at the sight of the little dog. 
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“Someplace south,” Stan mumbled. 

“You are American, sir?” 

“What? Oh, yeah, I‟m American.” 

“Most Americans, when they come, like to visit the IKEA 
headquarters,” the little man offered brightly. “You have been?” 

“That‟s right — they do build that IKEA stuff here in Sweden, don‟t 

they?” 

“Copenhagen, actually. But IKEA started here! Probably Sweden is now 

better known for IKEA than for the reliable Volvo automobile.” 

Stan winced at the mention of Volvo. 

“I said something wrong, sir?” the ticket vendor inquired 

apologetically. 

“Nah. I used to have a Volvo once, is all.” 

“Ah. And you miss her. Who wouldn‟t? Best car in the world.” 

“Yeah, she was a great little car . . .” 

“So would you like a ticket to Älmhult so you can visit IKEA?” He stood 

on the rungs of his stool to lean forward toward the window, where he 

whispered to Stan, “Not the best furniture in the world by a long shot, 
but certainly the most famous.” 

* * * 

As Stan meandered up the walk toward the surprisingly dull collection 

of low-slung, industrial looking buildings that comprised the IKEA 

headquarters, he remembered the last time he‟d visited the furniture 
monolith. 

“Hey, want to play hooky tomorrow and go to IKEA with me?” Paula 
asked, popping her gum across the phone line right into Stan‟s ear. 

“Not so much. I have a job to go to, as you may remember. And, wait 

— I‟m thinking you have a job, too, if they haven‟t fired you yet.” 
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“I keep telling you, Stan, I will leave voluntarily long before they fire 

me.” 

“Whatever. No on IKEA, though. I‟ll skip the trip to suburban hell. 

Thanks anyway.” 

“What if we go tomorrow night, instead? Or do you and Gretchen have 

a dinner engagement or some other hoity-toity to-do going on?” 

“Actually, Gretchen‟s out of town, covering a health summit in 
Switzerland.” 

“Ooo-ooh. But that‟s great! It means you can take me to IKEA,” she 

chirped happily. 

“Aha. You‟ve just revealed yourself, missy. You don‟t want me to go 

with you to IKEA. You want me to take you to IKEA.” 

“With. To. It‟s all the same thing.” 

“No, Paula dear. One implies you want my company. The other states 

clearly that you want to use me for my car.” 

“Come on, Stan,” Paula whined. “What else are you gonna be doing 

instead?” 

“Having a quiet dinner and catching the Yankee game,” Stan said with 
great seriousness. “If you want to come over, I‟ll spring for egg rolls 

from Great China Kitchen.” 

“Tempting as that sounds, I‟d really rather go buy a new coffee table. 

If you don‟t take me tomorrow, I‟m gonna have to give up my whole 

day Saturday to take the bus.” 

“I‟m afraid to ask, but why do you need a new coffee table?” 

“I kicked over a can of paint thinner on the other one, and now it‟s 

ruined — which is fine with me because I hated it anyway.” 

Stan rolled his eyes. 

“I can hear your eyeballs rolling from here.” 

“No you can‟t.” 
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“Yes — I can.” 

“Well, what‟s in it for me if I do go?” 

“Besides the company of the most charming artiste you know?” 

“Besides that.” 

“How „bout if I make you seafood paella and give you a neck 

massage?” 

“I don‟t know. Gas is pretty expensive.” 

“Stan Crowley, quit being a dick and just agree to take me, already.” 

“OK. OK. I‟ll drive you over there. I‟ll see you on the 5:30 bus. We can 

go home, change, and grab the car.” 

“Thanks, Stan. You‟re my hero.” 

“Yeah, yeah, yeah. You‟d better save the compliments for someone 
who doesn‟t already know you‟re not to be believed.” 

* * * 

As Stan waited in line to pay for a brightly colored box of Swedish 
cookies, Isis began to wriggle in his knapsack. He looked down to see 

what had caught her attention, and noticed a small stuffed whale, 
purple with a green tail, that someone had obviously dropped. The toy 

resembled one of Isis‟ many “babies” — and Stan knew she‟d never 

quit whining if he didn‟t indulge her. 

“That dog has the longest memory of any animal I‟ve ever seen,” 

Paula said once, after watching Isis sit for more than an hour in front 

of the couch where she had hidden one of the little dog‟s toys. 

Tossing the tiny whale up onto the oversize conveyor belt beside the 

cookies, Stan overheard the guy behind him in line, no doubt an 
American. 

“Last time I did some home renovations, I discovered the „Evil Triad of 

Hell‟ — my wife dragged me to IKEA, Costco, and Home Depot all on 
one Sunday afternoon. Ouch!” 

Stan couldn‟t help but chuckle, as he headed toward the exit. 
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Located in the foyer of the store were racks of tourist info. One bright 

green pamphlet caught his eye. On the front, it had beautiful pictures 
from the Swedish Glass District, only an hour away from Älmhult by 

train. Immediately, he thought of Gretchen‟s prized collection of glass 
vases. Maybe Gretchen and Dr. Davis would appreciate an original 

piece from Småland as a wedding present, he thought sarcastically. 

Snorting, he crumpled the pamphlet and dropped it in a trashcan as he 
walked out of the store through the wide, sliding glass doors. 

Chapter 13  

Deciding the three-day Memorial Day weekend was a great time to get 

away from Jersey City, Paula had agreed to meet her childhood friend, 

Audrey, in Atlantic City. She took the bus down on Saturday morning. 
From there, after eating Cincinnati chili at the boat-shaped mall on the 

boardwalk, she and Audrey drove south to Ocean City, where they 
spent the long weekend drinking, sunning, and bike riding. No word 

processing. No painting. No sirens. No horns honking. Just quiet 

relaxation. 

As the sun set on Sunday evening, the conversation turned, as it often 

did, to men — one man in particular. “I just don‟t see him ever getting 

it together to move on from Gretchen. I have no earthly idea what 
holds him there, though.”  

“What about Gary?” Audrey asked, referring to a complete jerkoff 
Paula had dated for nearly three years. 

“What about Gary?” 

“You stayed with him when you knew you should move on. You stay 
with a lot of guys who aren‟t good for you. What makes what Stan‟s 

doing so different from what you seem to keep on doing?” 

“Hey, are you trying to help, or rub my face in my disastrous dating 
decisions?” Paula whined. 
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“Wow — nice alliteration.” 

Paula ignored her. 

“Come on, Paul. Of course I‟m on your side. You know I‟m always 

here, no matter which loser you‟re dating at the moment,” she said 
with a teasing laugh. 

Paula gave Audrey a sideways glance as she flipped her friend off. She 

leaned back in her chair with a big sigh. “I don‟t know what makes his 
situation different. Nothing, I guess, if you think about it,” she said, 

shaking her head and resting her hands on her chin. 

Suddenly Audrey sat upright. “Well, if you really do love him, why 
don‟t you tell him?” 

“In case you hadn‟t noticed, Stan‟s MIA right now, and therefore I 
can‟t tell him anything. Besides, I wouldn‟t want to fuck up our 

friendship by dating him,” Paula said, her eyes closed to the first stars 

peeking out across the water. 

“You don‟t mean that,” Audrey said quietly to her friend. 

“I don‟t know what I mean. The more I think about it, the more 

confused I get,” Paula said with a long sigh. 

The next morning, Paula laughed to herself as she hung up the phone. 

She had just called her boss to tell him she wouldn‟t be in because she 
was having transportation difficulties. It might have helped that she 

neglected to mention she had simply missed the bus. “No problem, 

Paula,” Peter had said in his usually friendly voice. “We‟ll see you 
tomorrow. Get home safely.” 

Stan‟s eyeballs would be lodged behind his brain if he had heard that, 

she thought with a smirk. 

* * * 

A good five hours later, Paula walked up the steps to her apartment, 
lugging her unbelievably heavy duffel bag. She stopped to check her 

mail. “Good, God. You‟d think I‟d been gone two weeks, not two days,” 

she grumbled as she emptied the overstuffed box. 
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Sandwiched between her June issue of NY Arts Magazine and the latest 

People was a postcard with a picture of what looked like a skylight cut 
into a horse‟s stall. 

“What on earth . . . ?” Paula whispered. 

Her large, heavy bags crowding the foyer, Paula dragged them 

upstairs and stepped into her apartment. She flipped on the light and 

studied the picture. Sure enough, it appeared to be a horse‟s stall with 
a skylight in the roof above it. 

Hoping for more details, she turned the card over. Disappointingly, the 

only words of description were: 

NATIONAL STUD — KILDARE, IRELAND 

Written in the center of the card was a single word: 

Sláinte. 

And like the two previous cards, the handwritten address was 
unfamiliar to her:  

The thought had crossed Paula‟s mind that Stan might somehow have 
had something to do with the first two postcards, but she had 

dismissed it immediately. Now, though, a card from Ireland? 

It can‟t be. Maybe he knows someone there. Maybe he‟s playing an 

elaborate hoax. One thing is certain, he was not in Greenland or 

Ireland to mail these cards to me himself. 

Was he? 

Intrigued, but too tired to give it any more thought at the moment, 

Paula set the Kildare card with the others on her kitchen counter.



 

 

Chapter 14  

Though he‟d been utterly charmed and distracted by his tour of the 

Irish countryside and visit to Blarney Castle, Stan was surprised at 

how angry and frustrated he still felt about the whole Gretchen thing. 

Realizing it had been more than a week since he‟d gone running, he 

put on his jogging shoes and took Isis for a hard 3-mile run along the 
Menka River, in the heart of Minsk. He worried that the dog would quit 

on him, but she stayed with him the whole way. Returning to his hotel, 

Stan jumped in the shower. He noticed how the run had helped clear 
his mind and helped him relax, and he felt better than he had in days. 

As he picked up his travel diary, the plastic case containing his 

passport fell onto the bed. Stan slid the passport out of the plastic 
sleeve, and began to flip through it, noting all the differently colored 

stamps in an assortment of languages. He passed his hand over the 
Belarus stamp, then flipped the page. He looked at the blank next 

page, and leafed through to the end of the booklet. 

As if from nowhere, a knot began to form in his stomach. This 
passport only held room for 14 destinations, and already he was in his 

eighth country since leaving the US. Though he wasn‟t 100 percent 

certain of his itinerary, Stan knew he‟d be visiting more than six more 
countries before making his way home. 

“Damn!” He berated himself for not having realized this before setting 
out on his trip. Great planning, Crowley, he thought to himself. What 

are you gonna do now? 

Stan pulled out his laptop and connected to the Internet. 

“No fucking way!” According to the US Department of State Web site, 

the only way to have pages added to your passport was to submit a 

form requesting them. Even if you paid the outrageous fees to 
expedite the process, the soonest you‟d get the papers would be in 
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seven to ten business days, and that was while you were still in the 

United States. God only knew how long it would take to have them 
forwarded to an out-of-the-way hotel in Belarus. 

Suddenly, Stan remembered that Jack‟s dad worked for the State 
Department. He quickly fired off an e-mail, asking Jack if he could ask 

his dad for some help and/or guidance. 

Realizing it could be hours before he heard back from Jack, Stan 
decided to use the time to visit Dudutki, a unique private cultural 

museum in Minsk. Reminding himself of the breathing techniques 

Paula had been trying to teach him for two years, Stan did his best to 

calm down, in spite of again feeling frustrated that he had not done all 

his research before beginning this trip. 

He could hear Paula‟s voice. “Are you having a good time?” 

Yes. 

“Then what does it matter if you didn‟t plan things perfectly? Life‟s not 
ever gonna be perfect, Stan Crowley. That doesn‟t mean you can‟t 

enjoy every moment of it. Loosen up, tiger.” 

* * * 

Letting Isis down to run around a bit on the outdoor grounds of 

Dudutki, Stan rolled his shoulders and stretched his neck. He took a 
deep breath, and began to notice the smell of fresh wood shavings. He 

looked up to see an ancient workshop. Next, he heard the rippling of 

water near a stand of moss-covered oaks. The natural beauty worked 
like a tranquilizer, and Stan was suddenly immensely grateful for his 

opportunity to experience the beauty. 

The bucolic setting reminded him of one of the few happy memories 

from his childhood. One spring break when he‟d been nine or so, the 

family had taken a short trip to DC to do the museum tour. It had 
been unseasonably warm that year, and his mom had made a picnic 

lunch. They‟d all been together, relaxed, laughing, sharing a 

quintessential family moment on the National Mall. Stan and Kerri 
walked to the reflecting pool, leaving their parents alone to muse 

about their children‟s future. 
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There were three or four such memories, rattling around in the tightly 

sealed vault of his mind. Mostly, though, the memories were of an 
overwrought mom and a dad who worked constantly. The times when 

his father was home, Stan recalled, he was too tired to do more than 
settle in front of the TV for hours on end. 

* * * 

When Stan got back to the hotel, he had a message from Jack, telling 
him he could visit any US embassy, and they‟d fix him up with all the 

additional passport pages he needed. 

“Whew,” Stan let out a sigh of obvious relief. “That was so easy. 

Maybe I do make things harder than they need to be.” He set his 

travel alarm clock to be sure to allow plenty of time to get to the 
embassy in the morning. 

* * * 

Paula walked up Lake Street toward Liberty Avenue, talking 

animatedly to the tall, lanky man beside her. She‟d met Miguel at a 

bar in Hoboken on Saturday night. He also was an artist — his survival 
job was as a waiter at Peter Luger. Clad head to toe in black leather, 

Miguel had noticed her and approached her while she was out with a 

few girlfriends. She had invited him over today to see some of her 
work. 

They walked up the stoop and into the house, laughing. “Hang on 
while I check my mail,” she said, interrupting his story about the 

vegetarian he‟d waited on last night who had missed the part in Zagat 

about Peter Luger being one of the best steak restaurants in the City. 

Unusually, her mailbox was empty, so she turned to head up the 

stairs. 

“What‟s that?” Miguel asked, pointing to a lone postcard sitting on top 

of all the mailboxes. 

Paula picked up the postcard and looked at it. On the front was a 
picture of a rusty metal object against a black background. The tool 

had two protrusions that looked a bit like rabbit ears, and was fitted 

with a wire whisk that resembled the one on her mom‟s mixer. 
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She flipped the card over. There it was, the now familiar site of her 

address penned by unfamiliar handwriting. 

“Who is that from?” Miguel asked. 

“I‟m not sure.” 

“Somebody sends you a picture of an antique eggbeater and you don‟t 

know who it is?” 

“An eggbeater! Is that what that is?” Paula laughed. She looked again 

at the card. The only description in the upper left-hand corner said: 

ROHSSKA MUSEET — GÖTEBORG, SWEDEN. 

There were two words written in the middle of the card: 

God dag! 

Paula shrugged as she clomped up the stairs. Sensing that the 

mystery was to be no further discussed, Miguel followed her into her 
apartment, where she carefully laid the eggbeater on her counter, on 

top of the neatly piled skylight, masked man, and fossil. 

* * * 

The next morning, Paula picked up the four postcards. There‟s only 

one person these could be from, she thought. Stan. 

She shook her head. Impossible. She spoke the word. “Impossible! 

This is Stan you‟re talking about. Stan who won‟t go to dinner without 

a reservation. Stan who‟s probably never bounced a check or skipped 
a day of work in his life. Stan who considers Motel 6 roughing it.” 

Stan, whom I miss unbelievably, she thought, a single tear escaping 
her brimming eyes and streaking her paint-stained cheek. 
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Much as she really did understand why he hadn‟t called or e-mailed 

her, Paula still stung from the lack of communication. Stan obviously 
had told Jack about his plans. Guess he had to let somebody know 

what he was up to. 

She sorted through the cards one more time, before setting them back 

in their space on the clean, but cluttered, counter. 

Chapter 15  

Arriving at the end of the long Athens airport concourse, Stan scanned 

the crowd. He was startled to see a tall, husky man walk toward him. 
“Stanford?” the man asked tentatively, extending his hand. 

“Gramme?” 

Stan had known Gramme Wilton for more than 15 years, ever since 
they‟d attended Gibson Prep School together in Middletown, 

Connecticut. Gramme had aged well, although he‟d put on a not 
inconsiderable amount of weight since Stan had seen him last. 

It was Stan‟s grades, combined with his pitching arm, that got him 

accepted to Gibson on an unheard-of full scholarship. Most of the 
students being trust fund heirs and legacy babies, he‟d had to prove 

himself time and time again across the years. It didn‟t help at all that 

Stan was one of a handful of Catholics in the middle of a largely 
Protestant student body. 

Gramme, whose family had donated the money to build Gibson‟s 

state-of-the-art athletic facilities, took Stan under his wing, largely 

granting him a reprieve from what otherwise would have been a non-

stop and merciless assault from his classmates. 

Never what you‟d call bosom buddies, Stan and Gramme had kept in 

touch over the years, if only to exchange holiday cards. Gramme had 

married a Greek gal, and eight years ago had agreed to move with her 
back to Athens, where they now lived with their four children. 
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Once he‟d actually decided to make his around-the-world journey, 

Stan had e-mailed Gramme that he would be visiting Greece sometime 
during the summer. Gramme had invited Stan to stay with his family if 

he made it to Athens — they now were consummating that invitation. 

Gramme‟s wife, Isabella, was a lovely woman who made him feel 

instantly welcome in her clean, comfortable home. The children, two 

boys and two girls, ranged in age from 2 to 7, the two youngest being 
fraternal twins. The children were well-mannered, though they all were 

more than a little tickled to have a house guest with a dog. 

The little ones were mesmerized by Isis, but the oldest girl seemed far 

more interested in Stan. “Daddy, tell us how you and Stan met,” cried 

7-year-old Kristina. 

“You know how we met. We went to school together. That‟s old news,” 

always the mediator, Gramme tried to still his daughter‟s questions, 

seemingly to save Stan from embarrassment. 

Not to be deterred, though, Kristina asked Stan, point-blank, “What 

was Daddy like when you knew him in school?” 

“She‟s quite the precocious one,” Stan commented to Gramme and 
Bella, as Isabella was called. 

“Yes, she certainly is,” Bella nodded in agreement. 

“Your daddy was a genuine nice guy, always watching out for the 

underdogs, making sure no one would take advantage of them — kind 

of like what he does now, as a lawyer,” Stan recalled truthfully. “He 
had only one flaw that I can recall,” Stan said to the family gathered 

before him. 

“Oh, yeah?” Gramme boomed. “And just what would that have been?” 

“He couldn‟t hit a fastball to save his life,” Stan said, smiling. 

“You‟ve got me there, I‟ll have to admit,” Gramme said, laughing out 
loud. 

* * * 

Later that night, Stan and Gramme sat on the terrace, enjoying 
bourbons and catching up on the past 15 years. Isis lay stretched out 
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on the rug next to them, as comfortable as if she‟d lived in the Wiltons‟ 

home all her life. 

“Everything OK?” Gramme asked, true concern in his voice. “You seem 

a little down.” 

“I guess I‟m just a little tired,” Stan tried to pass it off. 

“I know tired,” Gramme said. “This is something other than tired.” 

With minimal coaxing, Stan shared the story of the fight with Paula, 
the breakup with Gretchen, his decision to quit a job he‟d hated ever 

since he‟d begun it, and how it was he‟d come to be sitting there 

having bourbon with Gramme at all. 

“That‟s a whole lot of changes for a person to go through in a very 

short amount of time,” his friend commented wisely. 

“Yeah — but what‟s done is done. There‟s no going backwards.” 

“That‟s true. But have you given any thought to the future? Beyond 

this trip, I mean.” 

“Not really,” Stan admitted. “I guess I‟ve been avoiding making plans, 

afraid I‟ll make the wrong plans and wind up stuck again, just like I 

was before I left.” 

“I don‟t think that‟s likely to happen,” Gramme said, draining his glass. 

“No? Why?” 

“If you were gonna stay stuck, right now you‟d be married to Gretchen 

with a window office overlooking Battery Park. How many times did 

you get passed over for SVP?” 

“I don‟t know. Two or three.” 

“See? You knew your heart wasn‟t in it, even then. You‟re a smart, 

driven guy. If you‟d really wanted that promotion, nothing would have 
kept you from it. You didn‟t want it, plain and simple.” 

“So you‟re saying I was never stuck?” 
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“I‟m saying you made a choice. And when you get home, you‟ll make 

other choices. But you do know what you want, and you won‟t go back 
down that same road again.” 

“How‟d you get to be so wise?” Stan asked, holding his glass up to his 
friend. 

“I made my peace with my own choices,” Gramme answered quietly. 

Chapter 16  

After the arrival of the eggbeater card, Paula realized that, as unlikely 

as it was that Stan was actually in Sweden, he must have had 
something to do with the cards. She began to look forward to checking 

her mail daily. She still didn‟t open or read the envelopes marked 

“Urgent” or “Payment Overdue,” but she did eagerly anticipate 
emptying the little aluminum box. 

The eggbeater had been postmarked June 25. It was already the 
second week of July, though, and she hadn‟t received any new cards. 

She hoped this only meant the mail was slow, and not the end of the 

communication, or — God forbid — that anything had happened to 
Stan. 

As she skipped down the stairs on her way into Brooklyn to her studio, 

she checked the box. Along with her Utne magazine and an artists‟ 
supply catalogue, there sat another postcard. 

She grinned, yanking it out of the mailbox. 

The photo was of a single windmill, against a backdrop of a brilliant 

blue sky, crowded with pillowy clouds. 

He‟s decided to make himself officially known, she thought, with a 
smile. Paula‟s kitchen was covered in windmill-patterned wallpaper, so 

yellowed it looked as though it quite possibly had been put there by 

the original owners of the house. Stan often commented on the faded 
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décor, asking her why she didn‟t demand that the landlord strip it and 

install something more contemporary. 

“New isn‟t necessarily better,” she‟d tell him every time he mentioned 

it. “I like looking at them. They remind me of Don Quijote,” she‟d say 
jauntily. 

“Of course they do — the eternal optimist,” Stan would laugh. 

This windmill could not have been a coincidence. Stan was definitely 
sending the postcards. She flipped it over to look at the address and 

see whether there was any info about the picture. 

The only description of the picture said: 

DUDUTKI — MINSK, BELARUS — WINDMILL 

2000 

Written in the middle of the card was again a single word: 

Privet! 

“That brat is deliberately not giving anything away,” she sighed to 

herself. She examined the handwriting on this postcard: 

“Who the hell is he getting to write these for him?” she wondered 

aloud. She was startled out of her reverie by her cell phone. “Oh hey, 
Miguel. Yeah, I‟m on my way into the City now. See you in about an 

hour. Bye.” 

* * * 

Stan visited with Gramme and his family for a nearly a month, quickly 

growing into a comfortable routine. He and Isis ran near the Coliseum 
almost every day — a necessity, given Bella‟s talent in the kitchen. No 

wonder Gramme‟s put on so much weight, Stan thought. 
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Stan‟s visit happened to coincide with the Hellenic Festival. Attending 

ballet, orchestra, and theatrical performances, Stan enjoyed more 
cultural events in one month than he probably had thus far in his 

entire life. The only thing that could make this more enjoyable would 
be having someone to attend the shows with, he thought. 

Stan took day trips around the many islands. One of his first stops was 

Corinth, where Jason and Medea lived in Greek mythology. Rising like 
a specter from the recesses of his memory came the recollection that 

St. Paul also spent time in Corinth. 

Love is patient, love is kind. 
It does not envy. 

Love is never boastful, nor conceited, nor rude; 

It is not self-seeking, nor easily angered. 
It keeps no record of wrongdoing. 

It does not delight in evil, 

But rejoices in the truth. 
It always protects, trusts, hopes, and preserves. 

There is nothing love cannot face; 
There is no limit to its faith, hope, and endurance. 

There are three things that last forever: 

Faith, hope, and love; 
But the greatest of these is love. 

Suddenly, unbidden, the words he‟d memorized 20 years ago in 

Sunday school tumbled out of his mouth. 

Tooling around one afternoon, Stan and Isis stumbled across Hellenic 
Seaways, a maritime company offering various tours of the Greek 

islands. Stan opted for a multi-trip hydrofoil ticket. Initially a little 

queasy on the speedboat, he soon found the swift rides exhilarating. 
He laughed out loud and Isis yapped each time the boat‟s hull would 

rise up out of the water, its wing-like foils carrying them through the 
air, as if in flight. 

Within a half-hour, they reached Aegina. Stan was happy to find the 

tiny island home to award-winning pistachios. As they walked the 
stunning beaches, he peeled the green nuts, feeding one to Isis for 

every two he consumed. With new appreciation, he admired the 

diverse work he found amid a handful of expat artists‟ colonies. 

Completely aware of the risks of sun exposure, particularly for his fair 

complexion, he drenched himself in SPF 30. Then, recapping the 
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plastic tube, he turned his thoughts to relaxing, happy for the chance 

to nap, read, and soak up the luxurious sun on the white sand 
beaches. Some days he and Isis would simply trek off the beaten path 

to visit with the locals. 

A center for displaced people since ancient times, Stan found modern 

Athens populated by people who‟d fled wars and poverty in their own 

countries to begin new lives in the port city. The street people selling 
flowers, cigarettes, tissues, and gum reminded him nostalgically of the 

window washers Rudy Giulliani had banished in one of his first acts as 

Mayor of New York City. Reminiscent of the Village were ethnic 
musicians from Romania, Serbia, Russia, Albania, and Turkey. Stan 

watched one unbelievably talented violinist go from café to café, 
entertaining tables with what could only be described as heavenly 

music. Although he was grateful to be able to tip the young man 100 

Euros, Stan felt what he really deserved was a recording contract.  

Stan was surprised to find more than one higher-end restaurant 

unwilling to accept credit cards. The first time, it happened while he 

was dining with Gramme and Bella. Stan had planned on paying but 
had only his cards with him that evening. Gramme quietly covered for 

him, apparently aware of the frequent “cash-only” policy. From then 
on, if there was any chance he‟d be dining out, Stan made sure to 

carry cash with him. 

All the while he was enjoying himself, but every now and again, a 
nagging, lonely feeling would wash over him. 

Chapter 17  

Intentionally skirting many of the mainstream destinations on a 

“conventional” round-the-world trip, Stan knew that like his 

impromptu stop at Blarney Castle in Ireland, he could not visit Greece 
without making the customary pilgrimage to Mt. Olympus. He 

wondered about the possibility of hiking the famed peak. 
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Stan asked Gramme what he knew about hiking Olympus, and was 

impressed when Gramme dug a ratty copy of a 10-year-old guidebook 
out of a corner of the floor-to-ceiling bookcase in his study. The book 

immediately fell open to the page that began the Mt. Olypus 
description. Stan read from the dog-eared text: 

You don’t need any special climbing experience to take on Olympus, 

but you do need to be fit, properly equipped and have a good head 

for heights! In good weather and armed with sturdy walking boots, 

high-protection sun screen, snacks and water, you’ll be able to 

conquer the trail with a couple days of hard hiking. Many young 

backpackers and super-fit types dash up and down in a day, but you 

really need at least two or three days to take in the full beauty of the 

mountain range. 

The hiking club having been the sole extracurricular activity he allowed 

himself while in grad school, Stan considered himself to be a 
reasonably experienced hiker, certainly above-average. Hearing about 

Stan‟s plans at dinner that night, Bella‟s face took on a tight smile. 
When Stan prodded her, she told him about the father of a childhood 

friend who‟d been killed in a freak accident while climbing Olympus. 

“Just be careful,” she told her husband‟s friend. 

“I promise not to take any unnecessary risks. Just ask Gramme,” Stan 

tried to reassure Bella. “Safety is my middle name.” 

Gramme gave an emphatic nod. 

Stan asked the couple about the best way to get to Mt. Olympus from 

Athens. 

As if to make up for her earlier reproach, Bella quickly offered Stan the 

use of her Nissan minivan. Stan nodded his grateful assent to the 

offer. 

“It‟s a fairly easy drive to Olympus from Athens — but you definitely 

have to be alert,” Gramme explained. “The road itself is a good one, 

but good roads sometimes inspire these crazy Greek drivers to new 
heights of daring — trust me, I‟ve seen every imaginable stunt. Greece 

has one of the highest car accident rates in all of Europe. Just be 
careful, go slowly, and remember to steer out of the way if you see 

anyone driving like a maniac. Don‟t worry, though — you‟ll be fine.” 
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* * * 

Rather than try to hurry up and down the trail in a single day, Stan 
preferred to take some time to enjoy the experience. Planning to allow 

three days for the trip, he decided to head out at dawn for the village 
of Lithoro, on the eastern border of the national park. From there, he 

would tackle the trail to Mytikas Peak, the summit of Mt. Olympus. 

Arriving in Lithoro with Isis, Stan found that it would have helped to 
call ahead for a reservation, as July and August are high season for 

Olympus hikers. Fortunately, another single hiker had cancelled his 
spot about a half-hour before Stan arrived, so he was able to secure a 

bunk in the mountain refuge that served as a hikers‟ overnight pit 

stop, as well as a hotel bed in Lithoro for the second evening, after 
completing the trek. 

Making good time up the rugged terrain, Stan stopped frequently to 

marvel at the beauty of the naturescape that surrounded him. He took 
in the myriad plants growing along the mountain ridge, cloaked in a 

sea of dense, green forests and lush foliage. Stan recalled reading in 
Gramme‟s guidebook that the mountain range was home to nearly 

1,700 plant species, many of which were unique to Olympus. His 

memories of high school botany failed him, though, and he could 
identify only a handful of the more obvious ones, like pine, oak, and 

cedar trees.  

Unable to set his camera down for a moment, Stan was about a 
quarter-mile from the 2,919-metre summit when he stumbled over an 

obscured tree branch, as he tried for a close-up of badger as it 
scuttled through some underbrush. As he tripped, his camera went 

hurtling out of his hands, and he nearly landed on top of Isis, who‟d 

become lodged headfirst inside the shoulder bag. “Goddammit!!!!” 
Stan shouted. The hikers just downhill from him came running toward 

him. 

“Are you OK?” a thin woman with a heavy French accent asked him. 
Her companion, a tall man with a long beard, wearing a brown fedora 

came up behind her. “Call ze polize,” the woman said to the man. “Ee 
iz hurt.” 

Normally, Stan would have been chagrinned to find himself needing to 

rely on strangers‟ help, but right now, he was in too much pain. The 
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French couple helped him to a sitting position against a giant cedar, 

and waited with him until the rescue team came for him on ATVs. 
Nearly six hours later, Stan found himself in the waiting room of 

General Papanikolaou Hospital in Thessaloniki. Nikolai, the younger of 
the two rescue crew members took Isis with him back to the ranger 

station, where she spent the night curled up on a blanket next to his 

bed. 

* * * 

His ankle still a bit swollen and sore, Stan stopped in to pick up Isis 
and thank Nikolai and his partner, Julian, for both rescuing him and 

watching Isis overnight. 

As soon as she saw Stan, Isis yipped, wagging her stumpy tail happily. 
On noticing his crutches, though, she immediately seemed to sense 

that he needed her to be calmer than usual. Once packed into the 

Nissan, Stan and Isis took the route back to Athens slowly. 

Lost in the thoughts about how to replace his damaged camera, Stan 

had to swerve suddenly to avoid a family of deer crossing in front of 
him. He quickly downshifted to circumvent the startled animals, and 

remembered the time Paula had made the same move to avoid hitting 

a skunk crossing the freeway once during a weekend drive they‟d 
taken through upstate New York. 

* * * 

Paula also had owned a minivan — only hers was a late-model Dodge 

Caravan, the seats removed to accommodate her paintings and art 

supplies. The outside was a putrid pea-green color, the whole thing 
making the last car you‟d imagine any sane car thief would target. But, 

once, about a year ago, Paula called Stan with just that news. 

“Paula? Paula, what is it?” Stan sounded alarmed as he answered the 
phone. 

Crying so hysterically that he could barely understand her, Paula told 
him she was stranded at the Secaucus Home Depot. 

“Did you call the police?” 

It was a rare night when Gretchen actually came to Stan‟s place. 
Hearing the first few words of the conversation, she voiced an 
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unmistakable sigh, as Stan said into the phone, “OK — don‟t worry. Sit 

tight. I‟ll be right there.” 

“Good God, Stanford, you can‟t be serious?” Gretchen said, her voice a 

mix of disdain and irritation. “What do you see in this woman? I can‟t 
for the life of me understand this ridiculous friendship you have with 

her. She‟s nothing but a flaky artist. Her life is merely one drama after 

another drama after another drama.” 

“Careful, darling, your fangs are showing. You‟re just being a snob, 

Gretchen. Paula‟s not flaky — she‟s extremely bright, and she‟s a very 

talented artist.” 

“Fangs? Oh my, Stanford, you don‟t think I‟m jealous of that pathetic 

creature, do you?” 

“Not for a moment,” Stan said as he pecked her on the cheek and 

walked out the front door of his apartment. 

Watching him hasten off to Paula‟s rescue, Gretchen mumbled under 
her breath, “Good Lord, Stan, anyone would think you were in love 

with the girl.” Gulping down the last of her white wine, Gretchen 

laughed, unconvinced, at the ridiculousness of the notion. 

Stan‟s ankle was still too sore for him to get out and about for another 

day or two. Bella offered to stay home from her part-time job as an 
ESL teacher, but Stan wouldn‟t hear of it. He slept late, getting up just 

before noon to hobble into the kitchen to find some feta and tomatoes 

to munch on. After eating more than his fill, he took a turn at Greek 
daytime TV, but winced to realize it was no better than American 

daytime TV. If anything, it was even edgier! 

In the evenings, Kristina and her sister and brothers entertained Stan 
with their games and antics. Stan watched with interest as they played 

an antique version of jacks. Rather than using the rubber ball and 

small metal objects he remembered from his childhood with Kerri, the 

Wilton children used small pebbles. Each took a turn throwing one 

pebble in the air, trying to quickly grab one of the other stones in time 
to collect the falling stone in the same hand. 

“What is this game called?” Stan asked as he watched. 

“Jackstones,” Kristina answered, knowingly. 
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Who knew? Stan thought as he continued to watch, far more absorbed 

in the kids‟ game than with the anything he‟d seen on TV. 

The children also played a game they called Vasilias, in which one child 

is named “King” while the others chose a profession to act out for the 
king. 

“Children, don‟t pester Stan,” Bella called from the kitchen. He‟s still 

recuperating. He doesn‟t need you in there bothering him.” 

“We‟re not bothering him, mommy,” Kristina called back. “We‟re 

helping him get better.” 

And, indeed, watching the twins clumsily attempt to reproduce the  
traditional Greek dances they had learned in daycare caused Stan to 

laugh till his sides hurt. He didn‟t know whether it was merely the 
distraction or if the laughter was actually curative, but by the next 

morning, Stan was able to get around with just a slight limp, the pain 

finally manageable with a single ibuprofen capsule.  

Chapter 18  

As his ankle got stronger, Stan continued his sightseeing throughout 
the Athens area. One day when Bella was not teaching and, 

remarkably, she had no field trips or other child-related 

responsibilities, she and Stan took a hydrofoil trip to Hydra. Stan was 
charmed by his friend‟s lovely wife, and understood thoroughly why 

Gramme had given up his life in the States to move with her back to 
her homeland. 

“Gramme‟s certainly glad to have you here,” Bella said as they walked 

through the lobby of an elegant boutique hotel. 

“I‟m glad to hear that. I wasn‟t so sure the visit was a good idea, 

initially. I mean, it‟s been more than 20 years, you know?” 
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“He‟s always spoken fondly of you. Said you were smart as a whip. 

And he said you made Gibson bearable for him.” 

Stan looked up at Bella, surprised. “No way. Really?” 

“Absolutely. He‟s sure that if you hadn‟t been there, he never would 
have graduated or eventually gone on to law school. Grounded. He 

said you kept him grounded.” 

“Wow. I had no idea. He was always covering for me with the other 
guys, getting them to back off when their teasing started to get ugly. 

Honestly, I thought he really just did it out of a some higher ethical 

standard.” 

“Knowing Gramme, I‟m sure that was part of it. But mostly, he just 

really liked you. Are you telling me you guys never talked about this 
stuff?” 

Stan smiled. “Come on Bella. We‟re guys. Guys throw the ball around. 

They don‟t talk about feelings.” 

She nodded, knowingly. “Well, I‟m glad you‟re here. I know Gramme 

misses home more than he lets on. Seeing you is refreshing for him on 

lots of levels.” 

If he heard her, he made no motion to indicate it. “What do you say 

we pick up some souvlakis for dinner so you can have the night off?” 
Stan asked, cracking his knuckles as they walked past a small corner 

shop. 

Immensely enjoying the friendliness of the Greek people, Stan was 
terribly disturbed, at one point, when he wandered into a seedy area 

of Athens. Prostitutes, junkies, and street people wandered aimlessly 

about.  

Quite suddenly, Stan noticed, with a bit of surprise, that he‟d been fine 

with people of all cultures and ethnicities. The only time I feel 
viscerally uncomfortable is when I‟m faced with the grim, seamy side 

of any town or area. What‟s up with that? Looking around him this 

time, Stan realized it was never a matter of empathy — for he always 
felt for those in need and seldom hesitated to offer money, when 

asked. Rather, it was the squalor itself that made Stan‟s skin crawl. 
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This mini-epiphany immediately took Stan back in time to a similar 

scene in New Orleans, several years ago. Startled, Stan realized he‟d 
done a pretty good job of burying the memory . . . until now. 

* * * 

Deciding he wanted to do something different and exciting for his 30th 

birthday, Jack invited his brother, Tom, and Stan to join him on a 

whirlwind weekend trip to New Orleans. Even before he agreed to go, 
Stan knew that any different and exciting plans Jack could cook up 

would likely end badly. Still, he‟d never been to the Big Easy. What‟s 
the worse thing that could possibly happen? We get a little hung over? 

he thought to himself as he called Jack to confirm that he would be 

joining the O‟Brien brothers on their adventure. 

* * * 

The guys picked up their rental car a the airport — a taxi-cab yellow 
Dodge Neon. “Woo-hoo,” Jack whistled. “Guess they‟re really gonna be 

able to see us coming.” 

Tom, who had visited New Orleans once before for a friend‟s bachelor 
party, offered to act as tour guide for the group. Grabbing the keys 

and throwing his luggage in the trunk, he slid into the driver seat, 

leaving Stan and his brother to vie for the front passenger seat with a 
rowdy game of Rock, Paper, Scissors. 

“You big cheater,” Jack snarled, only half joking, as Stan, victorious in 
the tiebreak by using paper three times in a row, climbed into the 

front seat of the tiny sedan. 

Tom steered the wide-eyed Jack and Stan along Canal Street, during a 
quick driving tour of the city. Used to walking blindly past every 

imaginable oddity on the streets of Manhattan, Stan was surprised to 

find himself startled by the outlandish manner of dress and behavior 
he saw on the streets of New Orleans. Meanwhile, Jack quickly realized 

that having the back seat to himself meant he could fully stretch out 
his long legs. He relaxed and looked excitedly around at the action 

surrounding him on all sides. 

Reaching the French Market Inn, the guys checked in and headed up 
to their rooms to drop off their bags. The next order of business was 

the ubiquitous visit to the Bourbon Street bars. Already approaching 
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midnight, Stan and the O‟Brien brothers found the bars crowded to 

capacity with procrastinating pre-Mardi Gras tourists who‟d waited too 
long to make their reservations for the actual holiday. 

They found a vacant table at the back of The Alibi, a small place on 
Iberville popular with the locals. The empty table was piled high with 

dirty glasses and several overflowing ashtrays. A shabby picture frame 

on the wall behind them caught Stan‟s attention. As Jack pushed the 
dishes out of the way, Stan noted the single word “Rose” printed under 

the E.J. Bellocq photo of a young Storyville prostitute from the early 

20th century. In the meantime, Tom negotiated his way to the bar to 
order three Miller Lites. The bartender was a cute blonde, festooned 

with full body glitter and more than a dozen strands of shiny beads. 

“Hey, handsome. What can I get you?” cooed the attractive girl. Tom 

ordered the beers and made his way back to the table, promising 

Courtney, the bartender, he‟d come back to see her before he left. 

Downing their beers, Jack and Stan were anxious to move on to the 

next establishment. It wasn‟t necessarily going be a pub crawl, but it 

promised, at the very least, to be a pilgrimage. Tom, meanwhile, had 
gone back to the bar to further the Courtney connection. 

“No, bro. You and Stan go on. I‟ll see you back at the hotel,” he said 
when Jack came over to tell him he and Stan were ready to move on. 

“You sure, Tom? I know you‟ve been here before and all, but should 

we really leave you on your own?” 

“Jackie, I‟m a big boy. I‟ll be fine. It‟s you and Stan I should be 

worried about.” 

Jack turned his smile into a lecherous grin. “We‟re cool,” he said to 
Tom. “You behave yourself, ya hear?” 

“I will, if you will,” Tom called over his shoulder as Jack herded Stan 
toward the door. 

* * * 

For one a.m., the streets, if not teeming, were still alive with people, 
mostly tourists heading home from the bars, and hookers trying to 

entice them. Stan‟s gaze swept the street, and fixed for a moment on 
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a pair of barely clad girls who looked as though they might still be in 

high school. He shook his head sadly. Jack, still caught up in the party 
atmosphere, didn‟t even notice. 

The two walked around the French Quarter, stopping here and there 
for a beer or a shot. Eventually, they found themselves in an edgier 

area on the outskirts of the French Quarter. As they walked along 

Barrone Street, Jack gawking and Stan looking peevishly around, they 
passed a heavily made-up, but naturally beautiful, middle-aged 

woman sitting on a front stoop clad in a lace teddy, a matching over 

jacket, and strappy sandals with six-inch heels. 

“You fellas sure are out late. You walkin‟ down Barrone lookin‟ for a 

good time?” 

“Nah,” Stan said, shaking his head, while at the exact same time, Jack 

said, “Maybe.” 

“So which is it, fellas? „No‟ or „Maybe‟?” 

Stan hung back while Jack sidled up to Savannah, the name the 

woman gave when she introduced herself to the friends. Savannah, it 

appeared, was the proprietress of the “hotel.” 

Sensing Stan‟s apprehension, she worked her motherly charms on him 

while at the same time vamping it up for Jack. “How‟s about you just 
come in for a quick tour of our little inn, sugar?” she purred to Stan, 

trying to ease his obvious discomfort. 

Simultaneously appalled by the thought, and yet strangely thrilled by 
the offer to glimpse this tawdry woman‟s inner sanctum, Stan heard 

Jack speaking for both of them. “Sure, we‟d love to come in for a 

spell,” he said, choosing an obvious southern colloquialism. 

“Jack, I really don‟t want to do this,” Stan hissed at Jack through 

clenched teeth. 

“Will you just calm down and relax for a minute, Stan? They‟re 

women, not alligators. No one‟s gonna bite you.” 

“But what about Gretchen?” Stan virtually whined. 

“What about Gretchen? You‟re here — she‟s not.” 
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“Yeah, but I‟ve never even thought about cheating on her before.” 

“Stan, first of all, you don‟t have to do anything, if you don‟t want to. 
Second, I don‟t see a ring on that finger. Till you take the long walk 

down that aisle, you‟re still a free man, aren‟t you? Third, say you do 
marry Gretchen. Do you really want her to be the last piece of ass you 

ever experience in your life?” 

“Jack! Have a little respect. Christ, I can‟t believe you‟re speaking that 
way about my girlfriend.” 

“Oh for crying out loud, Stan. It‟s not like she‟s ever gonna know. We 

can make a pact right here, right now. I won‟t tell her, and you won‟t 
tell her. What we do here tonight stays between us only. OK?” 

Savannah, having stepped a few paces away, was looking on 
knowingly. She‟d heard this conversation so many times she could 

practically recite the words along with Jack and Stan. And she knew, 

because it always turned out this way, that Stan would come with Jack 
into the brothel and be wracked with guilt later. Just as sure as the 

sun would rise over the East Bank. 

* * * 

Several months after the crazy New Orleans weekend, Paula invited 

Stan to a gallery opening in Tribeca. As they left the show and were 
walking down the street, Paula asked Stan, “Did you notice the couple 

making out in the corner by the bar?” 

“Um, yes. You couldn‟t exactly miss them. I wanted to tell them to get 
a room. Why? What about them?” 

“That was Marcie.” 

“The owner of the gallery? Really? I thought you said she was pissed 

off at her husband because he was gonna be out of town again. That 

this made something like the sixth opening in a row he was missing.” 

“Her husband is out of town.” 

“Oh,” Stan said reflexively. “Looks like she got over being pissed off.” 

“I think she thinks she‟s getting even,” Paula said as they headed 
downstairs to the Jersey City-bound PATH train . “You know, I read 
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this article last week about infidelity. It said that 70 percent of kids 

whose parents cheat wind up cheating themselves, whether or not the 
children ever knew about their parents.” 

Stan got very quiet. 

“What?” Paula asked, slowing her quick pace. 

Stan still said nothing. 

“Stan Crowley, what‟s wrong with you?” 

In a voice so low she almost couldn‟t hear him, Stan said, “My dad 

cheated.” 

“Oh, that. I know. You told me you caught some bimbo leaving your 
house one day when you had early release from school. We agreed a 

long time ago that your dad was a dickhead coward,” Paula said in her 
usual matter-of-fact tone. 

“No, I mean, my dad cheated.” 

“Stan, what are you going on about?” she asked, noticing now that 
Stan seemed really agitated and uncomfortable. 

“You said 70 percent of parents who cheat have kids who cheat.” 

“Yeah, but I wasn‟t talking about . . . you. Wait. Are you saying . . .  
you‟re cheating . . . on Gretchen?” 

“No . . . but . . .” 

By now their train had come, but they let it go without boarding. 

Stan sat down on a dirty cement bench, oblivious to the gum, graffiti, 

and trash strewn around it. He held his head in his hands glumly. It 

took Paula a long time to get the story out of him, a noisy subway 

platform not the most conducive place for a heart-to-heart 

conversation. 

“I mean, we were safe and everything. But I still got tested. God how 

humiliating,” Stan shuddered. 
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“What, the doing or the testing?” Paula inquired, seriously not knowing 

which he meant. 

“Both. But . . . I mean . . . a lot of guys actually do that . . . regularly. 

Jack didn‟t seem to have a problem with it.” 

“Consider who you‟re talking about before you let him be your 

benchmark,” Paula quipped sensibly. 

“I know — but now I‟m in that group! I‟m a statistic! You know, I can‟t 
even give blood anymore, at least not without lying on the form.” 

“Well, I can‟t believe you didn‟t think about that before you did the 

deed!” She meant it as a joke, but Stan looked like he was going to 
cry. 

“Oh, Stan. I‟m sorry. I was just kidding. I know . . . it wasn‟t funny. 
And I can see how miserable you are about this whole thing. But if you 

don‟t lighten up and forgive yourself, you‟re gonna make yourself 

really sick.” 

“How?” Stan glanced at her as he raised hands, palms up, looking 

utterly defeated. 

“I don‟t know. Maybe consider that you‟re human? You set these 
impossibly high standards for yourself — and for the rest of the world. 

Maybe this is just an opportunity for you to come down and live 
among the rest of us mortals,” she smiled at him softly. 

“No. What it is, is an opportunity to see how much like my dad I really 

am.” 

Stan and Paula waited almost an hour for the next train, and after 

boarding, they rode in silence. At the Journal Square station, they 

decided to walk, rather than take a cab or wait for the bus. There were 

only a few cars on Kennedy Boulevard as they made their way up the 

dozen or so blocks to their neighborhood in silence. Reaching Paula‟s 
house first, they sat down on the stoop, shoulder to shoulder. 

“You know what, Stan?” 

“Huh?” he grunted dejectedly. 
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“You are not your dad.” 

Stan said nothing. He stared straight ahead, intently examining the 
bushes in front of the house across the street. 

“No, really. You are not your dad. Just because this one thing 
happened, that doesn‟t mean you‟re like him.” She put her hand on 

Stan‟s forearm. “You are not a coward. You‟re not a quitter. You‟re one 

of the most loyal, supportive, wonderful people I‟ve ever met in my 
life. Please don‟t let this thing color your view of yourself, or your view 

of the world. We all fuck up. That‟s what being human is all about. 

Look at my life, for crying out loud! But the lesson is in admitting our 

mistakes. We learn from them. And we move on.” 

“So you really don‟t think I‟m a dickhead coward?” Stan looked 
sideways at her. 

“Dickhead, maybe. When you‟re being petulant or demanding — 

insisting on seeing the movie you want to see, or pestering me about 
eating all that healthy crap. But dickhead coward? No way.” She 

smiled broadly at him. 

“Thanks, Paula. I‟m not sure I believe you, exactly, but I appreciate 
you saying it,” he said as he put his arm around her and gave her a 

sideways hug. 

* * * 

His last night in Athens, Stan tossed and turned without really 

sleeping. Aware that he‟d be sad to leave the comfortable environment 
of his old friend‟s home, he was nevertheless antsy to get back on the 

road. He‟d watched Gramme come home from work every night, 
greeting Bella with a big kiss and then hugging each of his children in 

turn. And every night, he‟d turned away, not wanting to intrude on 

their personal time. Now, though, he realized, he also had not wanted 

them to see him wince with the recollection that his own dad had 

never once hugged him. 

* * * 

The week after Stan had turned 13, his dad had moved out without 

warning, or a word. 
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The year before, his best friend, James, had moved with his family to 

LA over spring break after his father had died suddenly. Although Stan 
had never been close to his dad, at least he knew he was always 

around. 

Until he wasn‟t. 

How could he just leave? Even now, the thought still plagued him. 

Hadn‟t he known that Kerri needed to go to a special school? Maybe 
that was why he left — he wanted a normal kid. Confused and angry, 

Stan had blamed his mother — and his sister — for his dad‟s leaving. 

Before his dad walked out on them, they‟d been discussing the 
possibility of Stan‟s going to boarding school. His mother leaned 

against the idea; his dad was coolly neutral. Now, Stan knew he had 
no choice but to go — it would eat him up inside if he stayed. 

Paula was the only one who knew the whole story. He hadn‟t even 

confided all of it to Gretchen. He‟d told her that his parents were 
divorced, but she had accepted that fact at face value without 

inquiring after any further details. Some investigative journalist, he 

remembered thinking at the time. 

On several different occasions, Paula had suggested he find someone 

to talk to about all the stuff from his past. “Not a shrink, an analyst,” 
she‟d said. “Someone to help you analyze these things.” But he‟d 

routinely shut her down every time she mentioned it. 

As he tossed and turned in Gramme‟s guestroom, Stan heard Paula‟s 
voice: “It‟s like all those pent up feelings about your past are hiding 

behind a cellar door. You have your hand on the knob, but every time 

you even begin to pull the creaky old thing open, you slam it shut 
again, more tightly than the time before.”



 

 

Chapter 19  

Traveling by train and bus across Egypt and Sudan into Ethiopia, Stan 

realized his timing on this portion of the trip could have been better. 

The desert was hotter than anything he‟d ever experienced. Never 

having been particularly sensitive to odors before, Stan realized that 

the pungent aroma of the crowded coach, coupled with its constant 
side-to-side swaying, was beginning to make him nauseous. The fact 

that he had to get off at every stop to keep Isis well-hydrated, while 

providing frequent, much-needed breaks from the stench and the 
jostling motion, made the already long trip even longer. Eventually, 

though, Stan made it to Addis Abba, where temperatures were 

delightful in the mid-60s. 

Walking through the large, sprawling city toward the Ethnographic 

Museum, Stan wondered where he could find a print by Afewerk Tekle, 
one of Paula‟s favorite artists. Before meeting Paula, what Stan knew 

about art was limited to his ability to identify the Mona Lisa and 

knowing it was housed in the Louvre. 

* * * 

Stan remembered how excited Paula was the day she sold her first 
painting. 

He‟d seen her regularly on the bus, two or three times a week, ever 

since starting his job at the investment bank. Though they often made 
eye contact, the two never spoke, except for the occasional quick 

hello. 

Taking the bus made Stan edgy. Daily, he reminded himself of how 
much he was saving on rent by not living in Manhattan or Hoboken or 

even the newer developments in Jersey City, and that generally made 
the half-hour ride endurable. Still, a bus crowded to standing-room 

capacity made him very nervous, in spite of the fiscal benefits. This 

was one of those unusually crowded days. The bus was about to pull 
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out of the Hoboken station when Paula came running up at the last 

possible instant. Glaring at her, the driver opened the door to let her 
board. The only open seat was next to Stan, and she quickly fell into 

it. 

“We almost left you behind,” he remarked, a simple observation. 

“I knew I‟d make it,” she said casually. 

Almost immediately, Paula began rapidly tapping her right foot up and 
down, out of nervousness or excess energy, Stan couldn‟t tell which. 

He leaned closer to the window. She seemed bursting with the need to 

say something, and finally turned to him and erupted, “I sold my first 
painting today!” 

“Really?” Stan asked, not sure what she expected of him. “Are you an 
artist?” 

“Not just an artist. As of today, I‟m a professional artist,” she grinned 

at him. 

“So what‟s your medium?” he asked, honestly a bit curious. 

“I don‟t really specialize in any one medium,” she explained eagerly. 

“My work is generally what you‟d call multimedia. Paper, fabric, oil, 
charcoal. Whatever is around and interesting that will help me convey 

the intention of the piece.” 

“I see. Well, who bought your painting?” 

“I don‟t know their name or anything. I was invited to hang a piece in 

a small group show — and I just got a call today that someone bought 
it!” 

“Congratulations. That‟s wonderful,” Stan said, Paula‟s contagious 

enthusiasm infecting him. 

They talked the rest of the way home. When Stan reached his stop, 

one stop before Paula‟s normal stop, she exited with him. Walking 
west from Kennedy Boulevard, they realized they lived right around 

the corner from each other, commenting on how strange it was that 

they were neighbors but only saw each other on the bus. 
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I wonder how many paintings she‟s sold since I‟ve been gone, Stan 

thought. She had bigger dreams than anyone he‟d ever known — and 
one by one, she seemed to be making all of them come true. 

So what are your dreams, Stan? He shrugged at the impossibility of 
knowing the answer to that question. 

Asking around a bit, Stan learned that Afewerk Tekle had been a 

fencer, and was almost killed in a duel. I wonder if Paula knows that 
little fact, he thought to himself. 

Stan visited a small café for dinner, where he was forced to be a little 

daring with his eating. He ordered the traditional in jera — the 
Ethiopian “pancake” — with humus. Although he‟d long made a point 

of eating healthy, consuming mostly veggies and lean meats, Stan had 
never liked the thought of humus. He was pleasantly surprised to find 

how much he enjoyed the taste of it. 

* * * 

This morning, the mailman was just parking his cart in front of Paula‟s 

stoop as she walked up the street, carrying a sack from the corner 
market. 

“Hi, Sam,” she called, having gotten to be on a first-name basis with 

him since the postcards began coming. She secretly wondered if Sam 
wasn‟t having more fun anticipating them than she was. 

“Got another one today, Ms. Paula,” Sam called when he saw her. 

“Oh, really? You haven‟t been reading my mail, now, have you, Sam?” 

She suspected he would have been blushing if his Jamaican skin had 

been lighter-toned. “Just a peek,” he said, sheepishly. 

“It‟s OK — I‟m just teasing with you,” Paula touched his arm when she 

reached him. “What do we have this time?” 

“Some ugly character in some sorta flowin‟ robe,” Sam said as he 
handed her the card. “Whoever be sendin‟ you these here cards is 

gotta mighty strange taste in pictures, Ms. Paula, if ya don‟t mind my 

sayin‟ so.” 
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Paula laughed as she took the card from Sam. She had to agree — it 

certainly was an ugly creature. Looked to be an ancient statue of some 
sort. 

She flipped the card over for more details. A bit more help than the 
ones on the previous cards, the description read: 

TELESTO — THE OKEANIS GODDESS OF SUCCESS 
GREECE — 1978 

Again, a single word was printed in the middle of the card: 

Hérete. 

And, like the others, the card was addressed by hand: 

“They just seem to keep on coming, don‟t they?” 

“Yes, Ms. Paula. Don‟t say you don‟t know who be sending them to 
ya . . .” Sam said, half a statement and half a question. 

“I‟m not sure, but I have an idea,” Paula winked at him. 

“Well, whoever he be, tell „em „ey sure do got a funny taste in 

pictures.” 

“I‟ll let them know,” Paula said, laughing as she headed up the stairs 
to her apartment. 

After the windmill postcard arrived, Paula had begun tacking the cards 

up in her kitchen, taping them together side-to-side about halfway up 
the wall, like some bizarre, avant-garde chair rail. 

Miguel, now a frequent guest in her apartment, was not quite buying 
her insistence on the anonymity of the sender, but he never pressed 

it.



 

 

Chapter 20  

Having long ago abandoned wearing his watch, Stan found it 

fascinating that the rest of the world seemed to lack America‟s 

fanatical obsession with time. He was surprised to realize, though, that 

if he hadn‟t been making daily notes in his journal, without endless 

meetings and deadlines to guide him, he might have completely lost 
track of the date. As he pulled out his travel diary, he noticed today‟s 

date — August 14th, Gretchen‟s birthday. Stan was pleased to find that 

the realization didn‟t make him cringe. In fact, he didn‟t feel very 
much of anything thinking about her. Progress? 

Arriving by bus in Dubai, Stan and Isis spent the better part of the first 

afternoon wandering casually, taking in the sights of the crazy 
patchwork of architectural styles, ranging from skyscrapers straight 

out of a sci-fi movie to mosques and wind towers. Noting that few of 
the streets seemed to have names — not to mention address numbers 

— Stan was immensely grateful that he wasn‟t actually trying to locate 

any specific destination. 

Deciding to rest a bit, Stan made his way to Dubai Creek where he 

caught an abra, a small motorboat, which took him to the Al-Maktoum 

Bridge and back. Stan found it interesting that many of the locals used 
the boats to get around the city. Apparently they were much more 

affordable than taxis or buses, and obviously much better able to 
circumvent traffic. Stepping onto the boat, Stan instantly noticed a 

division of the genders, with most of the women sitting in a cluster 

toward the front of the boat, while the men had seats to the rear. 
Preferring to sit closer to the front, though, he instinctively left a wide 

gap between himself and the woman seated next to him. 

Just a few minutes into the ride, Stan was glad he‟d chosen to sit near 
the driver, who was regaling a pair of British women with wild stories 

of some of the crazy things he‟d seen passengers do and haul with 
them aboard the watercraft. The funniest was about a heavyset 
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American woman who, apparently incessantly worried about alligators, 

became so agitated at one point that she actually fell overboard. Stan 
immediately conjured a hilarious image of a soaking Big Bertha. I 

guess Dubai really is not for the intrepid traveler. So what does that 
make me? 

Still wandering after his excursion along the creek, Stan eventually 

found himself at the Fatafeet Café. Immediately noticing the strong 
smell of curry, Stan thought, Great. Now I‟ve developed some sort of 

travel-induced smell sensitivity. Looking around at the exotic décor, 

Stan saw that few of the patrons appeared to be eating. Rather, most 
of them appeared to be smoking from large, oddly shaped pipes. At his 

perplexed look, another Westerner at the next table whispered, 
“Hookahs,” as if that explained everything. 

As Stan perused the menu, he overheard two guys who appeared to 

be Asian businessmen discussing the large amount of money they‟d 
won on a camel race during their last visit to Dubai. Initially he 

assumed they were joking, but as the conversation continued, Stan 

began to learn that camel-racing was alive and well. Not only did the 
tourists find it a source of offbeat entertainment and amusement, but 

millions of dirham were exchanged annually in betting on the races. 

Eventually a waiter, clad in a traditional long, loose, white cotton shirt 

and sandals, wandered over with a menu and a pot of the strongest 

coffee Stan had ever smelled. While Stan perused the comestible 
offerings, the waiter set one of the strange pipes on the table before 

him. “Complimentary hookah and sheesha,” he said. Oh, thought Stan, 

hookah is the pipe. His general disdain for smoking temporarily 
forgotten, Stan took a puff of the apple-flavored tobacco, and 

proceeded to immediately cough, choke, and turn beet red. So laid 
back and used to watching other foreigners do the same thing, the 

locals neither snickered nor even acknowledged Stan‟s faux pas. 

Deciding there were limits to his willingness to adventure, Stan pushed 
the hookah away. As he dug into his plate of curried lamb and rice, 

Stan remembered the last time he‟d eaten this particular meal. He‟d 

been with Jordan, the last girl he‟d dated before Gretchen. God, what 
a track record I have, he thought, shaking his head. 

Stan had met Jordan in business school. She was flirty and outgoing, 
exactly the opposite of him. Always a little in awe of her, he never 
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quite understood what she saw in him, except perhaps a challenge. 

She was exotic and well-traveled. Her father had been career military, 
so she‟d lived all over the world. How she wound up at Fuqua he never 

did find out. 

Jordan took the lead early in their short-lived romance, asking him out 

to dinner and a movie. It wasn‟t that Stan didn‟t like her. There was no 

denying her unbelievable sensuality and desire to please, and he‟d 
never experienced anything like the sex he had with her, before or 

since. It was more that he sensed a neediness about her in spite of her 

seeming worldliness. By their third date, she was hinting at the 
possibility of their moving in together, something he was in no way 

ready to consider, at that point. 

He‟d broken it off shortly after that. What happened? he wondered. 

Once upon a time, I evidently had the ability to end a bad relationship 

before it went anywhere. So why did I stay with Gretchen for so long? 

* * * 

“Where would you go if you could go anywhere in the world?” Paula 
asked Stan, sipping her beer as she leaned back in the wood-paneled 

booth of the Black Bear. Every Tuesday, the Hoboken bar offered a 

bucket of 25 wings and a pitcher of beer for eight bucks. Tonight was 
Paula‟s turn to buy. 

“I don‟t know. I guess I never really thought about it. Ireland, I 

suppose. And Australia. You?” 

“Greece. I definitely want to go to Greece. And Addis Abba.” 

“Where‟s that?” 

“Ethiopia.” 

“What on earth is in Ethiopia?” 

“Afewerk Tekle,” Paula replied matter-of-factly, as if he should know 
what she was talking about. 

“What is Afewerk Tekle?” 

“Not what, who,” she corrected. 
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“OK. Who is Afewerk Tekle?” 

“One of my favorite artists.” 

“Really? I‟ve never heard of him.” 

“Name five artists you have heard of,” she chided. 

“What, are you trying to say I‟m uneducated about art?” 

“Um . . . you‟re getting better. But it‟s a big world and there are 

hundreds, if not thousands, of artists still to teach you about.” 

“Gotcha.” 

“Isn‟t there anyplace, other than Ireland and Australia that you‟d like 

to go?” 

“Actually, I think I‟d like to walk around the world,” Stan said with 

utter sincerity. 

“Really?” 

“Yes.” 

Paula began to laugh out loud. 

“What‟s so funny?” 

“The idea of you walking around the world.” 

“Why is that funny?” 

“Because in a million years, you‟d never do it.” 

“Why do you say that, Paula?” 

“Come on Stan. You‟re so safe. You live a predictable life. You get 

upset when they don‟t bring your steak cooked the way you ordered it. 

It drives you crazy when I forget to rewind the videos before I return 
them. You would never, ever walk around the world.” 

“I could.” 

“You wouldn‟t.” 
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“I don‟t like that, being described as safe.” 

“Well, aren‟t you?” 

He looked at her flatly. 

“OK, think about it. If you were gonna walk around the world, you‟d 
have to quit your job. You‟d have to give up your apartment. You 

wouldn‟t be able to plan out every facet of your day. And what about 

Gretchen?” 

“I think you‟re wrong. I think I could do it.” 

“All right. I‟ll believe it when I see it, and not a moment sooner.” 

“Fine.” 

They ate in silence for several minutes. 

“So what‟s up with you and Gretchen, anyway?” Paula asked suddenly. 

“What do you mean, what‟s up with Gretchen and me?” 

“I don‟t know. You know, lately you don‟t seem particularly happy with 

her. Not that the two of you have ever been what I would describe as 
happy.” 

“We‟re happy,” Stan said, defensively. 

“How happy?” Paula prodded. 

“How do you quantify happiness?” 

“Well . . .” she thought for a moment. “Is she the person you‟re the 
most excited to see every day? Is she the first thing you think about in 

the morning, whether or not she‟s right beside you in bed? Would the 

thought of never seeing her again make your gut wrench and bring a 
fist-sized knot to your stomach?” 

“That‟s a little dramatic, don‟t you think?” Stan asked. 

“Not really. I don‟t think so. I mean, I‟d sure hope that‟s how someone 
I‟d been dating for going on three years would feel about me.” 
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“We‟re happy in our own way,” Stan said quietly. “Just because it 

doesn‟t match your sappy, dramatic, overwrought definition of 
happiness does not mean that we aren‟t happy.” 

“I see,” Paula poured herself another glass of beer. “So when are you 
going to propose to her?” 

Stan coughed, and tried not to choke on his beer. “I‟m not sure.” 

“Well, what are you waiting for, exactly?” 

“Where is all this coming from?” he asked, trying to bring a little 

balance back to the conversation. 

“There you go again, shifting the subject because you‟re getting 
uneasy.” 

“No — I‟m just wondering where all these questions are coming from. 
What are you getting at?” 

“I guess I‟m just wondering why you hang onto a job you seem to 

detest and stay involved with a girl I‟m not sure you love.” 

“Oh, all of a sudden you‟re an expert on my career AND my 

relationship?” 

“Come on, Stan. All you ever do is bitch about how boring banking is. 
You said one time that you wished you had become a teacher, that 

you thought you‟d be pretty good at it.” 

“Do you know how much money teachers make? Less than garbage 

men.” 

“So . . . how important is money, really, if making it makes you 
miserable?” 

“I guess by those standards, you must be the happiest person on 

earth then, right?” 

“What?” 

“Oh, come on. I‟ve seen the late notices and shut-off warnings. You 
think I don‟t know you‟re barely hanging on by a thread?” 
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“I happen to have ten grand in my checking account right this minute, 

Mr. Know-It-All,” Paula said through gritted teeth. 

“Oooohh, right, from your European „investors,‟” Stan said, using two 

fingers from each hand to make air quotes. 

“What‟s that supposed to mean?” 

“Weren‟t you the one who always talked about making art because it 

was your communication to the world? What happened to art for art‟s 
sake? Or did it just take someone with a big enough bankroll to get 

you to sell out?” 

“You know what, Stan? I‟m doing work I love. And I‟m living a life I 
love. And getting paid well for that does not for one second mean that 

I have sold out. Maybe when you get clear about what you really want, 
when you‟re working at a job you really love, and when you‟re in a 

relationship that‟s mutually fulfilling — maybe then you can hold court 

over my life and tell me about all the things I‟m doing wrong. Until 
then, take you‟re god-damned superiority and your fucking opinions 

and shove them up your ass!” Paula shouted, pushing over a chair at 

the next table as she stomped away. 

Stan got up to follow her, but she‟d stormed out of the restaurant so 

quickly that she was around the corner and out of sight before he 
could even see which way she‟d gone. 

Thinking back on the fight, Stan realized that Paula had been right 

about everything. About Gretchen. About his job. About staying safe. 
Traveling around the world wasn‟t the risky, adventurous choice. 

Committing to something — or someone — he loved was. 

Chapter 21  

Walking in the front door of her apartment with a giant shopping bag 

from Pearl Paint, Paula was surprised to see two of her neighbors 
huddled around the mailbox. “We‟re sorry, Paula,” her next-door 
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neighbor, Liz, said, as soon as she noticed Paula standing there. “This 

was in my box today. Sam told us you‟ve been getting lots of them,” 
she said, handing the card to Paula. 

Until now, she had thought that Miguel and Sam were the only others 
aware of her international picture serenade. Evidently, though, Sam 

was a bit of a gossip. 

“How cool, to get picture postcards from all over the world.” Jackie, 
Paula‟s downstairs neighbor, sounded envious. 

Trying not to be upset with Sam, Paula forced a smile and said, “Yes, 

it‟s very cool.” Then, as quickly as she could, she stole up the stairs 
and into her apartment, unsuccessful in her attempt not to slam the 

door. 

In the privacy of her kitchen, she sat down on the lone barstool and 

examined the card. To her delight, she saw it was a line drawing of 

Afewerk Tekle. 

Stan, thank you. 

On the reverse of the card, the description read: 

AFEWERK TEKLE — ETHIOPIA NATIONAL MUSEUM 

Printed in the center of the card, was a single word: 

Seulam. 

This one was addressed in block printing, but it was so tiny, she was 

amazed the postal service was able to make out the address: 

The weight of the backpack starting to wear on him, Stan collapsed on 

his bed in the colonial building that served as a small hotel in the 
center of Kuala Lumpur. So exhausted that he didn‟t even hear the 

noises of Chinatown‟s street vendors and night markets through his 

open window, Stan fell asleep as soon as he pulled his feet up onto the 
bed, Isis curled up beside him. 
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The next day, Stan rented a car. With Isis at his side, he headed out of 

town, discovering wild and amazing natural and traditional sights. The 
first stop was a rubber plantation, where Stan witnessed rubber 

tapping by hand.  

Next, they drove past the Royal Selangor Pewter factory and through 

several Malay villages. In the small village where they stopped for 

lunch, Stan was impressed to learn about the painstaking process of 
creating batik by hand. He bought several scarves in the vibrant colors 

Paula often wore, garments he never failed to remark on. “What, you 

want to make sure planes flying overhead can see you from 30,000 
feet?” 

With Isis his ever-steady companion, Stan was intrigued by the idea of 
the scorpion farm, but decided it might be best to leave that for his 

next trip to Malaysia. Next trip. Listen to you, buddy. This world 

traveler stuff is starting to go to your head. Finally, they arrived at the 
famed Batu Caves. Recalling the guidebook‟s warning of snakes and 

admonition to keep his hands out of crevices, Stan kept as close to the 

center of the 272-step path as possible. 

* * * 

As he walked through the city that night, back to the hotel from the 
rental car station, Stan was reminded of Rick Farhad, a friend of his 

from the bank. Rick was a statistician and worked in the Fixed Income 

division, but they‟d been hired as part of the same class, and had hit it 
off easily. They made it a point to meet for racquetball once a week, 

something Stan always enjoyed and looked forward to. 

Rick‟s fiancée had been from Malaysia, and they‟d actually held their 

wedding in Kuala Lumpur. Stan had been pleasantly surprised to 

receive an invitation. 

“So, you going?” Paula asked when he told her about it. 

“I don‟t think so,” Stan said with a disdain that startled her. 

“Why not? All you have to do is pay the plane fare. They‟re covering 
everything else. How can you pass up an opportunity like this? How 

often do you get invited to weddings in exotic locales?” 
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“Yeah, have you looked at the airfare from JFK to Kuala Lumpur? It‟s 

almost $3,000!” 

“Come on Stan, it‟s not like you can‟t afford it. When are you gonna let 

your hair down? Live a little? Have some fun?” 

“I do live — but I don‟t need to spend three grand to have fun. The 

reason I have money in the bank is because I learned to be practical.” 

“Practical, shmactical,” Paula teased him. “OK, don‟t go. But mark my 
words: you are gonna regret it someday.” 

“Whatever,” he said, grateful she seemed to have agreed to drop it. 

As he pulled out his travel diary to record his latest mileage, Stan had 
to admit Paula had been right again. After his day in the countryside, 

he wistfully wished he had made the effort to attend Rick and 
Khairizah‟s wedding. He wondered how they were getting along now — 

and envied them, just a little, for having each other. 

* * * 

Paula woke up at 4:30 a.m. to see bright light streaming in the 

window. She looked around, disoriented, taking a moment to realize 
she was in Miguel‟s loft, in his bed, his well-sculpted arm touching her 

shoulder as he lay snoring quietly beside her. 

A host of mixed emotions swept over her, as she recalled the previous 
night. They‟d attended an opening in Chelsea, gone for pizza, come 

home, and drunk three bottles of wine between them. She 

remembered enjoying herself immensely. It wasn‟t that she didn‟t like 
Miguel — she liked him a lot. But she‟d promised herself to be more 

careful this time, to make sure she knew what she was doing before 
she started down that road again. 

Good God! What — have you gone all Pollyanna? It‟s not like you 

picked him up at a bar last night, for Christ‟s sake, Paula admonished 
herself. 

She and Miguel had been hanging out for almost two months now. 

What had she thought was gonna happen if they kept on spending 
time together? And it wasn‟t like he‟d clubbed her and dragged her 
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back to his cave. She‟d gone voluntarily, and — in spite of the wine — 

she‟d known what she was doing every step of the way. 

So why was she now resisting so much? 

I don‟t know, and now is not the time to figure it out, she thought as 
she stealthily pulled on her clothes. 

Scribbling Miguel a note, she fished a twenty from the wad in his 

money clip, then quietly clicked the door shut behind her and scooted 
downstairs to hail a cab. 

* * * 

Sound asleep when the phone rang at 1:53 that afternoon, she 

answered it groggily. 

“Paula? Are you OK? Why did you leave?” 

“What time is it?” 

“Two in the afternoon.” 

“Really? That late?” 

“Yes. I‟ve already tried you a few times today, ever since I woke up at 

10 and you weren‟t here,” Miguel sounded hurt and worried. 

“I‟m sorry, sweetie. You don‟t have any shades on your windows, and 

the sun woke me up early so I decided to come home. You were 

sleeping so peacefully that I didn‟t want to disturb you. I must have 
been exhausted and slept through the phone.” 

“Are you sure that‟s all it is?” he asked. 

“Yes, I‟m sure.” 

“So when will I see you again?” 

“I don‟t know. I‟ve got to finish a painting by Saturday. Why don‟t you 
call me later and we‟ll see, OK?” 

“All right. I‟ll call you tonight.” 
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“Thanks, Miguel.” Paula rolled over and clicked the phone off. What are 

you doing? she wondered to herself. 

* * * 

Later that evening, Paula bounced down the stairs to meet the pizza 
guy. Realizing it was now almost 8 p.m. and she hadn‟t been out of 

the house all day, she stopped to grab her mail. 

Nestled among the junk mail, bills, and Off-Broadway theatre 
newsletter was a postcard with a picture of what looked like a cross 

between a kayak and a gondola. 

On the back were imprinted the words: 

ABRA — DUBAI CREEK 
U.A.E. — 2002 

Great — another wonderfully descriptive explanation, Paula thought, 
as she tried to balance the pizza box on her knee so she could close 

and lock the mailbox. 

Struggling for a few minutes, she finally set the pizza box down on the 
stairs so she could get her key out of the mailbox. As she pulled it 

free, she laid the card on the box, address side up. She read the words 

in the center of the card: 

As-salama alaykum. 

The last thing she examined was the hand-written address, by now 
more out of habit than to glean anything about the card‟s sender or 

place of origin. 

“Stan Crowley, why don‟t you just pick up a damned phone and call 

me, already?” Paula snarled through gritted teeth. “Exactly how long 

are you going to keep up this little game?” 
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Curious about what exactly all the cards could mean, Paula loved 

thinking that Stan might actually be visiting all these different places. 
It was nearly impossible to imagine, though, because it was just so out 

of character for him. Could he really be walking around the world? 
Impossible! NO ONE changes that dramatically — do they? And where‟s 

Gretchen while all this is going on, anyway? 

Chapter 22  

Initially Stan had planned to fly directly from Kuala Lumpur to 

Shanghai. Beginning to adopt something of a new outlook about life, 
particularly after his conversations with Gramme and Bella, Stan came 

to the startlingly obvious realization that this trip really was a once-in-

a-lifetime opportunity. A quick scan of some hostel sites online led him 
to HostelTraveler.com, which offered the ability to book a series of 

stays throughout Asia. Brilliant. You are brilliant, whoever you are! 
Stan regarded the site‟s designer as a rare, efficient genius, because 

he was able to select multiple countries and cities simultaneously, 

rather than having to do the usual routine of select, click, 
confirm . . . one country at a time, and then one city at a time. 
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After 20 short minutes, Stan looked over his revised itinerary: 

 

KL  Singapore 

KTM Rail: open one-way 
Rucksack Inn, 18 SGD$/night 
A boutique backpackers‟ hostel — by backpackers, for backpackers. Live 
acoustic music every night of the week and discount drinks to all 

backpackers staying!! 

Singapore  Kota Kinabalu 

Singapore Air: SIN to BKI, open one-way  
Globetrotters Lodge, 21 MYR/night 
New cozy and comfortable hostel located in the heart of Kota Kinabalu, 
with a walking distance to banks, pubs, malls, jetty, pharmacies, fast food 

and tourist information office. 

Kota Kinabalu  Puerto Princesa 

KK Ferry: open, one-way 
D‟Lucky Garden Inn, 18 US$/night 
Located 3 min from the airport;5 min from malls & bars. It will delight you 
with its unique charm, tranquil gardens and friendly atmosphere. We are 

committed to providing our guests with the highest standard of hospitality 
service possible. 

Puerto Princesa  Manila 

Private single-engine pilot 
Townhouse Hotel, 9 US$/night 
Serving world travelers since 1986. Guests from 76 countries WELCOME! 

Manila  Hong Kong 

Asia Complete Cruise Line: open, one-way 
Cosmic Guest House, 20 US$/night 
Located in Tsim Sha Tsui, the heart of Hong Kong‟s shopping and nightlife 
district. The Cosmic Guest House staff look forward to providing you with 
clean, secure rooms and Wifi Internet access, all at a budget price. 

He‟d selected the hostels based on a combination of factors: the 
photos posted on the Web site, their names, ratings by previous 

guests, and location. Of course, the Townhouse Hotel in Manila was an 

easy choice, as it was the only accommodation listed for Manila. And 
though the Cosmic Guest House had a rating of just 2.4 out of 4 stars, 

Stan decided to throw caution out the window. How could I resist 

staying at the COSMIC Guest House? he thought to himself. Reading 

through the list, Stan chuckled as he noticed that virtually all the inns 

offered close proximity to bars, pubs, or drinking. Wonder if that was a 
subconscious or a conscious decision? he mused. He recalled a section 

on Malaysia from his guidebook: 
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How to Best Enjoy Malaysia 

Eat at night markets whenever possible and be adventurous with the food on 

display. Eating in Malaysia is a very rewarding experience, thanks to the 

multicultural society. With so much variety around, ordering an hamburger 

should be considered an insult...  

Follow the Muslims’ code of conduct (except of course with the girls) and 

remain sober. Beer is as expensive as a basic room. 

Finding himself with a nagging headache from the exceptionally noisy 

tricycles in Puerto Princesa, Stan made his way to the stunning 

Subterranean River National Park. Winding through a cave with, the 

tour passed through the wide hallways and cathedral champers hidden 

in the grotto beneath St. Paul Mountain. Stan stared open-mouthed at 
the monkeys, monitor lizards, and squirrels he saw scampering and 

lazing about on the beach, completely unfazed by the gaggle of 

tourists standing, pointing in loud whispers just yards away. He had 
more fun with native wildlife when he caught an evening prop-plane 

flight full of mosquitoes that carried him to Manila. 

Stan was enchanted by the wildly colorful jeepneys in Manila. One 
resident, thrilled for the chance to practice his English, told Stan that 

this taxi/minibus, the Filipino version of the jitney, travels along a 
fixed route, and is found in many countries. Legend has it that these 

stretched jeep/buses are built from WWII surplus jeeps. 

It took six tries, but Stan finally got through to the Asia Complete 
Cruise Line from the ancient house phone in the wan light of the 

Townhouse Hotel lobby. His face fell when he heard the news that 

under absolutely no circumstances would they allow dogs on their 
ships. I wonder what the ADA would have to say about that, Stan 

fumed. Already having purchased his ticket, he knew it was risky, but 
decided to sneak Isis aboard anyway. 

Several blocks from the port, he admonished her, “You absolutely 

must be on your best behavior. You understand? I mean it. No noises. 
No yapping. Just quiet. It won‟t be for very long. But if you don‟t, they 

might throw us overboard, and I know you don‟t want that, right, 

girl?” As he nuzzled her chin, the little dog made a tiny yap, as if to 
indicate she‟d heard and understood. And, remarkably, she was silent 

the whole trip, exploring their private stateroom inquisitively but never 
alerting any of the ship‟s staff to her presence. 
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Stan found Hong Kong an odd mixture. With the typical big-city 

characteristics like smog, odors, 14 million elbows, and a seemingly 
insane love of clatter, it also exuded hushed peace and sense of 

efficiency. He and Isis walked the streets, pleased to find in the middle 
of the bustle, several quiet park corners that provided a contemplative 

oasis. Making their way to the Aberdeen Harbor, Stan was instantly 

transported back to Fulton Street and New York City‟s historic South 
Street Seaport. He‟d taken Gretchen to the Irish pub there for their 

first date. Stan ate with relish, inhaling the overwhelming fragrance 

and pleased for the opportunity to mingle with the locals.  

Exhausted from the constant travel of the last 10 days, Stan made his 

way back to the hostel at sundown, where he discovered he could sit 
on the roof and watch the beautiful sky and stars. He dozed off, 

wondering if there was any chance that Paula might be watching the 

same moon from her corner of the world. 

The next morning, Stan pulled out the map he‟d purchased the day 

before. “You‟ve got to be kidding,” he said sharply. Laying the giant 

map of the China Rail Network across his bed, he stared at the 
complex web of colorful lines and symbols. This makes the NYC 

subway map as easy to read as a child‟s crude treasure map, he 
thought, as he finally located the train lines that would carry him from 

Hong Kong to Shanghai. 

Expecting Shanghai to be much like Hong Kong, Stan was surprised to 
find the people less outgoing. They were pleasant enough, but there 

was a different affect about them. They seem to travel in packs, like 

schools of fishes, he noted. And regardless of where he went, almost 
everyone seemed to stare at him. He wondered for a moment if he 

could be the first Westerner they‟d seen. Never one to take much 
notice of women‟s fashion, Stan did notice a distinctly odd feel about 

the clothing and dress the women wore. It was almost like a little girl 

playing dressup with her mom‟s oversize shoes and inappropriate 

makeup. 

As he meandered through the bustling, open-air market on Xiang Yang 

Road in Shanghai, he noticed a small stall, stacked floor-to-thatched-
roof with crates of vinyl records. Inexplicably drawn toward the booth, 

he tied Isis to a bamboo pole while he pawed through several crates of 
records dating from the 40s to the late 90s. There was no order to 
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speak of, but Stan found himself immensely entertained by the wide 

variety of genres and artists. 

As he flipped through a third bin of records, he stopped when he came 

to one called “Monk „Round the World.” Thelonius Monk was one of 
Gretchen‟s favorite jazz artists. In a rare coincidence, for there were 

precious few similarities between the two women, Monk also happened 

to be one of Paula‟s favorites. 

Stan flipped over the LP in his hand. He noted that it contained seven 

performances from five concerts between 1961 and 1964. Although 

Stan didn‟t know a whole lot about music collectibles, he was pretty 

sure this was a rare item. While Gretchen would never have had any 

use for this precious vinyl find — “Records are ridiculous in this day 
and age, darling. That‟s why we have CD players!” — Stan was certain 

Paula would love it. 

Stan asked the boy running the stall how much he was asking. 
Unblinking, the boy said, “One hundred yuan.” 

“Done,” said Stan, handing the boy the exact amount. 

Thrilled at the find and its affordability, Stan knew there was no 
chance he could carry the album with in one piece him for the 

remainder of his journey. As he and Isis wandered idly through more 
of the market‟s stalls, he wondered how he could mail it. Suddenly Isis 

started yapping. Stan hurried to shush her, so as not to draw 

unwanted attention. He looked around to see what had caught the 
dog‟s attention, and spied a tiny kitten disappearing into one of the 

stalls. A quick glance around the stall revealed what looked like office 

supplies: staplers, pens, clunky notebooks. 

“Thanks, girl,” Stan said, patting Isis on the head gently, as he headed 

over to the stall. He smiled as he located a ratty roll of brown paper in 
a fraying basket and a brand-new roll of a Scotch Tape knockoff. At 

the next stall, he purchased a cheap red T-shirt with an upside-down 

Nike logo. Finding a rare quiet spot at the end of one stall, he squatted 
over an empty box to wrap the record while he let Isis stretch her 

legs. You know, she‟s right — again. Everything does always work out, 

Stan thought. Pulling out his fountain pen, he proceeded to write out 
Paula‟s address from memory: 
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* * * 

Fully prepared for a lengthy wait in line at the post office, Stan found 

the experience more resembled the trading floor on the Stock 
Exchange than the semi-orderly queues he was used to in New York 

and New Jersey. What it came down to was that everyone simply 

crowded up to the counter, holding out their letters or packages to be 
weighed. As usual, Stan at first attempted to be polite, watching the 

lady in front of him have her package weighed while the guy behind 

him was pressing his way in front of Stan. About to finish her turn, the 
woman noticed Stan‟s obvious lack of progress and grabbed his 

package from his hands. Ready to yell at her, Stan soon saw that as 
she‟d moved her packages off the scale, she‟d replaced them with his, 

effectively keeping him ahead of the guy who was trying to cut in. 

Stan nodded at her. Oh. Thanks. Xiexie.  

After weighing the package, Stan was hustled along to a long table, on 

which sat a pot of what looked like congealed oatmeal. Noticing that 

the stamps for his package had no glue on them, he realized that the 
oatmeal was really paste. Stan watched vigilantly for his turn to reach 

for the one HUGE paste brush. With lumps the size of walnuts, he 
eventually gave up on the brush, sticking his finger in the glop and 

hastily smoothing it onto the back of the stamp as neatly as possible. 

He wiped his finger on his jeans, thinking, God — is there anything 
Americans don‟t take for granted? 

* * * 

Walking out of the post office, Stan noticed the date on a wall 

calendar: September 11th — the five-year anniversary. 

He was immediately swept back to the day of the attacks. Gretchen 
had called him right away, to ask if he‟d heard. 

“Heard? How could I not have heard? My office is five blocks from the 

World Trade Center! I just feel fucking lucky to be alive!” he 
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remembered shouting into the phone, bewildered by the stupidity of 

her question. 

“Oh, right. You are right there,” she said in reply. She never did ask if 

he was OK — just if he had a health angle she might be able to work 
for a story. 

Chapter 23  

The Korean customs inspector eyed Isis warily. Reminded of the fact 

that Koreans were famous for eating dog meat, Stan pulled Isis closer 

to him. 

“Return ticket,” the inspector fairly yelled at him. 

“Excuse me?” Stan asked, a bit bewildered. 

“Let see you return ticket.” 

Stan offered a blank stare. 

“Plane ticket.” The inspector grabbed the ticket jacket out of Stan‟s 
hand from his Shanghai-Seoul flight. “Let see you return plane ticket,” 

the agent said again, clearly exasperated at the stupidity of the 

American with the little dog. 

“I . . . I . . . I . . . I don‟t have a return plane ticket.” 

“Must have return ticket to enter Korea,” the agent stated 

emphatically. 

“But I‟m not flying home from here,” Stan pleaded. 

“Return boat ticket, then!” 

“You don‟t understand. I don‟t have a return boat ticket, either.” 
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“No sense. Return plane ticket or return boat ticket — or no enter 

Korea.” 

Seeing the commotion between Stan and the inspector, a college-aged 

Korean girl cautiously approached the counter. Dressed casually in 
jeans and a pastel blazer, she extended her hand to pet Isis, speaking 

in accented English, “Excuse me. Might I be able to help you?” 

He smiled gratefully. Taking a deep breath, he explained to the girl 
that he was backpacking around the world and wasn‟t yet sure of his 

next destination — so he did not have the return plane or boat ticket 

the agent continued to demand. 

The girl asked for his passport, and proceeded to speak to the agent, 

flipping the pages of the passport in an apparent attempt to explain 
Stan‟s situation. Finally, the disgruntled inspector seemed to 

understand. Irritated, he stamped the passport, but not without saying 

loudly, “Dogs bad!” 

Relief washed over Stan, and he turned to thank the young woman — 

but she was nowhere to be seen. It was as though she had vanished in 

an instant. 

* * * 

Stan thought back to another time he‟d felt compelled to back down in 
the face of a louder, more forceful presence. 

Having graduated in the top five percent of his class at Fuqua, Stan 

seemed to have a promising career ahead of him. He was scouted by 
all the top investment firms, and when it came time to make his first 

major career decision, the choice was his, not the other way around, 
as often was the case with less qualified MBA grads. He made the 

traditional jump from Associate to vice president in just shy of a year, 

a record promotion for anyone who didn‟t have someone at the top 

pulling strings for him. 

Six months or so after his promotion, Stan sat in a meeting of his 

transportation group as they discussed ways to land the account of a 
new Northeast Corridor shuttle service. Thinking an IPO was a bit 

premature for a company that still seemed to need some grooming, 
Stan took issue with points in the presentation, given by the deal‟s 
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lead banker, Peter Wells. Stan made excellent arguments, his ideas 

obviously well thought-out and worthy of consideration. 

Less known for his banking prowess than for being a blustery asshole 

who‟d climbed to the top simply because he could out-shout anyone 
who disagreed with him, Wells turned on Stan with a growl and a glare 

to match. All eyes were on Stan, since everyone in the room knew 

Wells particularly abhorred having his less-than-original ideas 
questioned, least of all in front of a group. Uh, oh. Shark food, seemed 

to be the thought crossing the minds of most of his colleagues. They 

all waited, though, anxiously hoping for a counter-punch. There was 
no way Stan could let this idiot win the argument so easily. 

Stan held Wells‟ eye momentarily, then sat back in his chair and said 
quietly, “Whatever you think, Peter. It‟s your deal.” Wells puffed his 

chest with a self-satisfied smirk, as the others in the room stifled a 

collective sigh. The bankers on either side of Stan clapped him on the 
back and agreed that he‟d made a good attempt. 

After the incident, Stan just put his head down and plowed ahead, 

burying all the “shoulda‟s” in the back of his mind. He worked hard, 
but the novelty and distinction of his early advancement soon wore off, 

and Stan began to blend anonymously into the crowded field of VPs 
vying for the senior vice president title.  

No one seemed to recall Stan‟s prediction when, two months later, the 

shuttle company nixed the IPO at the 11th hour. Wells and the others 
in the transportation group merely shrugged off the lost man-hours 

and commission as byproducts of the fickle market. 

Later, when review time came around, Stan earned excellent marks 
for his technical skills, but regarding his ability to close the deal, the 

notes from his director read:  

Superior analytical skills and distinctive presentation style 

cannot make up for Crowley’s inhibitions. Simply seems to 

lack the aggressive persistence needed to get the job done. 

And thus, Stan‟s rosy career seemed to stall and languish. 

For God‟s sake, Crowley. When are you going to stop letting people 

push you around? Stan wondered, yet again. Last time a woman had 
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to intercede for him. This time a girl. A girl! I mean, it‟s not that she 

was a girl — she obviously knew what she was doing, and I‟m grateful 
for that — but when am I going to learn how to do this on my own? 

Chapter 24  

Walking from the Seoul airport through the town, Stan was 

overwhelmed by the sites and smells and sounds. It was busy, not 
unlike New York, but with a softer quality to the noise and rush that 

surrounded him. 

While he was growing up in Baltimore, Stan‟s best friend had been 
from Incheon. Relocating with his family to the US when he was only 

three years old, James (his Korean name was Joo-Chan) and Stan had 

been unlikely friends. They did everything together — played Little 
League, caught snakes, stole cigarettes from the corner store and 

smoked them in the woods behind Stan‟s house. The two were 
inseparable, until James‟ dad died when they were 12, and his family 

had moved to Los Angeles to be closer to relatives. 

Stan laughed at the memory of people often asking James where he 
was from. “Right here in Baltimore,” he‟d say smugly, in perfectly 

unaccented English. “Where did you think?” 

Stan took the train to Incheon, curious about the place that had 
originally been home to his childhood friend. Exiting the train, he was 

surprised to find a city even more crowded and bustling than Seoul. 

The travel guide had described the port city of Incheon as an industrial 

city with a strong emphasis on folkart and crafts, but he had not been 

prepared for the vast numbers of people. Shortly, he learned the 
reason for the crowds: he‟d arrived in the town right in the middle of 

the World Ceramic Biennale. Quickly, Stan realized this might make 

finding lodging a bit tricky. Oh, well, he thought. It will probably be 
fine. Everything has more or less worked out so far. 
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Making his way to a small restaurant off the beaten trail, Stan sat 

down, grateful for the chance to rest. A young girl of 13 or 14 brought 
him a menu. Printed completely in Korean characters, someone had 

handwritten in the English descriptions with a ballpoint pen. Looking 
down at Isis who had already fallen asleep at his feet, Stan decided to 

skip the meat dishes and go with vegetables and rice. 

He recalled the first time James had tried to get him to taste kimchi. 
The weird smell and color had been enough to make him wrinkle his 

nose and decline. Since he‟d known Paula, she too had tried to get him 

to eat the famous Korean dish. 

“What does it taste like?” he‟d ask. 

“Try it and you‟ll know,” she‟d reply. 

“Humor me, please, and use words to describe it.” 

“I don‟t know,” she‟d say. “It‟s cabbage. Very spicy, kind of vinegary 

and salty. It‟s very good. Why don‟t you just try some?” she‟d suggest, 
grasping a large helping in her chopsticks. 

“Maybe later,” Stan would always say. So far, later hadn‟t arrived. 

Now that he was sitting in a Korean café, though, he thought it was 
time to be just a little adventurous. The girl returned and asked him, 

in surprisingly easy-to-understand English, if he was ready to order. 
He ordered kimchi and white rice — with a side of steamed vegetables, 

in case he didn‟t like the kimchi. 

The girl brought his food and set it in front of him. He picked up the 
chopsticks and dug into the kimchi, which did not smell nearly as odd 

as he thought he remembered from his days in James‟ mom‟s kitchen. 

Wow, this is really good! he thought. I owe Paula — and James — an 

apology for being such a baby all this time about trying it. 

The girl returned, impressed that he had eaten the whole bowl of the 
spicy kimchi, as well as the rice and vegetables. 

“You liked?” she asked him. 

“Very much.” 
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She smiled at him as she began to clear the table. 

He looked at her, hesitated a moment, and then asked, “The kimchi, is 
it difficult to make?” 

She lifted a finger, and said quietly, “One minute.” 

He heard her call to the back of the restaurant, “Uhm-ma, uhm-ma.” 

Shortly, the girl returned, followed by a short, wide-bodied woman 

whose salt-and-pepper hair was tied back in a tight bun. 

The girl introduced the woman, “This is my mother. She can tell you 

about making kimchi.” 

For the next two hours, Stan visited with the kind Korean woman, the 
girl acting as interpreter for the two. During their conversation, Stan 

discovered that the woman, Huana Kim, was a distant cousin of James‟ 
father. She had lost touch with the family after James‟ father had died, 

giving the two of them an unexpected connection. 

Finally, Stan stood to leave, gathering Isis into his arms. “Thank you 
very much, Mrs. Kim. The food was delicious and the conversation 

delightful. You say white men cannot make kimchi that will be edible, 

but I‟m going to follow your recipe and give it a shot.” 

Mrs. Kim laughed a big open laugh and hugged Stan. He wrote her 

address at the bottom of the recipe, and promised to write her to 
describe his kimchi-cooking success. 

With a wave, Stan set off down the path, heading back to the center of 

town. He slept overnight in the train station, awaking when a man, 
who looked astonishingly similar to the cranky customs inspector from 

yesterday, kicked the bottom of his hiking boot. 

“No sleep in station,” the janitor told Stan sternly.  

Stan grinned and stretched. “Not anymore,” he said. 

* * * 

One Saturday morning in late September, Paula lay in bed, the cool 

breeze from the open window tickling her face. Luxuriating in a 
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graceful stretch, she reached for a cord and pulled her clock around to 

face her: 11:07 a.m. 

Tempted to ignore the postal notice that she had a package waiting for 

her, Paula grudgingly forced herself to get up in time to make it to the 
post office before it closed at noon. It‟s not my birthday, and Mom 

hasn‟t sent a care package since college. I only placed the order for 

that canvas two days ago, so that can‟t be it, either, she thought to 
herself as she pulled on a pair of jeans and an old sweatshirt. 

The weather was perfect — crisp, but not quite fall. Her iPod jammed 

with oldies, Paula sang “R-E-S-P-E-C-T” out loud, along with Aretha, 

as she jaunted the six blocks to the post office. 

Pulling her faded knit cap from the wild curls ringing her face, Paula 
stared as the postal clerk brought out a large, flat package wrapped in 

brown paper. Instantly, she was glad she‟d made the effort to get 

there. Several of the customers who‟d actually entered the little 
building after Paula turned to watch as she opened the parcel that 

contained “Monk „Round the World.” A few of them smiled as Paula 

gave a yelp of delight. 

I love you, Stan Crowley! 

Chapter 25  

“Get busy living or get busy dying.” 

The banner across the top of the travelpunk.com Web site sent a chill 

through Stan as he read it. He‟d decided to consult the Net to try to 

determine the best way to — and across — Australia and New Zealand. 

Shawshank Redemption was one of Stan‟s favorite movies. Gretchen 
hated it — said it was “too depressing.” 

“Did you watch it all the way through to the end? How can you call it 

depressing?” Stan asked, in true astonishment. 
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In clear contrast, the first night he and Paula had hung out, she‟d 

brought over her Shawshank video so they could watch it together. Of 
course, it was warped from overuse, but he tried to keep his irritation 

in check — that night. For Christmas that year, he tried to get her a 
copy of the film on DVD, and was frustrated to find out it had not yet 

been converted from VHS. He wound up buying her a DVD player 

anyway, along with a new video copy of the movie. 

Every time Stan made what Paula considered to be the safe and/or 

practical decision, rather than opting for a more adventurous choice, 

she would elbow him and, doing her best impersonation of Tim 
Robbins‟ Andy DuFresne, say, “Get busy living, or get busy dying.” 

If only you could see me now, he thought. 

* * * 

Chuckling as he recalled the cranky Korean customs agent, Stan 

decided to fly to from Seoul to Brisbane, opting for the combo rail-
ferry pass to get across Australia to Tasmania, and then onto New 

Zealand. 

Chapter 26  

It was on his tour through Australia that Stan encountered an old 
aboriginal woman. Conspicuous in the midst of Sydney‟s bustling 

Paddy‟s Market, she stood quietly, hunched over a tattered, 

overflowing shopping bag. Her weathered skin the color and texture of 
his old baseball glove, she had incongruous, piercing blue eyes. 

Clad in worn leather sandals, the woman‟s tiny feet were clean and 

dainty, an unexpected contrast to the rest of her unkempt demeanor. 
Stan recalled the music shop proprietor from Greenland, whose feet 

also had been surprisingly inconsistent with his otherwise orderly 
appearance. I wonder if the condition of a person‟s feet indicates 

something specific about them, he mused. 
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The woman stared at Stan for more than a minute without blinking, to 

the point that he became uncomfortable. Eventually, she approached 
him and offered to draw his astrological chart for $25. 

Paula had always been after him to get his chart done, but along with 
many of her other strange beliefs, Stan thought astrology was really 

just so much bullshit. Something about the intensity of this woman, 

though, convinced him to take her up on her offer. 

She led him to a quiet corner in an out-of-the-way café. They sat, and 

she proceeded to ask him questions about the date, time, and location 

of his birth. 

She drew out his chart on a page from a ratty notebook she carried in 

her shoulder bag, explaining to him the purpose for each line and 
symbol. It turned out his sun sign was Taurus, which he actually 

already knew, but his rising sign was Virgo. She told him, not guessing 

but stating as fact, things there was no way she could possibly have 
known. 

“You were abandoned by a parent at an early age. Lost a close friend 

around the same time. You are hard worker. Careful with money, to 
the point of being, how do you say, cheap, sometimes. You crave 

security, likely to make a sure bet rather than take big odds. So afraid 
to risk that you stay in a job you don‟t like — or remain in a loveless 

relationship — because at least you already know what to expect. You 

search for meaning in your life, and want desperately to know Yhi — 
who you call God.” 

Stan looked at her in utter astonishment. He‟d never met this woman 

before in his life. How was it possible she could read his life like a 
roadmap? 

The last thing the coorah said, as she carefully pushed herself up from 

the chair, was: “Your true love is a Pisces.” 

Stan didn‟t know what affected him the most: the old woman‟s strange 

stare, her dead-on pronouncements, or the fact that Paula‟s March 19th 
birthday made her a Pisces. 

* * * 
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Paula was surprised by the amount of time it took her to get over her 

feeling of invasion after learning that Sam had been sharing the details 
of her personal mail with the neighbors. Unable to carry a grudge for 

long, though, she made peace with Sam, and soon they chatted again 
like old friends. 

Today, she was on her way to the coin-op laundry on Kennedy 

Boulevard, as Sam was parking his cart at the house next door. 

Understanding her sense of hurt at his betrayal, Sam now waited for 

Paula to ask him about the mail — he no longer volunteered anything. 

As it happened, he did have a card for her today. 

The picture was of two totem poles in a field overgrown with brown 

brush. Flipping the card over, the description, as usual, was minimal: 

GWANGLEUNG ARBORETUM — INCHEON, KOREA 

Seeing her address, she smiled as her fingers traced each of the 
perfectly printed letters: 

And in the center were written two words: 

Annyeong haseyo. 

Paula flipped the card back over. “Look at the ears on those guys,” she 

pointed out the totems‟ large elephantine ears to Sam. 

“Be lookin‟ a might like that Dumbo, mahn,” Sam said. 

“You‟re absolutely right,” Paula smiled brightly. “You have kids, Sam?” 

“Son and daughter, grown with babies of their own, now.” 

“Figured you had to — no non-parent would have made that Dumbo 

connection.” 

Sam nodded, as he climbed the stairs to deposit the mail for the other 

residents in Paula‟s walk-up. 
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Paula walked past him, dragging her large laundry bag up the street. 

“See ya Monday, Sam,” she called over her shoulder. “Have a good 
weekend.” 

“You, too, Ms. Paula. Keep outta trouble, ya hear?” 

Chapter 27  

As he made his way across Peru, Stan started to notice a lightness 
begin come over him. He couldn‟t have put it into words if he‟d tried, 

but he could feel it in his whole body. Though naturally fair-skinned, 

his body had bronzed from all the time in the sun, and the hiking had 
made him lean and muscular. He was sleeping every night, regardless 

of the noise and distractions. He ran regularly and did his sit-ups and 

push-ups when he remembered. He ate well, and managed to drink 
lots of water, no matter how much it cost or how difficult it was to 

come by. The thought of finding a place to go to Mass even flitted 
through his mind. 

The landscape surrounding him reminded Stan of Bruno, Paula‟s studio 

mate. Bruno was a photographer who had spent a great deal of time in 
the Andes. Stan had long admired his work, mostly black and white 

stills of the native people in their environment. It was strange how he 

had never been here before, but because of Bruno‟s photos, he felt as 
though he had. 

Stan wasn‟t the only one who was changing. Isis was now comfortable 
with every manner of creature, whether another dog, a snake, or an 

elephant. So when Stan found a tour guide to take him to Machu 

Picchu, he was able to fulfill a secret wish he‟d harbored since he was 
a little boy: to ride a llama. 

A German couple he met on the path took a Polaroid photo of him 

astride the native beast and generously offered it to him as a souvenir. 
In return for their kind gesture, Stan offered them their pick of the 

postcards he‟d been collecting since his first stop in Newfoundland. 
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Fluent in English, the animated young man chatted at length with 

Stan, noting the overlap in their trips — he and his girlfriend also were 
making their way around the world. Stan jotted the man‟s e-mail 

address in his travel diary, and exchanged good-byes with the couple 
as they each moved off in opposite directions. 

A bit further along the path toward the revered Incan city, Stan 

encountered a blind man who used a large walking stick for balance. 
Impressed but no longer surprised that the man, whom the guide 

called a mystic, seemed to know Stan was there long before he could 

have physically sensed him, Stan dismounted the llama. He went over 
to where the man was sitting on a large rock at the side of the path. 

The mystic passed his hands over Stan‟s face, and made a blessing 
gesture. He asked Stan how long he‟d been traveling. “Seven months,” 

Stan said, counting the time on his fingers. 

“It is not time yet, but soon,” the man said. 

Knowing that just a few short months ago, he would have been crazy 

to understand the seemingly secret code, Stan just nodded. 

As he rose, the mystic told Stan, “The God you seek is right in front of 
you. He is in the land. He is in your dog. He is in you. Climbing that 

path will not lead you to God, for he has been at your side with every 
step you‟ve ever taken.” 

“I know that, and I believe that. But why has it taken me until now to 

be able to understand that? And when will I be able to feel it?” Stan 
asked the man. 

“Your head was ready, but your heart was not. Do not worry,” the man 

patted Stan on the cheek. “You will feel God the minute you stop 
trying.” 

* * * 

“Paula,” Miguel said to her, one night while they ate a quiet dinner in 

Little Italy, “I want you to move in with me.” 

Paula looked up at the beautiful, intelligent, passionate man sitting 
across from her, and smiled ruefully. 

“You know that‟s not gonna happen, don‟t you, Miguel?” 
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“It could happen. All you have to do is say yes.” 

“I can‟t. You know how much I love spending time with you. How 
much I respect your work, and treasure your beautiful, if unorthodox, 

outlook on life. But . . .” 

“But what? What is it, mi chica bonita?” 

“I love everything about you, Miguel, but my heart belongs to 

someone else.” 

Chapter 28  

From Peru, Stan backpacked and hitchhiked his way north, aware that 
he was on the last leg of his journey. Arriving in El Salvador in early 

December, he found himself moved to tears by the opulent wealth 

juxtaposed against the unbelievable poverty. No longer surprised by 
new behaviors, Stan found himself naturally gravitating toward the 

shantytowns. Amazingly, though they seemed to have nothing, the 
generosity, hospitality, and friendliness of the people seemed 

boundless. 

One San Salvadoran family invited Stan and Isis to stay with them for 
the duration of his visit. Like many Catholic families in Latin America, 

Stan noted, they had more children than they seemed able to care for. 

It was the tiny Alma that immediately tugged at Stan‟s heart. Though 
she was nearly 10 years old, the girl looked no more than 6 or 7, at 

most. Alma had been born deaf and partially blind. Her family certainly 

had no money for medical treatment or special schools, but Stan 

watched in wonder as they communicated in their own brand of large, 

exaggerated sign language. And they treated her just like the rest of 
the kids. When she misbehaved, she was punished; when she was 

loved, it was totally and completely — no reservations. Before long, 

Stan, like Alma‟s family, seemed not to even notice her handicaps. So 
different from America, where we make such a big deal out of our 
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differences, he mused to himself one evening. I wonder what Kerri 

might have done — or become — with this kind of unconditional 
support . . . 

While living with Alma and her family, Stan got to know Padre Anton, 
an American missionary who was their regular dinner guest. Shortly 

after arriving in the tiny country, Stan began joining the priest during 

his work in the city, helping him minister to the needy. At first unsure 
about how helpful he could really be, given the language barrier, Stan 

found himself learning from Padre Anton how to dispense medicine, 

console the bereaved, and how to meet each person right where they 
were, without judging them or making them feel like their need 

defined them. 

* * * 

Having grown up attending Mass regularly, Stan was now one of those 

lapsed sorts of Catholics who made it to church only for the big days, 
mainly Christmas and Easter. And he hadn‟t even been to those in the 

last few years. “The way they handled this whole sex abuse cover-up 
has really made me question the authority of the church, overall,” he‟d 

told Paula when the archbishop of Boston had resigned. 

He thought back to the first Christmas he knew Paula. With no family 
of his own to speak of, Stan had spent every recent Christmas with 

Gretchen and her family. That year, they went skiing in Vail. 

Stan remembered stealing away from the Novaks for a few minutes on 
Christmas morning to call Paula at her parents‟ home in Philadelphia. 

Paula‟s parents had been married for almost 40 years, and still lived in 
the house where she and her three brothers had grown up. 

One of her younger brothers answered the phone. “Paula,” he 

screamed into Stan‟s ear. “Phone for you! It‟s a bow-oy!” 

“How old are you, Marco — twelve?” Stan heard Paula‟s irritated voice 

in the background.  

After a minute or so of what sounded like lots of bumping and banging 
and jostling, he heard Paula‟s flustered voice over the background 

noise, “Hello?” 
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“Wow — sounds like quite a commotion you‟ve got going there,” Stan 

said, laughing. 

“Merry Christmas, Stan Crowley!” 

“Merry Christmas to you, too, Paula. How are things at the old 
homestead?” 

“Crazy, like always. Mom‟s working on the pasta, and Grandma‟s 

telling her she‟s doing it wrong. They go at it the same way every 
year. So how‟s Vail?” 

“It‟s fine,” Stan said quickly. 

“How‟s the skiing?” 

“It‟s OK. I‟m not much in the mood for skiing right now. Actually have 

spent more time in front of the fire reading than I have on the slopes.” 

“That doesn‟t sound like you, Mr. Athletic.” 

“I know. It‟s weird.” 

“So, d‟you make it to Mass?” 

“Yeah, I sneaked off to the 10 o‟clock service at St. Mary‟s. You?” 

“Midnight at Holy Rosary — same as we‟ve been doing every year 

since I can remember.” 

“Yeah, well . . . I just wanted to call and wish you a happy Christmas.” 

“Thanks, Stan. You, too. I hope you have a lovely holiday. I‟ll see you 
when I get back next week.” 

* * * 

Stan thought about calling Paula for Christmas this year — but he 
knew he needed to finish the journey he‟d begun before he‟d be ready 

to make things right with her. He hoped that wherever she was and 
whatever she was doing, she was happy and healthy. 

The thought crossed his mind that Paula might have moved on by 

now. Not necessarily in a geographical sense, but in terms of her 
career — and her personal life. Hell, she could even be married by 
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now. He was surprised at the serenity that accompanied the thought. 

Just picturing her happy was enough to gratify and calm him. He 
offered up a special prayer for her at midnight Mass — hoping that 

somehow she knew she was in his thoughts. 

* * * 

The week after Christmas, Stan asked Padre Anton to hear his 

confession. Padre Anton agreed, and they scheduled an appointment. 
Stan was surprised at how nervous he felt when it came time for the 

appointment. He needn‟t have worried though, because the same 
gentle non-judgmental approach he used with the Salvadoran people 

was the method the priest used with Stan in confession. 

Padre Anton put Stan at ease instantly, telling him that although this 
was an official sacrament, it might be easier for Stan to simply think of 

it as a conversation with a friend. The padre reminded Stan that it was 

his job, as a priest, to hear Stan admit his sins — but more 
importantly, he was there to offer forgiveness. 

For the first time in his life, Stan opened up about his estranged 
relationship with his mom and sister. He explained that Kerri had a 

developmental disability, and that he‟d been sending his mother 

money for her care ever since he got his first job in college. Slowly, he 
acknowledged that the bimonthly mailings had been the extent of his 

contact with them for nearly a dozen years. 

Talking further, Stan finally released the anger, and the sadness, of 
never having understood why his father had left so abruptly. The scary 

thing was that once the tears started, Stan was unsure whether they 
would ever stop. But the padre just let him cry and cry and cry. Wise 

man that he was, he knew exactly what to say when he spoke — but 

more importantly, he knew when to be silent. 

At the end of the conversation, when Padre Anton blessed Stan with 

the words, “God bless you. Go in peace,” for the first time in his life, 

Stan not only heard the words, but he felt them.  

Deciding it was, perhaps, time to try to do something about her 

unhealthy eating, Paula ventured to the farmer‟s market up the street 
on Kennedy Boulevard. She‟d found a wok on sale at a discount store 

on Jersey Avenue, and had borrowed a stir-fry cookbook from the 

public library. Walking up the steps to her apartment house, carrying 
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her bag of fresh squash, leeks, carrots, and other veggies, she 

hummed to herself as she went. 

The only piece of mail was a postcard with a picture of an aboriginal 

warrior. The description on the back of the card simply said: 

AUSTRALIA — 1990 

In the center of the card, lettered in Stan‟s precise printing, was one 
word: 

G’day. 

* * * 

Looking over the guidebook‟s descriptions of Mexico, Stan thought it 

might be fun to stop in the town of Tequila — and perhaps sample a 
little of the drink that bore its name.  

It might have been a great plan, except that Stan was not really a 

drinker. When the locals offered him some sotol, a drink similar to 
tequila but distilled in white oak casks, Stan accepted it and downed it. 

He drank one after another, until, in very short order, he was 

completely hammered. The next day he would remember thinking he 
might have been better off going for the worm. 

Feeling giddy, and believing himself virtually fluent at Spanish by now, 
Stan called Paula at 4 a.m. and left an enormously slurred but indelible 

message on her voice mail: 

“Yo te quiero, muchisimo.” I love you very much. 

Chapter 29  

Crossing the Mexican border at Laredo, Texas, Stan felt tears of joy 
sting his eyes as he realized he was back on American soil. Having 

seen it done in so many Hollywood movies that he‟d always thought it 

was an over-the-top, showboating cliché of a demonstration, Stan now 
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knew why films continued to depict estranged Americans kissing the 

ground as soon as they touched US soil. Without hesitation, he set Isis 
down and kissed the earth beneath him. 

* * * 

Although tempted to jump on the first plane to LaGuardia, Stan was 

determined to complete the journey he‟d begun. He hitchhiked across 

Texas, deciding to spend a few days in Houston to catch up on his 
sleep and see some of the famous city‟s historic sites. He visited the 

Houston Heritage Society museum, where he learned of the city‟s 
1836 founding by brothers August Chapman Allen and John Kirby 

Allen. He also read up on the life story of the city‟s controversial 

namesake and one of Texas‟ political pioneers, Sam Houston. 

Having quite by accident stumbled onto a quaint B&B hidden in 

downtown Houston, Stan was surprised to find the inn located in the 

shadow of Minute Maid Park, home of the Houston Astros.  

Generally making it to at least a dozen Yankees games a season, no 

ballpark would ever hold the same meaning for him as the “House 
That Ruth Built.” Still, Stan‟s love of baseball made him ever-curious 

to see the designs of other Major League stadiums. He called ahead to 

find out if the Astros would welcome Isis. He hung up, a bit dejected. 
Funny how that little dog could make it all the way around the world, 

but now that I‟m home and want to take her to the ballpark with me, 

she can‟t come. 

“Sorry, girl. You‟re gonna have to wait here,” Stan said, getting down 

on his knees to rub Isis‟ tummy. Luz Carmichael and Krystal Garrison, 
the aging hippies who owned and ran the B&B, gladly agreed to watch 

Isis while Stan took a tour of Minute Maid Park. 

The tour guide, a gregarious junior from the University of Houston, 
regaled Sam and the others with stories about the park‟s history, 

including the fact that it had won three major awards since its opening 

— one for excellence in historic preservation, one for outstanding civil 
engineering, and one for engineering excellence. Stan found omission 

of the mention of the park‟s original name — Enron Field — a bit 
humorous. 

The tour included stops in the historic Union Station, the press boxes, 

the luxury suites, and the visitors‟ dugout. As he stood looking out at 
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the pitcher‟s mound from the visitors‟ bench, Stan allowed his mind to 

drift to something he had trained himself to rarely think about. His 
thoughts wandered back to his decision not to pursue college baseball 

— or the pro career everyone had predicted for him — once he 
graduated from Gibson. 

* * * 

Stan‟s game was off the night the Penn scout came to watch Gibson in 
the regional championship game, his senior year at the boarding 

school. He was throwing so badly that his catcher got a better workout 
than he did that night. Still, the team somehow managed to rally 

behind him and score enough runs to hoist the bigger trophy at the 

game‟s end. 

Worried that he‟d blown his only shot with the scout, Stan sat in the 

dugout, long after his teammates had headed for the showers. “Hey, 

Crowley. Coach Dawson and I are taking the team out to celebrate at 
Pizza Hut. Aren‟t you coming?” Eddie Chapman, the team‟s assistant 

coach, sat down beside Stan on the bench. 

“Nah, I don‟t much feel like it,” Stan mumbled under his breath. 

“Why the long face, guy? You‟re acting like you‟s lost. You won — 

you‟re the champions. Remember?” 

“Yeah, no thanks to me.” 

“OK — so it wasn‟t your best game. But you could have done worse, 

much worse. And the guys found their bats in time to lift you over 
those Warrior weasels. So it all ended well.” 

“Maybe.” 

“No maybe. Absolutely. What maybe? What‟s up with you, Crowley? 

This isn‟t like you.” 

“I don‟t know. I just wish I had pitched better. All season I‟ve been 
getting ready for this game. In my head, I saw us win it a thousand 

times. But I didn‟t know the scout was gonna be here. He surprised 

me, threw my game off. And every time I tried to refocus and get my 
head back in it, it got worse, not better.” 

Coach Chapman laughed quietly to himself. 
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“Glad to hear you find my personal humiliation so humorous,” Stan 

said through a clenched jaw. 

“Oh, son. I‟m not laughing at you.” 

“Coulda fooled me.” 

“No, not at all. I‟m just thinking back to the time I played in front of a 

minor league scout. Struck out every single at bat. Not a hit, not a 

walk, not a balk, damn pitcher didn‟t come close to hitting me. I just 
whiffed it four times in a row. Up until that point, my batting average 

had been hovering right around .350.” 

“Really?” 

“God‟s honest truth. Son, I‟m not laughing at you — I‟m 

commiserating with you.” 

“So what happened?” 

“I gave it a bit more of a go, but eventually decided to hang up my 

cleats and head back to the classroom. I‟d been an education major, 
but had never completed my student teaching.” 

“You mean you quit baseball for good because you had one bad 

game?” 

“No. But that one bad game forced me to reconsider how much I really 

wanted to play. It‟s a mighty competitive arena, professional sports. 
And I mighta been good enough to succeed there. But that one 

horrible game knocked the wind outta me, and I realized I really didn‟t 

want it bad enough. It wasn‟t that I couldn‟t have played at least 
A League ball. It was that I made a choice to do what I knew what I‟d 

love doing, without having to grit my teeth and give myself a pre-

game pep talk every day before I went out to do my job.” 

“So you‟re saying you chose teaching over playing pro ball.” 

“Yup.” 

“I don‟t get it. How could you . . . I mean, even at a school like 

Gibson, it‟s the same stuff every year, semester after semester. Don‟t 
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you get bored? Doesn‟t one year start to blend in with another after a 

while?” 

“Stan, son. You‟re making the assumption that life is always an all-or-

nothing proposition. It‟s not. Just because I didn‟t pursue a career in it 
doesn‟t mean I gave up baseball for good. Ask my wife and she‟ll tell 

you — baseball is still one of my passions. I watch TV games regularly 

and head up to Boston or over to New York to see „em play live several 
times every season. I catch as many farm league games as I can. I try 

to get up to see the Cape Cod League in action every summer. And I 

work with you young fellas, helping you develop your talent so you can 
be ready to impress the scouts when your turn comes.” 

“Impress the scouts — you betcha.” Stan looked miserable, like not a 
thing the coach had said had penetrated. 

Coach Chapman clapped Stan on the back. 

“You know, Stan, it‟s not really about impressing the scouts. It‟s about 
impressing yourself. Sure, the scouts have a lot to say about whether 

you make it or not,” Coach Chapman said, pausing to look up to the 

sky for a moment. “But the scouts don‟t know your heart — and it‟s 
your heart that determines what you‟re supposed to do with your life. 

Or at least it should. Lotsa people out there haven‟t followed their 
hearts, but those are also the ones who haven‟t had a happy day in 20 

years.” 

Stan stared at the ground, kicking his cleats in the dirt. 

“You asked me if I don‟t get bored teaching. Thing is, I suppose I 

could get bored. Many, many a teacher does. But I love it, truly I do. 

Each day is a new adventure. Every student I reach, every time 
someone aces a test, every kid I teach to step into his swing . . . it‟s 

all good. Fame, money, whatever mighta come out of a baseball 

career . . . they would have been nice, but never more satisfying than 

a chance to help mold the future. That‟s what teachers do — they mold 

the future. Think about it — virtually every single thing that anybody 
knows how to do, they know how to do it because someone taught it 

to them. We‟re all teachers — I just happen to get paid for it.” 

Coach Chapman smiled at Stan and gave a small wave as he headed 
across the field to the locker room. Stan stalled a few more seconds, 
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then picked up his glove and ran to catch up with the man whose sage 

advice would remain buried in the deep corners of his mind until many 
years later. 

* * * 

The tour group had moved on without him, much like the teammates 

who‟d left him in the dugout after that game all those years ago. This 

time, though, Stan wasn‟t depressed. Having come to some concrete 
decisions regarding his future, he was happy, reeling with anticipation 

about moving into the next phase of his life. 

Thanks, Coach Chapman, wherever you are, he thought to himself as 

he ran to catch up with the tour. 

Chapter 30  

Their visit to Houston behind them, Stan and Isis continued by bus 

across Louisiana, toward New Orleans. He‟d come a long way since his 
nervousness on the crowded New Jersey Transit coaches, but Stan still 

found bus travel a bit frustrating. While it allowed him the opportunity 

to see the countryside, the frequent stops made it slow going, and all 
he really wanted to do was get home. 

Too wired to sleep, and completely disinterested in the current issues 
of Fast Company and Baseball Weekly he had stuffed between his hip 

and the seat, Stan petted Isis absently. Sighing, the little dog 

stretched out to her full length, feet and head hanging contentedly off 
either side of Stan‟s lap. Stan did find that sitting on the bus gave him 

lots of time to think. As the coach hurtled across the Louisiana 

landscape, Stan was surprised to find himself now smiling at the 
memory of his only visit to the rollicking city. 

He and Isis were startled as a huge clap of thunder boomed, and the 
overcast sky gave in to the long-brewing storm that had seemed to 

follow them from Lafayette. Stan was aware of a strangely familiar 

feeling of coziness as the passengers settled in, seemingly grateful to 
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be sheltered against the bullets of rain pelting the metallic roof of the 

bus. 

Glancing casually out the window to his right, Stan jarred Isis as he 

abruptly sat up. He craned his head, trying to see if the odd sight that 
had caught his attention really was what it appeared to be: four 

enormous, brightly colored fiberglass bears. As the Greyhound driver 

moved into the left lane to pass an exceptionally slow-moving flatbed 
truck, Stan leaned toward the window to get a better glimpse — sure 

enough, swiveling back and forth just a bit, with the motion of the 

truck, were four giant bears. As the bus moved past the truck/flatbed, 
Stan saw the words Dan‟s Shipping & Towing — Specializing in 

Carnival Equipment painted across the driver‟s door. 

The bears, each clad in bright blue jumpers reminiscent of lederhosen, 

were actually pieces of a carnival ride. Two bears, one “female” and 

one “male,” joined hands to form the outside of a Tilt-a-Whirl-style 
ride, with a giant wheel in the middle of the ride car, apparently 

positioned as the semblance of a steering mechanism. Stan laughed 

out loud at the incongruity of the two grinning bear couples settled on 
the back of a tow truck headed down the highway. 

He was immediately flooded by a rare memory of one of the more 
enjoyable times he‟d ever spent with Gretchen. 

* * * 

Jack had been in town to visit a girl he‟d met online and had invited 
Stan and Gretchen to join them for the weekend in Atlantic City. In an 

uncommon moment of agreeability, Gretchen had said yes when Stan 
mentioned it to her. Jack and . . . Cindy? Julie? What the fuck was her 

name?  

Jack and Whatshername had immediately headed to the blackjack 
tables at Caesar‟s. Too careful about his money to even try his hand at 

a five-dollar table, Stan steered Gretchen toward the boardwalk where 

they strolled, hand-in-hand, like so many other couples out on that 
gorgeous, late-summer afternoon. This is really nice, Jack 

remembered thinking. 

The next morning, they both woke early and decided to head out to 

the water again. Stan challenged Gretchen to see who could find the 

biggest intact shell, so they scrambled out of their shoes and ran for 
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the beach. Moving north along the beach, they noticed the carnival 

rides looking stark and lonely against the gray pre-dawn sky. “Hey, 
Stan?” Gretchen pulled on Stan‟s hand and nodded her head toward 

the rides. “What do you say we go look around over there?” 

“Look around where?” Stan asked, looking around the quiet beach. 

By now, Gretchen was moving as quickly as she could, barefoot, 

through the fine sand. 

“Where are you going??” Stan called after her. 

“Come on. The rides are all empty. I‟ll bet there‟s not even a security 

guard around right now. Let‟s go check it out.” 

“Gretchen, are you out of your mind!??!” Stan caught up with her. “We 

can‟t go wondering around over there. It‟s trespassing! If we get 
caught, we could be arrested.” 

“So, let‟s make sure we don‟t get caught then, silly!” she mussed 

Stan‟s hair and kissed him lightly on the lips. 

They reached the boardwalk and, dusting as much sand as possible 

from their feet, slipped their sandals back on. Laughing, Gretchen 

pulled Stan toward the rides. 

“This is not a good idea, Gretchen.” 

“Sure it is, Stan. Come on — live a little. It‟s not even 6 a.m. yet. 
We‟re easily the only ones on the boardwalk for miles.” 

“How do you know? What if some other couple got up and had the 

exact same crazy idea?” 

“Then we‟ll keep each others‟ secrets . . .  Come on. It‟ll be fun.” 

They walked toward the rides, Stan constantly glancing over each 

shoulder to make sure no one was watching. 

“Knock it off, will you? You look really suspicious, glancing around all 

over the place like that.” 

“Gee, maybe it‟s because I FEEL really suspicious . . .” 
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Stan hung back while Gretchen crept up to the chain that roped off the 

entrance to the ride area. She‟d been right — there was no sign of a 
security guard to be seen anywhere. 

Slipping the chain off its hook, Gretchen let it drop and walked 
nonchalantly across it, toward the rides. Finally giving in to Gretchen‟s 

ridiculous whim, Stan heaved a big sigh and followed her. 

Noticing that he was finally behind her, Gretchen dashed forward and 
Stan quickly gave chase. They wound up at the funhouse, each taking 

a turn standing in front of the distortion mirrors, crossing the creaky 

rope bridge, and moving clumsily across a floor made of tumbling 

cylinders. Exiting through the wide grin of a giant clown face 

decorating the side of the funhouse, Gretchen next led Stan to the 
carousel. 

“Oh, this one reminds me of BJ, my first pony,” Gretchen squealed, 

obviously delighted. 

“That one looks mean,” Stan said, pointing to a black horse with a 

somewhat snarling face. “I think I‟d call him Baaaaddd Billy.” 

Gretchen laughed appreciatively and hugged him. She ran to the next 
horse, a white stallion. “This looks like the horse I always imagined 

Prince Charming would ride in all the fairy tales.” 

“Charming he is, then,” Stan assented. The two continued around the 

carousel, naming each horse, in turn. 

After they‟d finished naming all the animals in their fantasy stable, 
Stan seemed to have calmed down a bit. He and Gretchen wandered 

further around the deserted carnival space, eventually stumbling 

across a photo booth. Gretchen followed the electric cord to a sunken 
outlet. “Gretchen, be careful. It . . .” Stan called out. 

“. . . might be dangerous. I know, I know, Stan. Everything might be 
dangerous. It might just also be fun,” she reproved him gently as she 

bent to plug in the cord. “I‟m a big girl, Stan. I just want to find out if 

there‟s juice. I doubt it, but if there is . . .” Gretchen jumped backed 
as the machine whirred to life. She turned and smiled brightly at Stan. 

“Get your sexy smile on, honey. This is your photo op!” 
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Ever doubtful, Stan shook his head as he fed two crisp dollar bills into 

the machine. He and Gretchen wound up spending almost $20 on strip 
after strip of silly pictures. 

They flipped through the deck of photos as they continued to walk 
through the amusement park, laughing at the variety of funny poses. 

Stan suddenly looked up, just in time to avoid running head-on into a 

prize booth that had obviously been hastily closed up, its padlock 
hanging loosely around the tarpaulin. Stan peeked behind the tarp to 

see hundreds of stuffed animals crammed haphazardly into the small 

shack. Slowly, a grin spread across his face. 

Gretchen looked up at him. “Stanford . . . you couldn‟t possibly be 

dreaming up mischief, now could you?” 

Half an hour later, Stan and Gretchen stood back to admire their 

handiwork. They‟d arranged 20 different pairs of the stuffed toys at 

one end of the Noah‟s Ark Tidal Wave ride, the blank button eyes 
staring toward the other end of the ship at a life-size inflatable Spider 

Man doll, positioned in a defensive crouch. 

Stan drew a firm line at turning on any of the rides, but that didn‟t 
stop them from climbing into one of the lower cars of the Ferris Wheel 

— facing away from the boardwalk — and making love. 

* * * 

As the bus arrived in New Orleans, Isis perked up in Stan‟s lap as he 

shook his head at the memory. OK. There were good times in 
there . . . I knew it . . . I‟m just glad I can actually remember them. 

As they disembarked, Stan headed to the ticket counter to change the 
direction of his prepaid route. 

“Sir, there is a $50 fee to make any changes,” the grim-faced ticket 

agent said to him. 

Tiny in stature, with her salt-and-pepper hair styled in an unattractive 

bowl cut, “Miss Harper,” as her nametag read, must have been 

pushing 60. Stan found himself wondering what had happened — or 
not happened — in her life to make her so sad, angry, or whatever 

other negative emotion her dour demeanor intended to convey. 
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Sensing that Miss Harper‟s caustic disposition was something she‟d 

been cultivating for many years, and not merely the matter of having 
a bad day, Stan nodded, “That‟s fine,” as he reached into his wallet for 

his debit card. 

With a loud, “Unh,” Miss Harper entered a few strokes on her keyboard 

and asked, more forcefully than necessary, “Name?” 

“Stan Crowley.” 

“Let me see the old tickets,” the tiny ticket agent barked. 

Stan handed his tickets across the counter to her, leaning over as he 

did, and noticing that she stood on a small stepstool and even then, 
had a difficult time seeing over the countertop. 

In a matter of minutes, Miss Harper made the changes to Stan‟s travel 
route. Rather than continuing east across the Florida panhandle and 

through Georgia, he had instead remapped his path to go through 

Birmingham, Chattanooga, and Louisville. 

Stan smiled as the crotchety agent handed him the new tickets. 

“Thank you so much for your help, Miss Harper,” he said. “I really 

appreciate how well you do your job.” 

As he walked away from the counter, Miss Harper stood a little taller, 

relaxed her clenched jaw, and — if he wasn‟t mistaken — Stan 
watched the shadow of a smile cross her face. 

* * * 

Stan had created a 6-hour layover for Louisville, just enough time to 
visit the famed Louisville Slugger factory and museum. Approaching 

the front door of the museum on West Main Street, he smiled as he 
watched other tourists take turns posing under the trademark 120-foot 

bat leaning against the building. 

While he enjoyed the entire tour immensely, Stan was most impressed 
by the wall in the entryway of the museum. It was created out of 

panels taken from the bats of every Hall of Fame player who had ever 

swung the mighty Louisville Slugger. Having visited the Baseball Hall 
of Fame in Cooperstown, New York, several years previously, Stan was 

surprised to find himself still in awe as he read name after name of the 
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hallowed players: Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb, Mickey Mantle, Stan Musial, 

Ted Williams, Joe DiMaggio, and the rest. 

Walking up the street to the kennel where he‟d had to house Isis in 

order to visit the museum, Stan was again reminded of the comments 
of his former coach. Like Coach Chapman, Stan loved everything about 

the game of baseball — but he now acknowledged that it had never 

been his heart‟s desire to truly play the game. Until some point in the 
middle of this trip, he‟d always regretted giving up any chance at a 

baseball career. Now, though, it was enough to have touched the bats 

of the legends, knowing he was ready to follow his own passion. 

From Louisville, Stan headed to Cincinnati, another American city he‟d 

never visited. 

Chapter 31  

Stan took a cab from the Greyhound bus station to the corner of 
Calhoun Street and Clifton Avenue. From there, he walked northeast 

to the Blegen Library, on the campus of Cincinnati University. Isis 

wagged her tail as she walked, stopping to poke her nose at the many 
exciting new smells. 

Isis had been acting differently, ever since they‟d reached Laredo, 

almost as if she knew she was back in America. She now seemed 
happier and more attentive, with a visibly heightened sense of 

awareness. She sat quietly as Stan tied her to an empty bike rack, 
unnecessarily admonishing her to stay and be a good girl. The little 

dog wagged her tail happily, watching expectantly as her master 

jogged up the concrete steps. 

On the second floor, he read the sign posted between the two 

elevators and located the office number for Sarah Finnerty. Stan 

padded quietly down the hall, and made a right at the corner. 
Standing before an old, wood-paneled door, he knocked quietly. 

Without hearing any response, for a moment he thought the office 
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unoccupied. Then he heard a muffled noise that sounded like, “Come 

in.” 

Stan turned the knob and walked in. He looked around the small, tidy 

space, books lining every nook and crevice. At the desk, a middle-
aged, red-haired woman sat staring at a computer monitor as she 

spoke on the phone. 

Stan took a tentative step forward, before saying, “Hi, Mom.” 

The red-headed woman immediately stopped mid-sentence, dropping 

the handset into her lap. She raised her right hand to her mouth 

slowly, mouthing a soundless “Oh.” Regaining her voice, she said 
quickly into the mouthpiece, “Kerri, I‟m going to have to call you 

back.” Then she turned, and greeted the son she had not seen in more 
than a decade with an enormous hug. 

* * * 

Walking down the library steps, Stan mulled over the visit. He‟d known 
it would be awkward — that was to be expected — but all things 

considered, it had gone pretty well. Maybe it‟s time to just let go of the 
past hurts and keep on moving forward, one small step at a time, he 

thought, as he untied Isis and headed toward the bus station. 

On the corner across the street from the depot, Stan ducked into a 
florist‟s shop. Stopping in the entryway of the little store, the funereal 

scent at once overwhelming him, Stan pulled out the crumpled card on 

which he‟d typed Paula‟s address all those long months ago. On the 
reverse side of the card, he‟d scrawled the address for the halfway 

house where Kerri was now living. 

Stan stepped to the counter and ordered a giant bouquet of pink 

carnations. Only Kerri would find those boring things attractive, he 

thought, with a shrug. “Hey, add a couple white roses in there, too, 

will you?” he asked, as the elderly Asian shop owner carefully wrote 

out his order.  

“And it‟s important these get there as soon as possible,” Stan told the 
old man. 

“Same day cost twenty dollar extra,” the man replied, friendly but 
definitely all business. 
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“You got it,” Stan said smiling, offering the man $100 and telling him 

to keep the difference. 

* * * 

In a hurry to get home now, but torn because Gettysburg, a place he‟d 
always wanted to visit, was directly in his path, Stan decided to live in 

the present and make the Gettysburg pilgrimage. Walking slowly 

across the famed battlefields, Stan felt the presence of the soldiers 
who had fought and bled on that very ground. He visited the 

cemetery, and stood at the spot where Abraham Lincoln had given his 
immortal speech. Gazing across the vista before him, Stan tried to 

imagine Lincoln standing there, more than 140 years ago. 

Having had to memorize the Gettysburg Address for civics class at 
Gibson, Stan was amazed that the words came pouring back into his 

mind after all those years: 

Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on 

this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and 

dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.  

Duly impressed and very glad he had decided to stop, Stan made his 

way to the town‟s general store to pick up some bottled water and dog 
food for Isis. 

Seeing the little white dog tied in front of the store, a friendly lady who 

looked to be in her mid-60s had stopped to pet Isis. When Stan came 
out of the store, he and the lady chatted. She introduced herself as 

Judy and invited Stan to meet her husband, Walter. The couple was 
staying at the Gettysburg Battlefield Camp, a campground that 

allowed only RV camping. 

Sitting on lawn chairs in front of Walter and Judy‟s good-sized camper, 
the three chatted companionably, while Isis took the opportunity to 

run wild among the open fields. 

“So, young man,” Walter said in a voice that seemed to carry across 
the park, “it looks as if you‟ve been on the road for some time.” 

Stan nodded, and told them briefly about his trip. They plied him for 
details, not out of any sense of obligation, but because they were 

genuinely interested. 
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At the end of his nearly three-hour tale, Judy asked him, “So what are 

your plans now?” Stan thought back to his conversation with Gramme, 
who had asked him virtually the same question. This time, though, he 

knew the answer. 

“I‟m going to go back to school to get my teaching certification. Then 

I‟d like to get a job doing vocational training for the developmentally 

disabled.” 

“That sounds like a fine idea. I like a man who knows his mind,” Judy 

said, patting his knee. 

“But first, I have a visit to make — someone to whom I owe a huge 
apology.” 

“Your girl?” Walter asked, knowingly. 

“That obvious, is it?” Stan replied, laughing. 

* * * 

Walter and Judy invited Stan to spend the night with them. They were 
from Florida, but heading up to Connecticut to visit their son and his 

wife, who had just given birth to their first grandchild. If he could wait 
another day or two to get home, they‟d be willing to drive him all the 

way to New York. 

Chapter 32  

Stan thanked Walter and Judy, waving as they sped up the road 

toward the Brooklyn Bridge in their Land Yacht. Watching them go, he 
walked up the battered steps and into the corridor of the old school 

building. Years ago, it had served as a bustling elementary school. 

Now, its forlorn exterior yielding no clue as to the priceless cargo it 
contained, it was an artists‟ co-op, housing the studios of as many as 

65 artists at one time. 

* * * 
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Stan could see Paula at work as he quietly entered her second-floor 

studio. She was wearing her favorite coveralls, which were splattered 
with so many colors of paint that they looked rather like a canvas 

themselves. Her curly hair pulled back in a sloppy ponytail and 
iridescent blue paint streaking her left cheek, with more of the same in 

her hair, she hummed to the jazz tune coming from a small radio near 

the window. 

He gazed around the studio, and saw, to his amazement, a giant map 

of the world, so big it took up two whole walls. From where he stood at 

the door, he could see the gallery of his postcards, each tacked in 
place with a dart, marking its city of origin. 

Minutes passed as he watched her work with great concentration. 
Finally, Paula looked up to see him standing in the doorway. His dirty 

blonde hair was shoulder length, and a full beard covered his 

otherwise boyish looks. Dirty jeans and a ripped windbreaker 
completed the picture of a weary world traveler. 

Paula stood silently, not recognizing Stan at all. For a moment. Then 

he smiled, and she knew. 

“It‟s you!” A wide grin spread across her face. He stepped toward her 

as she ran to him, but reeled back when she slapped him hard across 
the face. 

“That‟s for leaving without saying good-bye!” Paula did that weird 

hybrid of crying and laughing at the same time, overcome by all the 
emotions of seeing Stan standing in front of her. 

He pulled her into his arms and held her to him. “I will never leave 

without saying good-bye, again. Ever. I swear! Unless, of course, it‟s 
an emergency. But even then, I promise to call and let you know I‟m 

OK.” 

She punched him in the shoulder weakly as she smiled up at him, Isis 

dancing a happy jig in circles at their feet. 

“By the way, I‟ve got this great recipe for kimchi,” he said as he kissed 
her. 

“Oh, you do?” Paula asked, as she stood on her tiptoes to look him in 

the eye. “And what other tricks did you pick up while you were away?” 
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“Wouldn‟t you like to know?” Stan asked with a sly grin, as he slowly 

pulled a battered green journal from behind his back. 

— The End — 


